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The second annual L.A. Zine Fest was an unmitigated success. 
Who would have thought people would stand in a line wrapping 

I had this conversation many times that day: “What makes it a 
zine? How is it different from a magazine?” These are fair questions. 
Over the years, I’ve come up with some personal criteria. Your 
opinions may differ.

Zines can’t be made by major companies. Sure, they call 
them “zines” when there’s cultural capital to gain. Zines can’t be 
made by car companies, soda pop conglomerates, or government 
agencies. (The anti-smoking Truth Campaign made a “zine” funded 
with lawsuit settlement money from Philip Morris.) These are classic 
examples of cultural imperialism and colonialism. Corporations steal 
something that isn’t theirs by right of power and tell the indigenous, 
culture-producing folks to fuck themselves by stripping and robbing 
them of the monetary gains of all their hard work. That’s slavery in a 
nutshell. It’s not good. Don’t fall for slavery of the mind with major 
corps shilling their “zines” as anything except ragged propaganda 
dressed in cultural interloper clothes. Be smart.

2.)  Hell, zines create culture 
from nothing except their focus, enthusiasm, and force of will. 
Magazines are designed, by the very nature of their existence, to turn 

head space, “lifestyles,” computers, parking spaces. Everything.
I’ve never won the lottery. I don’t have a trust fund or a sugar 

dump money into a pit while pointing at others from an elite position 
and proclaiming, “That’s not a zine!” because what you have in your 
hands has a glossy cover, too large of a distribution for your arbitrary 
comfort, or contains advertising. I don’t have the luxury of those 
entitlements.

If you’re really fortunate, your zine will be sustainable. Razorcake 
is. Yes, we have advertising, but it comes from independent 
companies vetted on a case-by-case basis, priced at reasonable rates. 
Our advertising pays for solely two things: printing and shipping. Our 
editorial content—reviews, columns, interviews—are completely 
separated from the advertising. Hell, our record review editor doesn’t 
even see the issue until she gets it in the mail along with the rest of our 
subscribers. This is by design. Advertising in our pages guarantees 
one thing: the ad runs. That’s it. We won’t promise a positive review. 
We don’t even assign interviews. That’s a world of difference from 
how magazines operate.

Razorcake’s in a unique position. We’re organized, dedicated, 
practical, motivated, and a legion. We go to great pains to make 
Razorcake affordable and readable.

We’re also DIY punk rockers—not résumés-in-training.
These tiny paper airplanes are incredibly durable. When huge 

meaningful and important—placed a cover on it, and stapled the 
spine. You are holding it right now. 

Thank you. Check out The Taxpayers if you get the chance.
–Todd Taylor

THANK YOU: It’s like the assembled A-team of Goof Punx: a harebrained, 
Taxpayer-plan coming together with spectacular results thanks to Marcos 
Siref for the cover design and illustration and Zachary Archer for source 
photos; Clean walls and drill bit thanks to Donna Ramone and Christina 
Zamora for being co-partners in putting together and curating the VLHS 
“How Much Art Can You Take?” DIY punk exhibit in Pomona; Super best 

across a lake thanks to Craig Horky for his illo. in Jim’s column; I’ve got 
my Mean Jeans on thanks to Liz Prince; “You got your ears on, rat buddy?” 
thanks to Bill Pinkel for his illo. in Dale’s column; Golden wild goose chases 
are the stuff of manic inspiration thanks to Alex Barrett for his illo. in Nørb’s 

broken animals lead by a sock puppet? That’s a real thing? Oh, yes. Thanks to 
Jim Newberry for the Ratso And The Rabbits photo in the Chicken’s column; 
Donut, pot, Thundercats? that’s my background guess thanks to Marcos Siref 
for his illo. in Nardwuar’s column; I’m calling you out. If you say you like 
garage rock and don’t own anything with Monsieur Jeffrey Evans playing on 
it, you’re a poser. Take off your sister’s pants, and give your mom back her 
credit card thanks to Ryan Leach, Mars Bravo, Bullyrook, and Canderson for 
the interview, layout, and photos; Two accountants walk into a room. One 
throws a beer at you, then taunts you. Then plays some of the best straight-
up punk rock coming out of L.A. today thanks to Matt Average, George Rager, 
Andrew Wagher, and Lauren Measure for the Rough Kids interview, photos, 
layout, transcription, and videography; Dandelions are edible. Grassroots 
DIY punk rock blooms through cracks in the concrete thanks to Keith Rosson 
and Zachary Archer for the Taxpayers layout and photos; He brings up a 
good reason to go to church. Tapes to tape over. Ingenious. Thanks to Jimmy 
Alvarado, Sean Arenas, Matthew Hart, and Andrew Wagher for the Social 

records, books, zines, and videos, not MP3s, url links, or download codes. 
Analog for analog. That’s our social contract. Thanks to: Kurt Morris, Ryan 
Leach, Ty Stranglehold, Sal Lucci, Art Ettinger, Ryan Horky, Nighthawk, MP 
Johnson, Ian Wise, Kristen K., Jimmy Alvarado, Mike Frame, Matt Average, 
Mark Twistworthy, Keith Rosson, Designated Dale, Sean Koepenick, Rene 
Navarro, Dan Ozzi, Paul J. Comeau, Dave Williams, Billups Allen, Nørb, 
Tim Brooks, Bryan Static, Chris Terry, Juan Espinosa, Rick E., Jim Wooster, 
Dave Brainwreck, Matthew Hart, and James Meier; The following people 
helped us out by crossing the threshold to the clandestine Razorcake HQ in 
beautiful Highland Park or taking time out of their busy schedules to lend 
us a hand remotely on the internuts (the squirrel internet): Phill Legault, 
Candice Tobin, Andrew Wagher, Kari Hamanaka, Matthew Hart, Marty Ploy, 
Chris Baxter, Mary-Clare Stevens, Rene Navarro, Adrian Salas, Mars Bruno, 
Rishbha Bhagi, Adrian Chi, Lisa Weiss, Megan Pants, Adrian Chi, Jenn 
Swann, Alex Martinez,  Robert El Diablo, Jimmy Alvarado, Ever Velasquez, 
Joe Dana, Christina Zamora, Juan Espinosa, Sean Arenas, Aaron Kovacs, 
Nicole Macias, Julia Smut, Jenn Witte, George Lopez, Donna Ramone, Tim 
Burkett, Jeff Proctor, Josh Rosa, Toby Tober, Sal Lucci, Johnny Volume, 
Jennifer Federico, Malcolm McLaren, Nighthawk, Marcos Siref, Ronnie 
Sullivan, Bill Pinkel, Kurt Morris, and Katie Dunn.

Tiny Paper Airplanes

–Natsuo Kirino, Grotesque

Welcome to this world, 
Bexley Jane Elmore.

Cover illustration and design 
by Marcos Siref 
upthameex.wordpress.com
Based on photos by Zachary Archer

“A woman who does not 
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other than to live with other 
people’s evaluations. But no 
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public opinion. And herein 
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destruction.”
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This issue is dedicated to the memory of Avielle Richman.

“Truth is a 
matter of the 
imagination.”

–Ursula K. Le Guin, 
The Left Hand of Darkness 
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I
Beautiful Like a Sewer Rat

LAZY MICK
I’M AGAINST IT

SEAN CARSWELL

“This is the 
super best.”A MONKEY TO RIDE THE DOG

It was one of those days when I felt like a 

to jump. He knows the futility of jumping. 
He’ll land on the frying pan again, regardless. 
But he jumps because it’s all he can do.

Well into the night, I still had an hour to 
drive home. All I wanted to do was sleep. 
My wife had been with me all day. It wasn’t 
better for her. It was probably worse. But she 
got to sleep on the way home. Before she did, 
she said, “I’ll do this for you,” and popped a 
CD into the car stereo.

That familiar F-chord. Those mad 
scratchy vocals in the stretches of silence. 
Almost the beginning of a ballad, but, no. I 
knew this song. It was poised to explode in a 
few seconds. I knew the words, too, though 
I knew them only as sounds: “Dobune zumi/ 
mitai ni/ utsukushiku naritai.” Suddenly, I 
felt like I was off the frying pan and able to 
cool my feet a little.

Now, because this is Razorcake and not 
a therapy session, the bummer of a long day 
can be left behind. You probably don’t want 
to hear it, and I don’t really want to write 
about it. And since this is a music magazine 
and you’re reading it, you probably know that 
feeling of a favorite old song hitting you at 
just the right time, of the therapeutic miracle 
when music wrests you from the claws of 
misery. That’s where I want us to be as we 
make this leap.

The music was the song “Linda Linda” 

song on the album, I knew my wife had slid 
Super Best into the stereo. Super Best is The 
Blue Hearts greatest hits album. Unlike most 
punk bands, The Blue Hearts actually had 
popular singles that they could collect into an 
album, songs that everyone in Japan knows, 
that pop up on karaoke machines and in the 
background (or, in one case, the foreground) 
of movies and video games.

Because I’ve never lived in Japan, I 
don’t know these songs as hits. I don’t know 

Hearts albums. I can sing along to every 
word of those albums. At least phonetically. 
I don’t know what any of the words mean. 
Apparently, these are some controversial 
things for the Japanese. Some songs pissed 
people off. Some songs had to be shelved 
until the band got bigger because of their 
salty content. With this album, I can sing 

along to bits and pieces: woah-ohs in the 
backing vocals, the sounds of choruses, the 
gentle slide into “Blue Suede Shoes” in the 
middle of “Heisei no Blues,” the repeated 
sha-ra-ras in the song “Sha ra ra.” The rest 
is just sounds to me. Pure rock’n’roll chaos. 
The building blocks for all the Japanese 
punk I love. Teengenerate, Guitar Wolf, the 

born out of The Blue Hearts.

I love the title of the album: Super Best.
In American English, “best” is a superlative. 
There are no degrees of best. Once you get to 
the best, you’ve reached the top. In Japanese 
English, there’s something better than best. 
There’s the super best.

Flying down the freeway with The Blue 
Hearts singing “Kiss Shite Hoshii” like a 
salve to sadness, this is the super best.

If I were writing this for a Japanese 

The Blue Hearts are old news, a band 
that broke up almost twenty years ago. 
Japanese punks know The Blue Hearts the 
way American punks know the Ramones. 
For a lot of Japanese punks—and for me—
there are only a few seminal bands on the 
top of the punk rock pyramid. There are 
the Ramones, of course. You don’t have 
to believe that the Ramones started it all 

have to admit that they’re the First Band of 
Punk. Then there’s The Clash. Unlike the 
manufactured boy band known as the Sex 
Pistols, The Clash’s music still holds today. 
Even a few of the songs on Sandinista! do. 
You could trim that triple album down to 
one good one. And then there are The Blue 
Hearts. Top Three.

Something pure happens when I listen to 
a Ramones or Clash or Blue Hearts album for 
the more-than-thousandth time. It’s almost a 
religious feeling. A state of punk rock grace.

I got a sense of how big The Blue Hearts 
were for Japanese when I watched the movie 
Linda Linda Linda. Of course, the title is 
a reference to The Blue Hearts’ song. In 
the movie, three high school girls have a 
rock’n’roll band. They’re supposed to play at 
a spring festival. I gather that, for Japanese 
high school kids, this is something akin to 

the prom in teen movies. The problem for the 
girls in the band is that their singer/guitarist 
broke her arm and can’t play. The girls don’t 
want to play one of their band’s originals for 
the festival because it would be disrespectful 
to their wounded singer. But they’re still 
booked to play the festival. So they need to 

to cover.
When I watch the movie, I try to think of 

American music equivalents. If there were 
an American rock’n’roll band composed of 
high school girls who needed to do a cover 
to show that they rocked, that they were 
real music fans and not posers, what music 
would they pick to be taken seriously? It 
couldn’t be new stuff. A situation like this 

to your contemporaries. So what old stuff 
would it be? The Ramones is too obvious. 
There already was a Ramones cover band 
made up of high school girls. They were 
called The Donnas. After that, choices get 
troubling. Bands like The Minutemen and 
The Big Boys would be awfully tricky, and 
the songs are too short. The Descendents 
only work if you’re a high school boy 
(and if you haven’t had sex yet). The 
Replacements might work. We all know 
that every song they recorded after the Tim
album should be re-recorded by someone 
who’s not afraid to have loud, distorted 
guitars in the mix. Green Day would be 
kind of embarrassing. Jawbreaker too 
whiny. The Dead Kennedys too rooted in 

century. And the search goes on.
For the girls in the movie, they go through 

old cassettes with the same discriminating ear 
until they stumble across The Blue Hearts. 
It’s all so obvious for them. This is the band. 
“Linda Linda” is the song.

Much of the movie follows the girls as 
they learn the song. The song, or at least 
parts of it, is played more than a dozen 
times. Any other song, this would drive me 
crazy. It’s okay for “Linda Linda,” though. 
It holds up.

Sometimes, when no one is around, I 
play “Linda Linda” on the ukulele and sing 
as loud as I can, tearing up my vocal chords 
to mimic Hiroto Kimoto’s style.

I recognize the absurdity of this. I’ve 
made my peace with it.



One of my friends’ wives is Japanese. 
She’s around my age and grew up in Japan. 
I was at a party at their house a few years 
ago. She and I got to talking about The Blue 
Hearts. In a room full of music fans, of 
people who had special furniture to house 
their hundreds (if not thousands) of records, 
only two of us knew The Blue Hearts. This 
fact seemed to crush my friend’s wife. This 
was iconic music of her adolescence. Why 
didn’t everyone know it?

Later, to make her feel better, I asked 
her to translate the opening lyrics to “Linda 
Linda.” She told me, “He’s saying he’s like a 
vermin in a...” Searching for the right word, 
she pointed at the drainage ditch that lined 
the road in front of her house.

“A drainage ditch?” I asked.
“Not exactly. Like the drainage for 

your toilet.”
“A sewer?”
“Yeah,” she said. “He’s saying that he’s 

like a vermin in the sewer. But he’s beautiful. 
Or he wants to be.”

It took all my restraint to keep from 
reciting every lyric in the song and having her 
translate the rest of it. Not because I wanted 
to know what the song is about. I already 

know that. Translations on the internet are 
ubiquitous. I liked her translation better: he’s 
like a vermin in the sewer. But he’s beautiful. 
Or he wants to be.

Returning to that night when The Blue 
Hearts pulled me back from an abyss:

I drove down the freeway idly wondering 
why more American punks don’t know The 

For one thing, The Blue Hearts sing all their 
songs in Japanese. English-speaking music 
fans are spoiled. We’re used to everyone 
singing in our language. We even expect big 
French acts like April March and big Swedish 
acts like The Hives to sing in English. An 
ethnocentric little asshole inside all of us 
curses bands like The Blue Hearts for not 
towing the language line. For another thing, 
Blue Hearts albums just aren’t easy to come 
by. I dubbed copies of mine off people in the 
know, then dubbed my copies for people I 
wanted to help be in the know. I’ve never seen 
a Blue Hearts record or CD in stores (or even 
in real life, for that matter; I only know what 
the covers look like from internet searches). 
Not even Dr. Strange Records has The Blue 
Hearts, and Dr. Strange has everything.

I started to remember the days of 

I’ve just drifted away from circles where I 

still existed. I remembered them fondly. 
Took a moment to miss them, even. Most 
of my collection of early L.A. punk seven 
inches came from friendly bootleggers. 

records that, legally-speaking, could not 
be re-released and the people who needed 
those records to feel whole. 

I’m still wondering if bootleggers are 
out there, if they’re reading this column, 
if they’re inspired to release a short run of 

with the original artwork which should be 

If that tender, young criminal is out there 
and willing, put me down for twenty copies 
of each record. I’ll spread them out among 
my friends.

–Sean Carswell
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I recognize the absurdity of this. 
   I’ve made my peace with it.

BRAD BESHAW



1.

LAZY MICKI’M AGAINST IT

1.

heard about the shootings in Newtown on 

high school biology teacher. “Terrible news 
about the school shooting in CT. Many, many 
very young children killed.” She wrote back 

where Avielle goes to a school and they live in 
CT.” “They” are our friends Jen and Jeremy. 
Avielle is their daughter. My wife worked 
with Jeremy at a pharmaceutical company 
for close to ten years. We’ve celebrated 
birthdays and barbecues, weddings and 
white elephant parties. Our kids have gone 
trick or treating together. After my wife was 
laid off, the company downsized and Jeremy 
took a job in Connecticut. “Newtown,” I 
typed. Newtown didn’t mean anything to me. 
It hadn’t been colonized by the tragedy like 
Aurora and Columbine. It didn’t mean what 
it does now. 

2.
Traditional media was useless. Speculative and 
stepped on with maybes and mights. I went to 

or what Facebook and Twitter might have felt 
like had they been around back then. Outrage 
everywhere. Filters off. Rage on. I was surprised 
by how quickly the updates and tweets had 
turned political. It was too much. I turned away. 
I listened to the Mean Jeans. Goofy songs about 
a never-ending adolescence. “Capri Sun. Capri 
Sun. Capri Su-uh-un.” 

3.
My wife called in hysterics. Our friends’ 
daughter was dead. She was calling from her 
classroom, surrounded by students, many of 
whom were freaking out. “I’ll be right there,” 
I said. “I’m coming, baby.” She was in San 
Diego. I was in Los Angeles. I wasn’t going 
to be anywhere anytime soon. I told my boss 
I had to go. I told her what I knew, which 
wasn’t much. My boss threw up her arms. 
“The world sucks!” 

4.
I listened to NPR in my car. Compared to the 
rage on social media, the newscast seemed 
subdued. Bloodless and tame. Somewhere 
in Orange County, it occurred to me that 
the broadcaster was following a script. A 
script for school shootings. It made sense. 

wouldn’t be the last. They gathered up the 

in between press conferences. Roundabout 
recitations of what they did not yet know, 
which was everything. The only one who 
seemed the least bit freaked out was the 
reporter on the ground in Newtown. When 
the announcer asked him if there was a vigil 
planned for that night, the reporter sounded 
dumbfounded. “Vigil? This only happened 
a few hours ago. I don’t think anyone’s 
thinking about a vigil.”

5.
Everything we heard about the crime turned 
out to be false. The weapon. The room. The 
shooter. The shot. The only thing that stayed 
true was this: Avielle was gone.

6.
That weekend we went Christmas shopping. 
I thought it would help to think about other 
people for a while. After browsing overpriced 
candles and teacups and shit that had a 
purpose I couldn’t identify, I wandered into 
a dead end. I must have been standing under 
a speaker because the Christmas carols felt 
like an assault. It’s that most wonderful time 
of the year… No. When all of your dreams 
come true… No, no, no. I held onto my wife, 
she held onto me, and we stayed like that for 
a while. You can completely lose it in the 
middle of a crowded store and everyone will 
go out of their way not to notice.

7.
We went to Newtown for Avielle’s memorial 

to Hartford with a layover in Baltimore. 
Taking no chances, we left San Diego early 
in the morning. Southwest sent me three text 

delays, the third restored the original time. 
We didn’t know it yet, but these messages 
were omens. Like how the night before the 
shooting, my wife kept tossing and turning 
in her sleep. We were on the plane, preparing 
for takeoff, when the captain told us our 

to postponed and they kicked us off the 
plane. By the time we got to the counter, our 

There was no way Southwest could get us 
to the East Coast in time for the service. 
This made my wife very upset. We took the 
useless ticket anyway. I got online and in 

Expedia. My wife called one of our friends 
who was already in Newtown, and she put us 
in touch with someone at American Airlines. 

services. We called them up. The American 

to JFK. A car service would take us into 
Connecticut where we’d stay with a friend of 
Jen and Jeremy’s. We now had three tickets 
each, six total, to Newtown. Six tickets to a 
place we wished we didn’t have to go. 

8.
Everyone wants to talk about gun control. I 
don’t know anything about control, but I am 
becoming an expert in grief.

9.
In the morning, my wife and I met, or became 
reacquainted, with all the people who were 
involved with the service. I’d been asked to 
read remembrances written by those who 
were close to Avielle. I was very glad to do 
this because it gave me a reason to hold it 
together, a job to do. Jen and Jeremy had just 
one stipulation: no god talk. 

10.
There were a number of funerals and services 
being held that day. So many, in fact, that all 
the mortuaries were booked. It was a dark and 
gloomy day. Funereal. Old rain-soaked, leaf-
splattered roads with names like Old Mill and 
Sugarloaf were made garish by sirens. Police 
cars and hearses and funeral processions 
crisscrossing in the rain. The New England 
scenery made me nostalgic for an innocence 
that can no longer be conjured, only invented. 
Someone looked at their phone in confusion. 
“My cell phone doesn’t know where I am.” 
None of us knew how to navigate this strange, 
gray world. Occasionally we’d pass a news 
van and we’d all think the same thing: Keep
going, motherfucker. Don’t even think about 
turning around… 

11.
The service was held in a gorgeous hall on the 
edge of a lake. It was a service full of stories 

JIM RULAND

“‘The
world
sucks!’”
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and photographs and artwork. There was a 
lot of light and laughter. I held it together. I 
didn’t fuck up, even when I looked up and 
saw my wife sitting with Avielle’s nanny, a 
young girl barely out of high school, ripped 
apart with grief. Every once in a while, a 

thing you see and can’t help but wonder. Is 
it…? Could it…? When the service was over, 
I went to those windows and looked at my 

felt. I didn’t have a job to do anymore, and 
I didn’t know what to do. I just wanted to go 
home and hug my daughter, which is a feeling 
one is permitted to indulge at all times and in 
all places except at the memorial service for 
your friends’ young daughter. 

12.
The sign hanging from an overpass read Pray
for Newtown. But what if we don’t want to?

13.
Last summer, my wife spent a week with 
Avielle at their house in Sandy Hook. She 
slept in the upstairs guest bedroom adjacent 
to Avielle’s room. Every morning Avielle 
came in and woke my wife up to commence 
the day’s activities, and every day my wife 

talked Avielle into snuggling with her for a 
few minutes. Those days now feel like a gift. 
The night of the service, we slept in that guest 
room. Before we went to bed, we spent a few 
minutes in Avielle’s room. A bright, cheery 
place with a lot of good energy. On the wall 
across from the doorway hangs a painting of 
two women walking on the beach. My wife 

money for breast cancer awareness. Jeremy, 
who’d recently lost his mother to cancer, 
won the painting. One of those things that 
was just meant to be. It was so comforting 
to see the painting hanging in Avielle’s room, 
to know that she’d grown up with it, that in 
some meaningful way it had inhabited her 
imagination. We know this because she made 
a copy of it in her diary. That’s the kind of 
kid she was. If you spend any time studying 
the painting that hangs in Avielle’s room, 
you’ll see two women, but only one set of 
footprints. One woman has her eyes closed in 
reverie; the other is a memory, but only a fool 
would say she’s not there. 

14.
In the morning, we discovered that we 
weren’t alone. Max, Jen and Jeremy’s aging 
pit bull, had joined us during the night. Old 

Max looked sad because he was sad. He 
knew everything I am struggling to say. 

15.

extra early. It was still dark when I got in 
my car and turned on Sirius satellite radio. 
I’d kicked the news habit and listened to 
the NFL channel nonstop. Sometimes 
they come out of their breaks with music. 
Sometimes it’s hip-hop. Sometimes metal. 
It’s not uncommon to hear the opening to 
Metallica’s “For Whom the Bell Tolls.” 
Sure enough, I heard the tolling bells that 
told me Cliff Burton’s epic bass licks 
were on their way. I turned the volume up. 
Way up. But the licks didn’t come. The 
bells kept on tolling. This must be long a 
version, I thought, but by now I could hear 

This isn’t Metallica, I realized like a total 
dumbass. This is Newtown. I pulled over to 
the side of the road, covered my face with 
my hands, and wept.

–Jim Ruland

aviellefoundation.org
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Outrage everywhere. Filters off. Rage on.
CRAIG HORKY
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I’M AGAINST IT

Back when our own Art Fuentes and 
I were in elementary school, we’d often 
help his ma set up and tear down her 
clothing stand at the swap meet near our 
neighborhood. Now, when I say swap 
meet, I don’t mean one of those half-assed, 
indoor types with nothing but small stores 
under one roof that resembles a mall. Nah, 
this took place atop the hot asphalt of a 

Fe Springs Drive-In. 
There was all kinds of cool shit trading 

hands at that swap meet, too. Clothing 
stands were speckled throughout the place 
to dress up just about anyone in your 
household. There was a dude who had a 
stand of handmade leather goods (Vargas 
Leather. Don’t ask me why I remember 
that, or anything else, for that matter). 
Vargas had a gnarly array of wallets, 
purses, belts, and biker vests. Now that I 
think about it, I could’ve had a pretty slick 
recreation made of a leather vest that all 
the members of The Warriors sported in 

(although the actual Warriors vests used in 
that movie were made of fake leather, but 
that’s a whole other column). 

There were booths that sold all sorts 
of used auto and motorcycle parts that I 
remember rooting through and stands that 
sold odds and ends of all sorts of wacky 
housewares. The swap meet even had some 
pretty carny-type shenanigannery going on 
with their rotating “sideshow” attraction 
that some shyster dude would croak on and 
on about over his tinny P.A. horn that was 
run through a CB radio. Top shelf operation 
going on here, I tells ya. 

The one so-called “freak of nature” I 
remember best is the Killer Rat. Now, this 
just wasn’t your standard, run-of-the-mill 
killer rat. No, sir. This was a genuine (insert 
creepy Jim Jones in Jonestown P.A. voice 
here) “KILLER RAT! FROM THE DEEP, 
DARK JUNGLES OF CAMBODIA!” I 
could never bring myself to plunk down 

these animal hijinks, especially when most 
of my scratch went into the coin boxes 
of the video games set up over by the 
concession stands, or towards my bowls 
of fresh watermelon and pineapple that 
the holmeses sold at the killer Mexican 
fruit stand. But that rat, that killer rat—I 
wanna say I remember someone saying it 

was nothing more than a possum or some 
sort of jive-assed sewer rat. If that’s the 
case, I have “killer rats” from the deep, 
dark jungles of Cambodia cruising around 
the neighborhood and fence during the 
summers here in L.A. Well, hardly the rats, 
but those jungle possums sure know how 
to get around. 

To me, the best of all the spots at the 
swap meet were the music stands. There 
were people who sold nothing but an 
overstock of band/concert shirts. Some 
were genuine and a fair share of bootleg 
tees—the same kind you’d see being hocked 
out in the parking lots outside of shows. 
There were booths that sold all sorts of 
buttons, pins, and assorted trippy-looking 
music jewelry. It’s weird to think back then 
throughout grade school and high school 
how many buttons or pins we shelled out 
for, pre-dating the at-home presses that 
allow you to make as many as you need. 
There were stands that sold nothing but 
posters, and these were especially rad 
because more times than none, they’d have 

magazines to order, or weren’t even printed 
here in the states (to which they’d stick you 
with a ridiculously high import price). 

A couple of my favorite stands sold 
an ass-load of bootleg (not counterfeit, 
we’ll hit on that in a bit) records. The older 

shitty quality to ’em. They were usually 
a stock white cardstock or cardboard 
cover with a Xeroxed paper pasted in the 
middle with the band or artist that was on 
the record inside, along with some typeset 
or hand-scribbled info of tracking, show 
location, dates, etc. I remember these being 
a lot more expensive than the regular stock 
of records that my dirty little paws could 
afford at that time, so being able to check 
these out wasn’t in the cards until later on 
when I had more scratch to throw down. 

When I started working in high school, I 
was able to afford a few of these, and much 
to my surprise, it was the same feeling of 

swag you’d buy out of comic book ads as 
a kid—*insert trumpet bleep/Price Is Right 
losing horn here*—“Fuck,” I thought 
out loud as I spun the vinyl, “sounds like 
someone recorded this out in the audience 
with a handheld cassette recorder,” which 
is exactly where a lot of the recordings 

the bootlegged pressings were from. 
Every so often, someone I knew would 
get their hands on a bootleg taken from 
a soundboard recording. While it wasn’t 
the best of the best, it blew the handheld 
recorded versions out of the water. 

After high school, I really started 
getting into a music trader paper called 
Goldmine (now a magazine), which had a 
really good cross-section of independent 
sellers and stores that sold a heavy 
amount of bootleg punk rock records and 
memorabilia. The extra cool thing about 
this at the time was that one of my music 
pals, Fred (Fred, if you’re reading this, 
contact me!), lived in Milwaukee, very 
close to where Goldmine is published. So 
he always got the paper before most people. 

latest version off the presses and eyeball 
any weird-looking Ramones bootlegs or 
rarer/older stock pressings and would call 
me. Besides the local record shows I’d hit 
every month around here (Gary! Sean!), I 
owe a debt of gratitude to Fred for hooking 
up the heads-up Goldmine juice, resulting 
in some ridonkulously awesome gems in 
my ever-evolving Ramones museum. 

There were also a few cool people 
who traded/sold bootlegs that I met 
through the Flipside fanzine classifieds 
(or “classifrieds”) at this time, too, as 
well as my Texas homie/Big Drill Car 
brother-in-arms Glenn. There was also 
my brotherman Todd Taylor, who I met 
a few years after he started working for 
Flipside. He eventually got me onboard as 
a reviewer, then columnist. 

shit together with a full computer set-up 
and internet, and then the vinyl record 

really opened when I was 
exposed to eBay. Good lord. Not only was 

it was overkill (and it still can be). Some 
of the people and/or record shops who 
have eBay accounts are very cool and 
professional, to the point where you can 
get to know some of these sellers without 
even meeting ‘em in person because you 
do so much business with each other. 

Unfortunately, there are the shady 
shitsuckers who lurk there, selling 
counterfeit vinyl to the unsuspecting folks 
who might not know as much as the next 
person, getting taken and then jammed 

I’M AGAINST IT
DESIGNATED DALE

“The older 
bootlegs from 
the ‘70s had a 
charming, shitty 
quality to ’em.”

Lost in the Swap Meet
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with a bogus “ultra rare” pressing 
of a record that’s not even worth 
wiping your ass with. 

This is where counterfeit differs 
from bootlegs. People pretty much 
know what to expect when they’re 
throwing down for a bootleg, 
especially with the rolling of the 
dice concerning sound quality. 
It’s a given. But people who shill 
counterfeit records should be 
buried up to their shoulders and 
then stoned to death. Wait—pissed 

then stoned to death. I 
thank a good number of my pals 
(especially Sean) for all the little 
jibs of information to look out for 
regarding a fake-ass fake record, 
especially with the more high-end 
pieces that have turned up online 
time and time again. It’s almost like 
dealing with swashbuckling online 
pirates of the high seas with some 
of these foul breeds. God forbid you 
email ‘em with a completely honest 
question regarding something that 
purposely foils their scheme of 
waiting to scam some unsuspecting 
sucker. It ain’t right, but what are 
ya gonna do? You can’t even warn 
other bidders that might have 
thrown their hat in the ring for some 
horseshit auction, thanks to eBay 
now hiding everyone’s user name 
on the bidders list. 

Back then, I’m sure there was 
the possibility of some merchants 
at the swap meet attempting to sell 
“valuable,” counterfeit records 
alongside the crates of bootlegs. 
But doing so while dealing with a 
potential buyer in person (instead 
of behind a keyboard), would 
likely have resulted in the seller’s 
ass bloodily handed to him from 
someone who happened to know 
a bit better. You’d be surprised 
how many people are allergic to 
shitbags and their ilk. Symptoms 
include breaking out in a rash—a 
rash of punches.

Music wonderful.
Technology good.

bad.

I’m Against It,
–Designated Dale
designateddale@yahoo.com

Ridonkulously awesome 
gems in my ever-evolving 

Ramones museum.

BILL PINKEL



TThe middle of winter is a hell of a time to not 
feel like drinking. It’s also a hell of a time to 
have your book completed. What the fuck 
else am i supposed to do today? It’s minus 
six after nine inches of snow; leaving the 
house is a roundly unpleasant concept to 
entertain. I should be getting SAUCED!
HOSED! SCHLUTZKA-ASS BLITZED!
Either that—or, more likely, in addition to 
that—i should be hunched over my typewriter 
((or topical equivalent)), keys clacking 
feverishly, midnight oil burning at one in the 
afternoon ((fuck Midnight Oil! Their one 
song sucked! I’ll burn them for warmth this 
afternoon, and follow up by burning the “she 
just smiled and gave me a vegemite sandwich” 
guys later this evening!)), oblivious to the 
swirling Arctic peril outside, blazing away 
on the manuscript that, once released into 
earth’s atmosphere, will bring me fame and 
fortune and the respect of my peers and the 
adulation of utter dimwits! I should be 
immune to the savage unlivability of my 
situation! I should be hunkered down with 
hatches battened and mizzenmasts stowed, 

trading drunken right hooks and sloppy left 
crosses over the proper pronunciation of 
“minutiae,” as words splatter effortlessly as 
diarrhea across the printed page! I should be 
generating verbal brilliance by the ream, 
deftly authored by candlelight, by oil-lamp, 
by the arcane buzz of a bare-wired sixty watt 
incandescent bulb ((never mind the fact that i 
don’t own an oil-lamp nor a sixty watt 
incandescent bulb, bare-wired or otherwise, 
although i do have some candles that my 
mom got me))—but NNNNOOOOOOO! 
My day of rugged, bare-knuckled prose 
generation by off-brand light sources is NOT 

ALREADY WRITTEN MY BOOK, plus 
I’m still hung over from a few nights ago 
((i’m generally all for late-night debauchery, 
but when you wake up in the morning and 
there’s taco dip ground into your carpet, your 
living room looks like an explosion at a Mike 
& Ike® Lem & Mel’s® factory, and you 
spend two hours on your knees wading thru 
taco dip, mixed alcohol slurry, and Mike & 
Ike® Lem & Mel’s® looking for the 
semicolon and apostrophe keys from your 
laptop, it might be time to lay off the sauce 
for a while)). It’s done! Finito! Kaput! It’s 
piled up in cartons back by my water heater! 
WHAT THE FUCK WAS I THINKING? I’m 
hoist on my own petard! And that’s the worst

kind of petard upon which to be hoist! My 
successful completion of the book-writing 
process has successfully deprived me of the 
ability to spend days like these performing 
the time-honored activity of “working on my 
book,” which, snipe-hunt-esque as an activity 
as it generally proves to be, at least provides 
the would-be author with the illusion that 
they are sinking their time into a grandly 
profound gesture of productivity and 
ambition. For even the most semi-literate of 

cold day “working” on their “book”—

not prove to be—is a claim that is generally 

all, most people respect at least the IDEA of 
writing a book; therefore, most people will 
respect the fact that you claim to have spent 
all day working on one. It seems productive, 
enlightened, and honorable, even if nothing 
of value ever comes of it. This is why 

just killed the goose that lays the golden wild 
goose chases. NOW what are you supposed 
to do? Write another one? Fuck that. What if 
i need to get to the water heater? Perhaps an 
analogy would be helpful ((don’t worry, the 
analogy is cleverly chosen to advance the 
narrative even if it is not legitimately 
helpful)): My old band, Boris The Sprinkler, 
were once marooned for two nights in the icy 
wastes of Monticello, Minnesota, stuck in 
some lame motel off the highway whilst our 
van awaited an operation. Much like today, it 
was too cold to go anywhere, and it wasn’t 

place. Under ideal circumstances, what do 
four bored friends do when they’re sitting 
around with nothing to do and nowhere to 
go? That’s right! They START A BAND!
However, in our case, we were already IN a 
band, and it was our being in a band THAT 
GOT US IN THE WHOLE MESS TO 
BEGIN WITH!!! In point of fact, we were 
actually WORSE OFF than anyone else who 
was bored and stuck inside that day, because, 
being in a band together, WE no longer had 
the option of alleviating our boredom by 
STARTING a band! BEING IN A BAND 
HAD SOMEHOW ((miraculously, but 
unfortunately)) BECOME ITS OWN 
ANTIPARTICLE!!! Gee willikers, what a 
gyp! The only real solution to this rather 
dodgy problem of tragically completing 

length, presumably to be published 

posthumously as sort of the written equivalent 

less woodwind-heavy. This strikes me as an 
untenable idea, simply because whatever 
doofenschmirtz one entrusts with the 
publication of said manuscript will invariably 
fuck it up, and probably have it typeset in 
Comic Sans, with chapter headings in all-
caps Zapf Chancery, causing a lot of wailing 
and chain-rattling up in the great beyond. 
Therefore, with the Right Honorable quest of 
Writing My Sure-To-Be-Amazing Book 
denied me, apparently the only reasonable 
way to pass the time today is to write about 
writing my book. SURELY THIS CAN 
ONLY YIELD THE FIRST DERIVATIVE 
OF EXCELLENCE!!! So, yes. I wrote a 

it slightly longer than seventy-seven 
Razorcake columns laid end-to-end, or about 

War and Peace ((which is, 
Razorcake

columns long itself)). This spritely cavalcade 
of whimsy ((I started it on my laptop last 

The Annotated Boris: Deconstructing the 
Lyrical Majesty of Boris The Sprinkler ((and 
Other Tales as the Need Arises)), and i 
honestly have no idea what initially compelled 
me to write it, other than the fact that it was 
cold outside and i didn’t have anything to do 
((well, that and the fact that a) I was sick of 
crackpot fanzine editors constantly telling 
me “you’re not writing a book, you know!” 

into a two-page column, and b) My mom 
gave me a copy of that book about Dr. Seuss, 
The Annotated Cat: Under the Hats of Seuss 
and His Cats, and i thought that was a cool 
title and wanted to rip it off [[I couldn’t help 
it; “War and Peace” was already spoken 
for]])). I wound up publishing it myself ((this 
would go a long way in explaining the lack of 
access to my water heater)). I decided 
publishing books is fun, because then you 
can tell everybody to fuck off. Telling 
everybody to fuck off is intrinsically 
enriching. Before i had it printed, i sent out 

books published, asking them for suggestions. 
I then completely ignored all their suggestions. 
FUCK OFF! I’M BEING ENRICHED 
HERE! Following that, i sent copies to three 
publishers who seemed like potential marks. 
After two swift but encouraging rejections, 
and one “we’re really not doing anything 

LAZY MICKI’M AGAINST IT
“Telling
everybody to 
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right now,” i DIYed the sum’bitch. If there’s 
one thing i learned from being in a band 
((other than not to break down in Monticello, 
MN, in January)), it’s that if you sit around 
waiting for someone to a. Take note of, b.
Like, and c. Fund ((or otherwise enable)) 
your Real Men of Genius® ideas, you are 
gonna be sitting around waiting for a LONG 
FRICKING TIME, and the next thing you 
know you’re gonna be dead and nothing’s 
gonna be done, unless you were taking a 

i spake previously, in which case you’d better 
hope that they don’t do book signings in 
heaven because those things are a fuckin’ 
stone drag. So, yes! That’s my advice for 
future generations! Write a book! Put that 
sucker out there! Clog the marketplace with 
your unsalable, unreadable, turgid, self-
indulgent prose! EVERYBODY’S WRITING 
BOOKS THESE DAYS, AND NOBODY’S 
BUYING THEM, SO WE NEED MORE 
PEOPLE TO WRITE MORE BOOKS SO 
WE HAVE PEOPLE WITH WHOM TO 
TRADE!!! I mean, seriously. I traded a copy 
of my book to Pat MacDonald—a local 

musical icon best known for being the guy 
who wrote the song “The Future’s So Bright, 
I Gotta Wear Shades” when he was with 

Space Kitty Blues ((which, amazingly, turned 
out to be a work of frickin’ genius, or 
thereabouts)). I was like wow, aren’t we 
unique! Musicians turned writers, exchanging 
our wares as we inhabit the lofty circles of 
erudition that mere mortals fear to tread! 
About a week later, i was announcing roller 
derby, and wound up swapping a copy of The
Annotated Boris with my co-announcer, 
Roxxy Rage, for a copy of her book about the 
history of Two Rivers, WI ((released under 
the name of Cassandra Kronforst, whomever 
the hell that is)). I’m still like, wow, aren’t we 
unique! Roller derby announcers turned 
writers, exchanging our wares as we inhabit 
the lofty circles of erudition that mere mortals 
fear to tread! Three days after that i swapped 
books with Steven Wishnia, best-known as 
the bass player for the False Prophets, for a 
copy of his novel When the Drumming Stops, 
and, a few days after that, at a gig with my 
new band the Onions, i wound up trading 

with Ted Prokash of Hue Blanc’s Joyless 
Ones for a copy of his novel A Fool For 
Lesser Things, which must be fucking 
awesome because he used Zapf Chancery as 
the title font. I tend to suspect my access into 
the lofty circles of erudition does not in and 
of itself constitute grounds for immortality. 
This isn’t a complete list of the friends i have 
who’ve written books, mind you—this is a 
list of the friends i have who’ve written books 
with whom i’ve traded books in just THE 
LAST TWO WEEKS. In other words, far 
from having successfully completed a noble 
and unique quest to produce a lasting work of 
cultural merit, i appear to have placed myself 
on the leading edge of this century’s 
equivalent of the personalized license plate. 
BOOKS ARE NOW THE SENIOR 
PICTURES OF THE CULTURALLY 
DISENFRANCHISED!!! Well, either that or 
it’s been a real shitty winter.

Love,
Nørb
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I’M AGAINST IT

There was once a time when I staunchly 
declared the Rhythm Chicken shares the stage 
with nobody! I found it mildly amusing when 
I was then asked to go onstage to introduce 
the Nobodys at one of their shows in Green 
Bay. Then I was asked to actually perform 
with quirky backwoods lounge singer Vern 
Nussbaum, a request I simply could not turn 
down. Since then, I have turned down all other 
offers for Rhythm Chicken accompaniment. 
My sloppy ruckus rock is best suited to the 
solo performance, the solo inappropriate 
display, the solo embarrassment. It has been 
nearly a decade since the Chicken bashed 
out any beats as part of any type of group. It 
would take a pretty amazing offer for me to 
share my ill-deserved spotlight with anyone.

my email account. Imagine my surprise 
when my drumming services were being 
requested by a hand puppet! Yes! Ratso, 
the lovable hand puppet host of Chicago’s 
local music/dance show Chic-a-go-go, was
looking to form a band! Luckily, Ratso is 
also very picky about who he plays with. 
He chose Nobunny to be his bass player and 
Buh Zombie of the Goblins to be his guitarist 
in a bunny suit! The name of this new and 
exciting super group? … Ratso And The 
Rabbits! How could a band with such a name 
not be an instant success?

Okay, I have to admit I was somewhat 

rat. It says so right in his name. Nobunny and 
the bunny-suited Buh Zombie are obviously 
rabbits (bunnies, rabbits, whatever). I, however, 
am obviously a CHICKEN! It says so right in 
my name! RHYTHM CHICKEN! You know, 
buck-buck- BUCKAW! Why do people keep 
mistaking me for a rabbit? I AM A CHICKEN! 

the underlying genius became apparent. 
They want to call me a rabbit, even though 
I’m obviously a chicken. When people see 
me, they will see a chicken and have to ask, 
“Why call him a rabbit when he’s really a 
chicken?” This can almost be an experiment 
in artistic expression and a comment on 
freeform personal interpretation! Maybe 
after repeated exposure to this chicken which 
they call a rabbit, people will actually believe 
that I’m a rabbit! Boy oh boy, we can really 
start to mess with people’s heads now! I’m 
beginning to think the Milwaukee Brewers 
were actually on to something.

Anyway, all that excitement and 
anxiety was for naught. I was too busy 

in my soup shop and could not get away 
during the narrow window of opportunity 
for such a convergence. I remained up 
here in the northwoods, chained to my 
business, and had to decline from Ratso’s 
initial request. Lucky for me, Ratso is a 
persistent little rodent. He emailed me 
again one year later, and this time my work 
schedule would actually allow me to sneak 
away to Chicago for one night of PUPPET-
FRONTED ROCK AND ROLL! Well, cut 
off my foot and call me a rabbit! Ratso And 
The Rabbits would become a rock reality!

Seeing as how we all live in odd 
corners of the country, the possibility of 
band practice was a luxury we did not have. 
Many emails were circulated amongst 
the rabbits, picking and choosing various 

said gems were studied and committed to 

would either be a recipe for disaster or 
maximum all-out rock chaos! Either way, 
we were gonna rock out our rat-and-rabbit 
rock like never before! Hippity-hop to the 
rodent-rock with Ratso And The Rabbits!!! 
We weren’t ready, but we were ready.

Dinghole Report #130: 
Rhythm Chicken Rocks 
the Bottom Lounge!
(Rhythm Chicken sighting #601)

I closed the shop a little early and was 
hastily speeding down the Lake Michigan 
shoreline towards Chicago. I crossed into 
Illinois and suddenly realized it had been nine 
months since I’d left the state. It felt a little 
weird, but I put on my Green Bay Packers cap 
and continued south. When inching through 
those pesky highway tollbooths I sang the 
Happy Schnapps Combo out loud, “When 
you got Illinois they make you pay a toll. For 
cripes’ sake, they only won one lousy Super 
Bowl!” Once in the city, I quickly picked up 
Door County ex-pat Myles as my helper and 
we zig-zagged over to the club. Once at the 
club we met up with New Zealand castaway 
and also Door County ex-pat Kiwi Rob. I 
needed a few faces from home to help me in 
this strange, foreign land. 

th anniversary celebration 
for Chicago’s Roctober magazine. Roctober 
mastermind, Jake Austen (as interviewed in 
Razorcake
a great lineup. The gig poster labeled the event 

as “a masked rock-n-roll rumble!” It was an 
evening of amped-up masked rock-n-roll! Set 
to perform were the Rhythm Chicken, Party 
Bat, the Goblins, Ratso And The Rabbits, and, 

to open the show. 
With militaristic precision, Myles and 

I stealthily snuck my Chickenkit over to 
the bar area and forcibly made room in the 
crowd. Within seconds, the drums were ready 
and my Chickenhead was pulled on. People 
were trying to get to the bar for their drinks 
when a sonic blast suddenly caught them 
off-guard! My opening drumroll startled 
the thirsty crowd and they instantly gave 

ruckus in YEARS! The crowd was somewhat 
speechless, not sure what to make of this 
bizarre poultry. I pounded and pounded to 
a crowd half-cheering, half-confused for a 
good few minutes before hitting the panic 
button. Then my drums, arms, legs, and drum 
throne were all thrashed about. It was over 
before people could really analyze what they 

attack was a hit!
Party Bat took the stage soon after, 

and rocked it with their various bat-themed 
costumes. I was busy trying to gather up my 
drums and prepare them for the next attack 
gig. As soon as Party Bat were done, Myles 
assisted me in forcing our way into the very 
center of the crowd, setting up for a repeat 
attack! This time my rhythm rock was met 
with more cheers and less confusion, and 

round of Chicken beats for a few more 
chaotic minutes before spastically thrashing 
about and literally decking the remains of my 
Chickenkit! CHAOS! RUCKUS! ROCK! I 
lay in a sweaty heap atop my pile of crappy 
drums, victorious. The Goblins took the stage 
and rocked the house off its foundation. The 
evening was rockin’ along!

Rockin’ Rodent and Rabbit 
Report #1: A Masked 
Supergroup is Born!
(Ratso And The Rabbits 
sighting #1)

After a Hollywood-like photo shoot with 
a professional photographer, we retired to the 
dressing room where we sipped champagne 

The stage manager soon entered and said we 

Puppet-Fronted 
         Rock and Roll

RHYTHM CHICKEN

“We weren’t 
ready, but we 
were ready.”

THE DINGHOLE REPORTS



were on. The packed house was stomping 
and chanting for us. An army of security 
shielded us from the wild fans trying to 
claw their way onstage! The screams and 
shrieks were deafening as we took the stage 
and assumed our instruments. Ratso hopped 
up on his puppet stage and addressed the 
crowd, which was already going completely 
wild! HELLOOOOOOO TOKYO! The 

unicorns over our heads and a miniature 
model of Stonehenge descended down onto 
the stage! Dancing dwarves in elf suits were 
underfoot! My drum riser began to climb 

overhead! ROCK AND ROLL!
We opened the set with a rather sloppy 

version of the Revillos’ “Yeah Yeah” and soon 
noticed that our masks limited our ability to 
make eye contact with each other. This gave 
our garage rock a sloppy taste of authenticity 

(or at least I hope it did!). No matter; we were 
having a BLAST! Next, we rocked through 
Thee Headcoats’ “Man Trap,” only Ratso 
changed it to “Rat Trap”! What followed next 
was a somewhat butchered version of “Rat’s 
Revenge” by the Rats. Ratso then felt very 
at home as we ripped into the Chic-a-go-go 
theme song by the Goblins! 

The crowd was going ape! People were 
screaming, throwing beer, and I think I saw 
someone getting body-passed... to a masked, 
puppet-fronted band. It was perfect. Next we 
rambled through a rather sped-up version of 
the Mummies’ “Planet of the Apes,” which 
got the crowd all worked up. Ratso then 
handed the frontman duties to Nobunny 
while we played his own “Chuck Berry 
Holiday.” Ratso momentarily disappeared 
and then returned for our last number 
wearing sunglasses and a jean jacket for 
our Ramones cover, “Rock & Roll High 

School”! Our version was pretty fast and 
sloppy, for which I take the blame, but the 
place went nuts and we had a ball! It all 
seemed to be over way too quick, so we 
threw out one more rendition of the Chic-
a-go-go theme song for good measure and 
our set was done. Ratso And The Rabbits 

gig under our belt! Keep your eyes and ears 
peeled for future performances. The rodent/
rabbit rock armada is sure to return.

Up next was the amazing Nobunny. He 
had the whole place in the palm of his paw! 
He rolled the rock! He rocked the ruckus! 
I’m especially glad he was part of the 
night’s lineup, if not just to have someone 
there whose chickenhead is somehow 
actually dirtier than mine!

–Rhythm Chicken
rhythmchicken@hotmail.com
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I’M AGAINST IT
WHO ARE YOU?

Nardwuar: Who are you?
Flying Lotus: I am Flying Lotus. Hey, what’s 
up? Hey. [laughs]
Nardwuar: Flying Lotus, welcome to 
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada.
Flying Lotus: Why, thank you sir.
Nardwuar: And I got a poster for you here 
[Nardwuar hands Flying Lotus a Bobby 
Taylor And The Vancouvers poster.]
Flying Lotus: [Laughs] Nice, man. [Looks 
at poster] Motown, dude, there’s... yeah.
Nardwuar: Motown is big with Flying 
Lotus, isn’t it?
Flying Lotus: It is, actually. It is, yeah. My 
family... it goes back to my grandma and so 
on, yeah.
Nardwuar: Please, Flying Lotus, what can 
you tell me right here about Freda Payne, “I 
Get High”? [Nardwuar hands Flying Lotus a 
Freda Payne record]
Flying Lotus: Oh, yeah! Wow, this is 
awesome. My grandmother wrote the song 
for Freda Payne, “I Get High.” Wow.
Nardwuar: Marilyn McLeod.
Flying Lotus: Yeah, Marilyn McLeod. That’s 
awesome That’s good, dude. That’s good.
Nardwuar: So your grandmother wrote a 
song called “I Get High.”
Flying Lotus: [Laughs] Well, she did 
too, so... 
Nardwuar: So she did that?
Flying Lotus: 
Nardwuar: What did she tell you about 
Freda Payne and getting high?
Flying Lotus: Actually, she told me that 
this... this actual song that she did, she didn’t 
know if they had someone else sing it. It was 
kind of controversial, like it could have been 
somebody else, actually, and not her, so... I 
don’t know.
Nardwuar: [Laughs] So we’re not sure if 
Freda Payne got high or not?
Flying Lotus: Yeah, right. We don’t know. 
But my grandma did and she wrote the 
words, so...
Nardwuar: Now, to prepare you for Seattle, 
Flying Lotus, I have something I’d like to 
ask you about. This particular record, John 
Coltrane... [Nardwuar hands Flying Lotus a 
John Coltrane record.]
Flying Lotus: Right, John Coltrane Live in 
Seattle. Nice.
Nardwuar: What can you tell the people 

about your uncle—John Coltrane, Live in 
Seattle—on this record?
Flying Lotus: Ah... I don’t know. What can 
you tell me that I don’t know? [Laughs]
Nardwuar: I’d like to know more, a bit about 
it. It’s recorded at the Penthouse Club.
Flying Lotus: Right, cool.
Nardwuar: And it made me think, “Hmm, 
the Penthouse Club in Seattle. Maybe 
Flying Lotus could play there and recreate 
this record.”
Flying Lotus: Oh, what. Am I playing 
there tomorrow?
Nardwuar: No, you’re not.
Flying Lotus: [Laughs] Okay!
Nardwuar: Unfortunately, you can’t because 
the Penthouse now is a...
Flying Lotus: Er, I don’t know.
Nardwuar: A parking garage.
Flying Lotus: Oh, is it?
Nardwuar: Yeah.
Flying Lotus: Oh, wow.
Nardwuar: So it’s gone. A bit of history gone.
Flying Lotus: You expect me to know that 
it’s [laughs] a parking garage?
Nardwuar: I thought you were up on the 
Coltrane.
Flying Lotus: Yeah, I have to know that he 
played at a place that is now a parking garage.
Nardwuar: I was thinking it would be good 
for a gig, though. The reason I mention that 
is a parking lot, you’ve probably played a 
parking garage, haven’t you?
Flying Lotus: Oh yeah, I have. Hearn Street 
car park, plenty of times, in London. And 
yeah, it was... Oh dude! I did in Seattle, 
didn’t I?! Oh, man. You’re good, bro. You’re 
good. This guy’s good.
Nardwuar: It’s pretty amazing, “Love 
Hangover,” Diana Ross... Your grandmother 
helped write that.
Flying Lotus: Yeah, she did.
Nardwuar: Diana Ross plays pretty big in 
your life, doesn’t it?
Flying Lotus: [Laughs] Where’s this 
gonna lead now, man? What are you gonna 
say now?
Nardwuar: The Thundercat.
Flying Lotus: [Laughs] Oh, yeah.
Nardwuar: Thundercat’s dad played drums 
for Diana Ross.
Flying Lotus: Oh, yeah, he probably did, 
yeah. Ronald Bruner, Senior. Yeah.

Nardwuar: What did Thundercat say about 
his dad? That’s pretty cool. He did Diana 
Ross, The Temptations...
Flying Lotus: Yeah, I mean, he’s... he’s a 
legend, you know, and he’s really a kind of 
a soft-spoken guy. You would never know 
if you met him, but he’s a really cool guy, 
Ron Bruner.
Nardwuar: I’d like to give you another gift 
right here, and it actually relates right here 
to Thundercat: a Suicidal Tendencies record. 
[Nardwuar hands Flying Lotus a Suicidal 
Tendencies CD.]
Flying Lotus: Yeah, this is awesome, 
yeah. Suicidal Tendencies—he plays in 
this band sometimes.
Nardwuar: What has he told you about it, 
because if you turn over the record, is that 
Thundercat right there, rocking out with...?
Flying Lotus: Oh! Yeah, dude! [points to 
the CD] That’s Thundercat on the back right 
there. Zoom in on that right there. There it is, 
right there. That’s my boy, yeah.
Nardwuar: What has Thundercat told you 
about the suicidal punk rock?
Flying Lotus: Dude, he told me that I need to 
go to one of these shows as soon as humanly 
possible, because I hear it gets pretty turned 
up over there, man, people like losing limbs 
and stuff, pretty insane. I’m ready for that. I 
need to see that.
Nardwuar: Do you still live near that donut 
shop from “Boogie Nights”?
Flying Lotus: Oh, no, not anymore [laughs]. 
Not anymore. That’s funny though, yeah. I 
used to...
Nardwuar: It was like a porn set you 
basically lived on, and the “Boogie 
Nights” thing.
Flying Lotus: [Laughs] Yeah, dude. I 
used to... Wow! How did you know that? 
Nardwuar: You’re Flying Lotus. We gotta 
know that!
Flying Lotus: [Laughs] You’re pretty good. 
This guy is crazy. This guy is crazy. Oh 
my god, yeah, I used to live by... like two 
locations from “Boogie Nights,” back in the 
Valley, San Fernando Valley. Thankfully, I 
don’t live there anymore.
Nardwuar: And you also went to school 
[laughs] with a famous porn star.
Flying Lotus: My god! You know about 
Lacey Duvalle. That’s awesome!

“Your grandmother 
wrote a song 
called ‘I Get High.’”

Nardwuar
Serviettevs.Flying

    Lotus



Nardwuar: [Laughs] Oh! That’s her name.
Flying Lotus: Yeah, that’s Lacey Duvalle, 
dude. Yeah, I used to go to school with her, 
like near the end of high school, yeah. She 
blew up.
Nardwuar: And has she been on the guest 
list for any Flying Lotus gigs?
Flying Lotus: No, she hasn’t.
Nardwuar: When did you discover she was 
a porn star, and how did you?
Flying Lotus: Um, I think I discovered she 
was a porn star like shortly after... after... a 
winter break. Because I think she disappeared 
and it was kind of no one really knew why 
she left school, and you know, I think... we 
just... as young men do, we found porn on the 
internet, and like, “Oh my God! That’s her!” 
and she’s probably not of age either, which 
was pretty crazy. [laughs] 
Nardwuar: Your great uncle...
Flying Lotus: John Coltrane.
Nardwuar: What about Ernie Farrow?
Flying Lotus: Oh wow, you know about 
Uncle Ernie, dude? Wow, you’re good.
Nardwuar: Uncle Ernie. I have a gift for you, 
Flying Lotus. He played on this particular 
record by Yusef...
Flying Lotus: Lateef, man.
Nardwuar: [Nardwuar hands Flying Lotus a 
Yusef Lateef record.] If you open it up, what 
do we see in there?
Flying Lotus: Wow. Oh, there he is, Ernie 
Farrow. Yeah. My Uncle Ernie. That’s 
crazy. My grandmother’s... Wow, dude, 
you’re tripping me out right now, bro. 
Good job, man [laughs]. This is so weird, 
because like, I didn’t even really know 
much about Uncle Ernie because he was 
just... he was... in the background of a lot of 
my family, and it was like Alice Coltrane, 
John Coltrane, and Ernie. Ernie, I didn’t 
know much about him. I still don’t, so... 
I’m gonna, I’m getting hip, really. That’s 

awesome, dude. I’m gonna check it out. 
This is dope.
Nardwuar: Because I was thinking, 
you’re into the ’
about the ’
era, I have to give you the World Class... 
[Nardwuar hands Flying Lotus a World 
Class Wreckin’ Cru record]
Flying Lotus: World Class Wreckin’ Cru, 
awesome [laughs].
Nardwuar:
Flying Lotus: Yeah, dude, Dr. Dre. Do you 
have the record where he’s like doing that 
[laughs—Flying Lotus poses]?
Nardwuar: This is the single from it, “Juice.” 
But I want to ask you a bit about this: was Dr. 
Dre watching you side-stage at Coachella?
Flying Lotus: No, he wasn’t.
Nardwuar: I thought he was watching you 
at Coachella.
Flying Lotus: Says who?
Nardwuar: Says the LA Weekly.
Flying Lotus: Shut the fuck up!
Nardwuar: Yeah, that’s what they said in 
the review.
Flying Lotus: Dude, don’t say that!
Nardwuar: He was watching you.
Flying Lotus: Don’t say that, that’s… that’s 
too crazy. I can’t handle that.
Nardwuar: Oh, I thought you would 
know that.
Flying Lotus: I didn’t know that. I did not 
know it.
Nardwuar: I’m breaking to you that Dr. Dre 
knows of your existence.
Flying Lotus: Don’t tell me that right now! 
[Laughs] Don’t tell me! I can’t handle that, 
I can’t handle that. That’s too much. What? 
No! What?
Nardwuar: Yeah, he really was!
Flying Lotus: I don’t know. I don’t know 
about this. Really? That’s crazy. Well, 
Okay. Cool.

Nardwuar: Dallas! [Nardwuar hands Flying 
Lotus a Dallas record] Yes, you have a 
connection to Dallas. Leigh McClo…
Flying Lotus: Leigh McCloskey?
Nardwuar: Yeah, Leigh McCloskey.
Flying Lotus: He was on the show, huh.
Nardwuar: He dated Charlene Tilton.
Flying Lotus: No way! Dude…
Nardwuar: He played Mitch on “Dallas.”
Flying Lotus: You’re fucking [laughs] 
tripping me out, right.
Nardwuar: So what can you tell the people 
about Leigh?
Flying Lotus: [Laughs]
Nardwuar: Speaking of album covers.
Flying Lotus: Yeah, Leigh McCloskey, man. 
He’s… he made the last album cover of mine 
for the Cosmogramma album, and there 
was… he’s one of the most inspiring artists 
that I’ve ever met. And I didn’t know him as 
an actor; he doesn’t really talk about it, you 
know. He’s just this crazy, eccentric painter, 
philosopher guy who lives out in Malibu, and 
he’s really, really inspired me. I was really 
honored to have him do my artwork last time, 
so… That’s crazy, though. This is awesome. 
What a day. [Laughs] What a day, dude.
Nardwuar: Well, thanks very much, Flying 
Lotus. Anything else you want to add to the 
people out there at all?
Flying Lotus: This guy’s crazy, and thank 
you guys for tuning in. Oh man, so weird. 
This is so weird. [Laughs]
Nardwuar: Well, thanks very much, Flying 
Lotus. Keep on rocking in the free world and 
doot doola doot doo …
Flying Lotus: Huh… huuuuuhhh.

To see and hear this 
interview hop to nardwuar.com 
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Like rockabilly pioneer Charlie Feathers, 

can’t be judged by record sales. For more 

some of the best rockabilly and garage 
rock bands around: The Gibson Bros., 
‘68 Comeback, CC Riders, and Monsieur 
Jeffrey Evans And His Southern Aces.

Originally from the small city of Findlay, 
Ohio, Evans spent his early years collecting 
records and pursuing photography, 
eventually earning an MFA in Photography 
from Ohio State University. In Columbus, 
Ohio, Evans formed The Gibson Bros. 
with Don Howland (ex-Great Plains, future 
frontman of The Bassholes), Dan Dow, 
and Ellen Hoover. Although obsessed with 

American roots music, Jeffrey Evans—like 
Tav Falco before him—wasn’t interested in 
replicating early rock‘n’roll by the numbers. 
The Gibson Bros. seamlessly placed Alice 
Cooper covers next to traditionals. Humor 
was another element of The Gibson Bros.’ 
live show and recordings, captured in 
Jeffrey Evans’s onstage banter and songs 
like “Bo Diddley Pulled a Boner” and “Poor 
White Trash.”

Although hard to believe now, The 
Gibson Bros. really pissed off rockabilly 
purists in the mid-‘80s. (They possibly 
still do.) Myopic greasers likely missed 
the deep reverence Jeffrey Evans had for 
rockabilly. His thorough knowledge of 

Gibson Bros. album, reviving obscure 
rockabilly gems like Sparkle Moore’s “Skull 

and Crossbones” (featuring a great vocal by 

of rockabilly revivalists, the vitality of The 
Gibson Bros.’ catalog remains intact more 
than two decades later. 

In the early ‘90s, Evans formed ‘68 
Comeback. Numerous heavyweights of 
the ‘80s and ’90s garage rock scene passed 
through the band: Darin Lin Wood, Mick 
Collins, Greg Cartwright, Peg O’Neill, and 
Jack Oblivian. However, outside of sole 
constant Jeffrey Evans, late guitarist Jack 
Taylor likely left the most indelible mark 
on the band, employing his deconstructivist 
style to Evans’s originals and choice of 
covers. Touring was constant for ‘68 
Comeback as they traveled across the United 

States in an early ‘70s Cadillac hearse. After 
a succession of great albums on Sympathy 
for the Record Industry, ‘68 Comeback 
wound down as the ‘90s came to a close.

In the early 2000s, Jeffrey Evans formed 
The CC Riders. A heavy lineup—Alicja 
Trout (drums), Jay Reatard (guitar), and 
James Arthur (guitar)—and a limited-
run CD-R on Trout’s Contaminated label 
followed. For much of the past ten years, 
Evans has been playing with fellow 
Memphis legend Ross Johnson (formerly 
of the Panther Burns). Jeffrey Evans’ latest 
band, The Southern Aces, released a single 
on Big Legal Mess a few years back. A 
full-length record has been completed and 
should be out soon.
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Ryan: You formed the Gibson Bros. in 
Columbus, Ohio. Is that where you’re 
from originally?
Jeffrey: I was born in Northwest Ohio in a 
city called Findlay. I moved to Columbus 
when I went to college. That’s where I met 
the other members of the Gibson Bros.
Ryan: 
you were in high school, glam rock would’ve 
been popular. On I’ve Lived a Rich Life, you 
mention your parents telling you to play 
Johnny Cash. Were they big country fans?
Jeffrey: Totally. They’d watch a lot of the 

Buck Owens and Porter Wagoner had shows.
Ryan: Johnny Cash did, too. 
Jeffrey: 
rock‘n’roll, blues, and country have a lot 
of the same chord progressions and lyrical 
messages. I absorbed a lot of the music my 
family was into. There were also dance shows 
on after school at that time, like Hullabaloo.
Lloyd Thaxton had a show. Being from a 
small town, I got a lot of my exposure to 
music from television. Live music was almost 
unheard of in Findlay. I remember going into 

the grocery store and they’d have three bins 

kid, I didn’t have any money. I’d look at the 
records and dream about what they sounded 
like. I’d check out the clothes the bands 
would wear and try to get a hold of them: the 
big square belt buckles. What I couldn’t get 
on TV, I’d just make up the rest in my mind. 
I started taking guitar lessons at nine years 
old. But I didn’t really apply myself. When 
I was a teenager, I got my guitar out again. 
I started playing in bands with people who 
were more advanced in their playing than I 
was. I learned things from them much more 
quickly than had I kept taking lessons. 
Ryan: I know that Charlie Feathers ranks 
really high with you. He also had a big 
impact on Tav Falco (Panther Burns) and 
Nikki Sudden (Swell Maps). A lot of younger 
people reading this may not be familiar with 

Feathers had on you?
Jeffrey: Charlie was at Sun (Records) before 
Elvis, cutting demos. Charlie would bring 
a song to Sam Phillips. Sam would say, 
“That’s not right for you, Charlie.” That’s 

what happened to “Tongue Tied Jill.” Charlie 
later recorded for King and Meteor, but Sun 
Records was the Cadillac of record labels. 
There was a tribute to Sun that aired. I can’t 
remember what it was called. Younger guys 
did songs with some of the older guys. Paul 
McCartney was on there. It was a good thing. 
Billy Lee Riley, who had some success in his 
later years, still had a chip on his shoulder 
about his time with Sun Records. He had a 
song that was released around the same time 
Jerry Lee Lewis had one out. Sun only had so 
much money for promotion, so they spent it 
on Jerry Lee. Billy kind of got pushed aside. 
But those guys felt like they only had one 
chance. They didn’t see music as something 

two and didn’t see their careers lasting more 
than a couple of years. They were hoping to 
make enough money in that short span to 
see them through later on. Your success was 
based on how many records you sold. Carl 
Perkins picked cotton.
Ryan: Billy Lee Riley picked cotton, too.
Jeffrey: Making records was clean work. It 
wasn’t picking cotton. When “Blue Suede 
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Shoes” came out, Carl Perkins was living 
in public housing. As the song went up the 
charts, he was still living there. The labels 
don’t tell you that you don’t get paid that day. 
It takes a while. 

Back to Charlie Feathers: He could sing 
and write as well as anybody. People have 
pointed out that he was illiterate. I remember 
him signing autographs at Shangri-La 
Records (in Memphis). It took him a couple 
of minutes to sign his name. It wasn’t like 
Charlie was going to write a paragraph on 
your record. He could sign his name and that 
was about it. People like to make that out as a 
level of Charlie’s intelligence, but it wasn’t. 
He phrased things well. He had that song, 
“We’re Getting Closer to Being Apart.” It 
was a clever play on words. He had so many 
of those. They show the depth of his emotion. 
Whether you can write your name or not, you 
can write a song. I always tried to take that 
lesson to heart. Don’t sell people short. 

There was also a change that happened 
to rockabilly singers. Johnny Mathis later cut 
pop and country records. Jerry Lee Lewis 
and Charlie Rich went country. Charlie 
Feathers never changed. He stayed with his 

(Bubba Feathers) played lead guitar for him. 
He had embraced the wah-wah pedal. Things 
that were not considered straight rockabilly, 
Charlie went with. 

It’s funny. Being from California, I’m 
sure you get a lot of the retro rockabilly 
bands. They play letter perfect songs. 

distortion on their guitars, the amps are set 
at three. I liked Charlie’s approach. He didn’t 
change his music but he kept his mind open. 
“Well, my son plays guitar this way, so we’ll 
throw that in the mix.” There was something 
about Charlie Feathers, and people like Gene 
Vincent and Bobby Lee Trammell that really 
appealed to me. I remember when I met 

think I have a song you can sing.” It wasn’t a 

I’m more of shouter. They thought like that.
It’s odd, thinking about the monetary 

success versus the actual art that was 

released on smaller labels than Sun. They 
might have had only a few hundred pressed 
up, but they’re world-famous records. You 

it on eBay, and someone in, say, Finland 
will buy it. It’s likely they know more about 
the record than you do.

When I moved to Memphis, Charlie had 
stopped playing regularly. I did get to see 
him play live two or three times. But I don’t 
know what it was like back in the day. 
Ryan: You have that great line in “In the 
Company of Kings.” “I think about Charlie 
Feathers and what must have been going 
through his mind.”
Jeffrey: Yeah. All of those guys were at the 
same place (Sun Records) where greatness 
struck. Elvis was considered too wild. Of 
course, Charlie Feathers, Billy Lee Riley, and 
Jerry Lee Lewis were much wilder. Elvis was 
living in a mansion while Charlie was living 

in a modest house. The music we are involved 
in today has no commercial potential. But 
back then, there were regional markets and 
airplay. Someone could have success.
Ryan: That’s right. That reminds me of the 
story of Tommy James And The Shondells. 
The group had fallen apart, but a DJ (in 

long after it was released. His airplay made 
it a regional hit. It revived James’s career. 
Nowadays, everything is much more spread 
out. Like you were saying, someone in 

everything about it.
Jeffrey: We’ve got the Internet now. I like to 
joke that, “The fanzine world is my private 
world. But the Internet is something my 
mother has the same access to.” I remember 
we were playing in Holland, and they were 
streaming us playing live. My mother was 
watching it back in Ohio. It’s bizarre. But I 
liked it better when it was a secret world. It 
wasn’t that long ago. Only about thirty years 
ago.

There was a glimmer of hope in the early 

of music than us. It was unsettling to a lot 
of people, but it started selling. It got you 
thinking, “Maybe our music will catch on 
and we can make a living at it.”
Ryan: It’s easy to see the parallels between 
Charlie Feathers’s career and your own. 
Charlie did a lot of blue collar jobs throughout 
his life. While he might not have had much 
commercial success, it didn’t stop him.
Jeffrey: Oh, yeah. You used a good term 
there: blue collar. Charlie was blue collar. Of 
course, Elvis was too. He was a truck driver 
and an electrician by trade. I’m not sure if 

Ryan: He drove the company’s truck.  
Jeffrey: He did. There was a show called 
Ted Mack’s Amateur Hour. Elvis wasn’t on 
that show, but The Rock And Roll Trio were. 
Paul Burlison, the Rock And Roll Trio’s 
guitar player, worked at Crown Electric with 
Elvis. Elvis was a pretty good truck driver. 
Paul Burlison and Elvis didn’t think playing 
guitar would put food on the table for any 
prolonged period of time. Peter Guralnick 
described Charlie Feathers as a part-time 
stock car racer and ambulance driver among 
other things. But Charlie considered himself 
a musician, a songwriter.
Ryan: Before you formed the Gibson Bros, 
you went to Ohio State and got an MFA in 
photography. You were a teacher there as 
well. 
Jeffrey: I did. I taught as a graduate student. 
They gave me free tuition and health care. 

And you could live off that back then. I had 
three old Cadillacs. It was about a half hour 
procedure to decide which one to drive that 
day. I had a leaky transmission in one, so I’d 

That was an interesting period of time. 
I worked for a weekly newspaper, taught, 

photography wasn’t for me. At the same time, 
I was doing music. I formed The Gibson Bros. 
during that period. Music was a much more 

immediate thing. You can 
get a show in a week. With 
photography, it can take two years 
to get an exhibition together. Music had a 

two to three times a week, buying records. I’d 
say to the band, “We should cover this song 
off this record I just bought.” We’d learn it on 
Wednesday and play it on Thursday at a bar. 
Ryan: The Gibson Bros. were doing 
something different.
Jeffrey: Dan (Dow) owns a record store now, 
but back then he worked at a record store for 
someone else. He was a collector and so was 
I. We were a good mix. I was interested in 
rockabilly and country. Ellen (Hoover) had a 
good sense of rhythm and timing. None of us 
had a great mastery of our instruments. There 
weren’t many subcategories in Columbus at 
that time. You had one crowd who supported 
all of the underground music. There weren’t 
rock or metal crowds. I had a vision of 

Ryan: The cover of Build a Raft, where you 
guys are playing at an elementary school, is 
so great. You’re grinning ear to ear, playing 
a huge hollow body. Ellen’s dressed up 

Jeffrey: Exactly. People have always been 
strict about rules. The Cramps were too far 
gone for people who were fans of traditional 
rockabilly. That’s what made The Cramps 
so great. It did cross my mind that covering 
someone like Hank Williams—there was a 
grey line where it could become irreverent. It 
wasn’t irreverent because of the attitude, but 
because of the volume and the use of fuzz and 
slide guitar. Thinking that it’d be irreverent 
to cover one of his songs in that way today 
would never cross my mind—we’re used to 
combining genres—but at the time it was 
more of a risk.
Ryan: I know what you’re saying. I 
interviewed Dave Alvin once and he said that 
blues purists in Los Angeles absolutely hated 
Jeffrey Lee Pierce and The Gun Club.   
Jeffrey: What Jeffery was doing wasn’t 
irreverent. It just came out different. The 
purists were more professional. When we 
were doing The Gibson Bros., they’d tell us, 
“Use a tuner.” Well, we did use a tuner before 
we got on stage. But I guess we didn’t know 
enough to keep in tune. I play with Ross 
Johnson a lot now. He said to me, “The music 
you guys were playing—not only could you 
not get a gig, but you could get beat up for 
playing it.” Times have come a long way. 
Even commercials today use music that 
some would consider atonal. I remember the 
Rotters had that song about Stevie Nicks.
Ryan: “Sit on My Face Stevie Nicks.”
Jeffrey: Yeah. The nerve they had to put that 
song on a record is great. In some ways, that 
helped bring down the walls.
Ryan: What I really like about The Gibson 
Bros. was your transformative use of songs. 
On Dedicated Fool, you have “Lone Wild 
Bird”—a traditional song—but there’s also 
an Alice Cooper cover on it. They mesh so 
well together on the album.
Jeffrey: There was something uncool 
about covering Alice Cooper. It’s almost 
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as if we were making a statement. It’s 
like having all the right clothes on but 
wearing the wrong shoes.
Ryan: You got to record at Sun Records 
with The Gibson Bros. For someone 
like you, who made the pilgrimage 
to Memphis, that must have been an 
incredible experience, although I know the 
circumstances surrounding the session for 
Memphis Sol Today weren’t great.
Jeffrey: I got to record at my dream 
studio a month before my band broke up. 
We recorded it the day after a thirty-day 
tour. We were tired, but really tight. It was 
bittersweet. It meant so much to me, but our 
drummer, Rich Lillash, had never recorded 
in a studio before. We had all these vintage 
guitars and amps that were available. Don 
(Howland) had this pawnshop, solid state 

Don, “Hey, why don’t you try one of these 
amps they’ve got?” He said, “No. I’m cool. 
I’ve got my tone.” That was pretty cool. 
The budget for the record wasn’t much. 

sounded really high. The owner at the time 
had just worked with U2. That raised the 
price. Then again, we did the record in 
eight hours. It cost less than two thousand 
dollars. But we had just been in a lawsuit 
with Norton Records.
Ryan: That was from the A-Bones sample 
on The Man Who Loved Couch Dancing.
Jeffrey: Yeah. Homestead was really 
mad at us. They settled out of court with 
the A-Bones for a small amount. It was 
more of a symbolic victory. It might have 
been a month’s rent in New York City. 
Eight hundred dollars. All the press was 

favorable toward us. They ran photos of 
Miriam (Linna, co-owner of Norton also 
drummer in the A-Bones) posing in front 
of a Neo-Nazi organization. The A-Bones 
got all the shit thrown at them. We put the 
needle down on their record, recorded it, 
and spliced it onto our album. That was 
the era when Michael Jackson was being 
sampled by rap bands. It was like a seven 
second rule—any sample longer than that 
and you could get sued. We didn’t know 
the rule and we didn’t care. It was funny. 
The A-Bones went to the company that 
handled the Michael Jackson samples 
in New York. Homestead was pissed. I 
remember we got a call on tour from them. 
They said, “Don’t sell anymore copies 
of Couch Dancing at your shows.” I told 
them, “Sorry. That’s our gas money.” 
Ryan: The Gibson Bros. records go for 
good money. Any chance of reissues?
Jeffrey: We signed a contract with 
Homestead that was for perpetuity. I’m 
not sure where the masters are. Long 
Gone John was interested in reissuing 
them. He was sent a letter, telling him that 
he couldn’t. He took the letter, peed on 
it, wrote in crayon, “Sorry, I didn’t know 
what I was doing,” and sent it back. I don’t 
know what’ll ever happen with that stuff. 
Luckily, most of it is online. In the back 
of my mind, I always hope someone cool 
bought one of my records.
Ryan: Alex Chilton did. 
Jeffrey: He did.
Ryan: It’s all about quality over quantity.
Jeffrey: It is. And just trying to stay 
happy and not taking the business side too 
seriously. It’s a great hobby and great art 
form, but it’s a shitty business.

Ryan: 
Taylor was a great lead guitar player. 
There isn’t too much information out there 
on him. Tell me about Jack. 
Jeffrey: Yeah, I liked his playing too. He 
had a deconstructivist style. He was an 
interesting guy. Kind of mysterious. His 
real name was Richard Violet. Supposedly, 
he was a tennis star in high school in 
Urbana, Ohio. He was well-mannered, 
but not pretentiously so. I remember we 
did a show in Tucson, Arizona. We were 
unloading equipment. We weren’t there 

a Mercedes. I mean, brand new Mercedes. 

were still loading the gear into the club. 
He says, “I met a girl. She loaned me her 
car. I can’t help it if she’s rich!” It didn’t 
take Jack long to assess the scene. He was 
a likeable guy. Very polite.
Ryan: With the exception of Ross Johnson, 
who’s a great drummer, you tend to stick 
with minimalist drummers: Ellen, Peg 
(O’Neill), and Greg Cartwright. I think 
Greg had about three weeks of drumming 

Jeffrey: That mostly has to do with who’s 
around. Greg Cartwright is a very advanced 
guitar player, but not a tremendous 
drummer. Jack Oblivian is a fantastic 
drummer. Jeff Bouck, who played on some 

great too. It has a lot to do with a person’s 
personality. You have to put up with them 
for eighteen hours in a van. When we had 

gave me a lot more freedom on stage to sing 
and play harmonica. I like playing guitar, so 
when we switched it to a four piece, that 

was interesting too.
Ryan: Tell me about CC Riders. 
There’s very little information 
on the band out there.
Jeffrey: 

for all of us. James (Arthur) 
was in New Memphis Legs. 
Jay and Alicja were doing 
Lost Sounds. I was slowing 

Basically, I was doing what 
I always did, covering songs 
and writing a couple. We had 
a Friday night practice. It was 
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fun. Some people play cards. We played music. 
We practiced from like eight to ten, so we still 
had time for dinner before practice and then 
maybe catch a show afterwards. My house had 
a good practice room. It had high ceilings and 

right next to a restaurant, but we could play as 
loud as we wanted. Once Jay and Alicja started 
taking off with Lost Sounds, they were gone a 
lot. That’s probably why CC Riders ended. 
Ryan: “Long, Long Ballad of the Red Headed 
Girl” on the CC Riders record is one of my 
favorites of your originals. It has the same 
arrangement as “In the Company of Kings.”
Jeffrey: It’s a walk-down chord progression. 
The song also appears on I’ve Lived a Rich 
Life.
Ryan: Yeah, acoustically.
Jeffrey: It was much more orchestral with CC 
Riders. I don’t know if I could write a song like 
that today. It does have the same progression 
as “In the Company of Kings.” I only have so 
many progressions. We just banged that CC 
Riders record out. We got what we got. I don’t 
think James appeared on the record. We did 
some earlier recordings with James. His style 
was more cantankerous than Jay’s, and a little 
more atonal.
Ryan: You released a single with The Southern 
Aces on Big Legal Mess. Are you going to put 
out a full length any time soon?
Jeffrey: Yeah. We actually have a record done. 
It’s sort of sitting in the can. It’s pretty much 
the same group of people. I’m hoping it comes 
out soon.
Ryan: Whenever your name comes up, you’re 
sort of like Charlie Feathers. It’s common now 
for people to say you never got your due. How 
does that sit with you?
Jeffrey: You get what you get. You can say 
that about a lot of people. It’s like being in high 
school. Popularity. Part of it is being at the right 
place at the right time. It would have been nice 
to have been successful at a young age. We had 
great hopes and wishful thinking. I do take pride 
that some of the people that I worked with—Jon 
Spencer and Jay Reatard—became successful. 
I don’t think about it too much. It’d be nice if 
people were like dogs. They run up to you and 
think you’re the greatest person in the world. 
It’d be nice if people were more like that.



STRAIGHT TO THE POINT, the Rough 
Kids are one of  my favorite current 
bands. They play catchy punk rock 
that is actually punk rock and not 
tepid pop dressed up as punk sold to 
a crowd drunk on watered down beer. 
They’re somewhere along the lines of  
the Observers and Red Dons, but with 
a bit more muscle and dirt in their 
sound. I’ll even say if  you like bands 
like Smogtown and the Buzzcocks, 
then you will definitely like the Rough 
Kids. The rhythm section pounds out 
bouncy tempos that pack a forceful 
punch. And though there’s undeniable 
heaviness from the bass, it’s still 
somewhat light and, well... fun. Then 
there’s the twin guitar attack that is 
more along the same lines. They’re 
not beating you over the head, or 
even whipping you with a belt. It’s 
just great music with the earmarks of  
classic punk, yet very rooted in the 
here and now. It would be wise to pick 
up all their records. It’s money well 
spent, and you’ll assuredly spend 
quite a bit of  time listening to them. 
As I peck, peck away at my keyboard 
somewhere in West L.A., I’m listening 
to their The State I’m In LP for like the 
fourth time today, and it gets better 
and better with every listen. -Matt

Daryl:
off a group of hipsters with his belt? 
Ethan: Did that happen? 
Tsubasa: It didn’t happen. [laughs]
Ethan: I’m not familiar with that moment.
Daryl: We’re off to a great start. [laughs]
Ethan: Dynamite question, though.
Daryl: Maybe I just wanted this to happen.
Ethan: Do you want us to make up a story?
Daryl: Not just yet. What happened with your 
guys’ trip to Portland? There was no altercation 
at an afterparty? Possibly some kind of rave. 
Ethan: We did a show in Portland and there 
was a bizarre afterparty. It did not result in 

have memories, as a general rule. 
Tsubasa: We ended up playing. We didn’t 
have P.A. or anything like that. I don’t know 
if we had a mic. 
Ethan: We did get a mic. We had a mic that 
had a four foot cord attached to the stage 
somewhere. So I had to keep it real close. 
Oh, I started hitting people with a belt. That’s 
what happened. [laughs] Maybe that’s the 
story. I took off my belt.
Paul: Nothing as cool as the folklore actually 
happened at the show.
Ethan: We’d been hanging out with these 
dudes in Seattle who had this thing where 
they liked to hit each other with belts. It 
was like a big deal for them. I guess when I 
was in Portland, that got into my mind. And 
I thought it was a good idea to start hitting 
people with my belt.

Daryl: Who were these people that you were 
hitting with your belt? 
Ethan: Doesn’t matter. [laughs]
Daryl: Strangers at the show.
Ethan: Strangers at the show, yeah.
Daryl: How did they respond to that? 
Ethan: Um, great. No one seemed to mind 
at all. [laughs] Yeah, I was singing through a 
guy’s wiener for a while, because the cord to 
the mic kinda came unplugged, so I plugged 
it into his wiener. 
Daryl: How did that sound?
Ethan: I mean, fantastic, in my head. 
[laughs]
Matt: Can you elaborate on the wiener? 
Singing through a wiener, I mean.
Daryl: Circumcised…
Matt: He had a large urethra? [laughs]
Ethan: Well, yeah. I didn’t see if it got in 
anywhere, but it was tucked down there 
somewhere. I don’t know.
Matt: Nobody else was like in the room.
Ethan: No, no, no, no. It was a spectacle.
Daryl: But was this like a punk show?
Tsubasa: No, it wasn’t.
Ethan: It was somewhat like a dance party, 
rave-looking thing, but not enough people to 
be a rave.
Daryl: Then why were you guys playing it?
Ethan: When people offer you an afterparty 
show, you don’t say no. [laughs]
Tsubasa: Jonny Cat?
Ethan: Yeah, it had something to do with 
Jonny Cat. That was the only thing going on 
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in Portland after our show and the show was 

take a second shot at something. 
Matt: Something that you guys said to me is 
that you guys don’t really like playing L.A. 
too much. Why is that? 
Ethan: I mean, we don’t play anywhere else. 
[laughs]
Jon: I guess not many people ask us to play.
Ethan: I don’t know if we’ve ever had a 
good crowd at a show in L.A. out to see us. 
I don’t think we’re well revered around here. 
I can see touring bands hating coming here 
because of apathetic crowds. 
Jon: No, people actually kind of like touring 
bands. They don’t like local bands, unless 
you’re on Burger.
Ethan: If you are one of those bands that’s 
hitting at the time, you do well here. 
Daryl: Certain bands.
Ethan: Other bands—like the Libyans came 
through and played that one show to us and 
a few other people. There should be more 
people seeing them.
Matt: It could also be that it’s a twenty one 
and older venue.
Ethan: Not that one. What was that place? 
The American Legion Hall.
Daryl: Actually I think it was twenty one and 
over that night.
Ethan: I didn’t know that place did twenty 
one and older shows.
Matt: Or eighteen and older.
Daryl: Yeah, I had to sneak my brother-in-
law in. [laughs]
Matt: I think if you had a consistent show 
space, it might be different.
Paul: I completely agree. In my experience—

for crowds and everybody rallying together. I 
feel like L.A. is kind of always in a constant 
state of regroup. You get a space that lasts a few 
shows and then it’s gone. So everyone is like, 
“All right. Well what is the next spot going to 
be? Where is the touring band going to play?”
Matt: And that crowd disappears with 
that space.
Paul: Yeah, because not everyone gets the 
word right away and by the time they do, the 
venue is gone anyway.
Matt: There was a period when we had Cut 
The Shit, and bands like that, when there was 
a decent L.A. crowd for touring bands, and 
an excited crowd at that.
Paul: But even back then, though, it was 
always like, we were coming to L.A. and it’s 
like: where are we going to play? The Smell. 
Sort of like in San Diego that we always used 
to play Che Café, That was always the place 
we knew we would be going. Right now, 
L.A. doesn’t have anything like that.
Ethan: But hardcore bands seem to do really 
well whenever they come through, whereas 
punk bands I don’t think do nearly as well.
Daryl: Why do you think that?
Ethan: I can’t answer that question. [laughs] 
Because lazy people like me don’t go out to 
shows. I don’t know.
Matt: That’s why, man.
Ethan: It’s my fault, I’ll take responsibility.
Matt: You killed the scene.
Jon: That show we played this month was 
actually pretty good.
Matt: At Lethal Amounts. That was a pretty 
good turn out.
Ethan: I think we put together all the best 
bands to play.
Jon: That venue is on hold now that somebody 
went and smashed a bunch of car windows.

Ethan: Yeah, I heard about that.
Paul: I knew that place wasn’t going to last.
Jon: Everyone knew it wasn’t going to last.
Daryl: Paul, I have a question about Screenin 

for show posters and other stuff. It has a 
reputation for being both excellent art and 
execution of the screening.
Paul: Thanks.
Daryl: I was wondering what got you into 
silk screening in that capacity?
Paul: I went to school at a very liberal art 
college actually for photography, but when I 
got there I started getting more interested in 
print making. It was while we were on tour 
with my old band Cut The Shit that we rolled 

up at the show we were playing with posters. I 
was like, “This is such an awesome thing that 
is happening. This kid came out to our show 
and made us screen printed posters for this 
event, unasked by anybody to do so. He just 
did it because he wanted to and was stoked 
that we were coming to his town to play.” 
That was kind of the birth of that because then 
I went back to Boston and had one year left 
in school. I decided, “You know what? Fuck 
it. I’m just going to start making these show 
posters every time a touring band comes to 
town and try and create that kind of reputation 
for Boston” while I was living there. 
Daryl: In the print lab.
Paul: Yeah, [laughs] at my old school. Then 
I graduated and I just kind of wanted to keep 
it going. I didn’t really have anything else to 
do. So that kind of became my focus. And 
now I’m a hundred posters in.
Daryl: Are there any rookie mistakes that 
people make all the time that are real pet peeves 
for you when it comes to silk screening? 
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Paul: Not really. Silk screening, in general, 

science; it’s a craft, really. For most people 
who just jump into it, it’s easy to kind of 
learn and evolve with your process. There 
are plenty of pitfalls, but being a good screen 
printer is really just about thinking on your 
feet. Being able to problem solve. 
Matt: I thought you went to school for 
graphic design.
Paul: No, I actually never took any graphic 
design courses. I actually went to school for 
photography more than anything else.
Matt: Don’t you work at a surf clothing 
company?
Paul: Yeah, I work for Quicksilver.
Daryl: So that’s all stuff that you just picked 
up from doing posters? 
Paul: Yeah, it was an evolution. Photography 
was no longer interesting to me, so I’m 
going to make prints. How do I do that? I 
need images. I had to teach myself how to 
make images. Everything I know about 
composition comes from a camera lens. 
That’s how I approach everything. 
Daryl: And Ethan, I know you are always 
going to Taiwan for your job. What the fuck 
do you do in Taiwan?

Ethan: I do auditing for royalties and licensing. 
It’s really nerdy and boring. These are tech 
companies that I go and audit over there. 
Matt: So what’s the most fucked up thing 
you’ve done to somebody over in Taiwan for 
money, sex-wise?
Ethan: Where to begin? No, I mostly just 
hang out in a hotel room for two straight 
weeks, eating room service and watching 
terrible television. [laughs] I was just there 
the last two weeks and I actually went to a 

band called Skip Skip Ben Ben.
Daryl: That sounds terrible. [laughs]
Ethan: It was not bad. It was kind of indie pop.
Paul: If Skip Skip Ben Ben sees this, they’re 
going to be pissed.
Ethan: I thought they were great and fantastic 
people. I watched them in a little coffee shop 
and a lot people sit on the ground while bands 
play in Taiwan, so that’s neat.
Daryl: Tsubasa, I know you have two 
children which you dress up in matching 
clothes that you wear as well. And Ethan you 
have a child on the way. I was wondering 
how you guys see this affecting the band at 
all. Is there anything that you have done to 
prepare for this?

Ethan: Working on the children’s record… 
but aside from that, I don’t know. He’s got 
two kids and it hasn’t affected the band 
because we’re not terribly active, [laughs] 
so it’s hard to affect a band that doesn’t do 
much. [laughs]
Tsubasa: It’s been pretty easy. 
Paul: I put it at a zero to one percent change 
in our bands effectiveness. 
Daryl: Those are good odds.
Ethan: Yeah, I don’t see a huge impact.
Jon: No, we’re going to Japan.
Ethan: Oh yeah, we’re doing that. Is that an 
impact?
Jon: Yeah.
Ethan: Of the kid?
Jon: Yeah.
Matt: Make the wives stay home with them.
Daryl: You guys are going to Japan?
Ethan: We’re going to Japan. July.
Jon: So we are doing more touring now that 
children are present.
Tsubasa: There is a punk fest in Japan this 
coming July it’s called Punk Infection. That’s 
where all the great Japanese bands are playing. 
Firestarter, The Raydios, a bunch of cool bands.
Ethan: And great American bands like 
Rough Kids.
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Jon: Who are just hoping to play and not 
actually playing at this point. [laughs]
Tsubasa: I just contacted the guy who’s 
doing that fest and he was like, yeah, they 
would be so stoked to have us on the bill.
Jon: I stand corrected.
Ethan: Yeah, we’re in, man. [laughs] Don’t 
take this away from us. 
Tsubasa: You have two days of fest.
Daryl: Tsubasa, what brought you to L.A. 
from Japan?
Tsubasa: Music. I am from the countryside 
and was kind of an anti-Tokyo guy, so I wanted 
to make some change and I didn’t want to go 
to Tokyo. I wanted to go somewhere else. I 
always listened to a lot of American bands. 
That was my big dream.
Daryl: Did you know people in America 
when you moved here?
Tsubasa: No. Not at all.
Paul: I’m surprised you skipped New 
York City.
Tsubasa: 

it was too expensive. I couldn’t afford it.
Ethan: He also went by the name of “Jimmy” 

“Tsubasa” was too hard for people to say.
Tsubasa: It wasn’t that long. It was for a 
couple years.
Daryl: What eventually made you decide to 
drop the moniker?
Tsubasa: It’s a long story but I switched to 
Tsubasa. I mean I didn’t switch, but it was Jack 
Lee from the Nerves. I used to play with him for 
a little bit. One day he asked me what my real 
name is. I said, “Tsubasa Muratani.” He said 
“That sounds fucking great. That’s the name 
you have to go with.” I told him that Americans 
are too dumb to pronounce my name. That’s 
why I gave up. [laughs] He said, “No, dude, if 
you matter, people will remember your name.” 
Daryl: And, Paul, what brought you to the 
West Coast?
Paul: Work. I was working in a small screen 
print shop in New Jersey and I just always 
wanted to live in California. I always grew 

up loving the punk scene out here—the 
heritage of the bands. I also grew up idolizing 
skateboard culture and wanted to be a part of 
that. So I was hired on by a large screen print 
shop to come out here.
Matt: So were you disappointed when 
you got here? “Where’s the punk scene?” 
[laughs]
Paul: No, I wasn’t disappointed.
Matt: That’s what you keep telling yourself, 
right?
Paul: I’m too busy most of the time to go 
to shows anyway. So it doesn’t really matter 
that they don’t happen as often as I’d like 
them to.
Daryl: Jon, what got you into hardcore?
Jon: Negative Approach.
Daryl: Why?
Jon:
and heard Negative Approach and was like, 
“Yep, that’s it.”
Daryl: What year did that happen?
Jon:
Ethan: Did you turn your back on Blitz and 

Jon: No. I still have my Blitz shirt.
Matt: He still likes foreskins though, but not 
the band.
Jon: I don’t wear the shirt because it’s really 

shirts that were smaller than large.
Ethan: Every shirt was giant back then. I got 

Matt: All the bands toured with XLs.
Ethan: I could only wear a shirt dress if I 
liked a band. [laughs] 
Jon: It looked really strange with these skin 

but I guess easier than a medium T-shirt.
Matt: How did you and Jon get involved 
with Rough Kids? You guys come from 
somewhat of a different scene with more of 
the hardcore bands.
Jon: I have a lot of friends who grew up 
with Ethan.
Ethan: We knew Paul liked our band and we 
needed a rhythm section. 
Paul: Jon and I were already playing together 
in a band called Broken Patterns. We had 
played some shows together. They asked Jon 

like, “Aw, man. I would love to be in that 
band.” He was like, “Oh they need a bass 
player too now.” So, here I am.
Daryl: What do you like about playing in a punk 
band rather than playing in hardcore bands?
Paul:
made a concerted effort to not play hardcore 
for a while. I wanted to try and not be 
known as “the hardcore kid.” I didn’t want 
every band to have the “ex-members of” list 
beneath it. I wanted to create something new. 
So it was very much an actual effort on our 
part to try and do something else—both being 
from the hardcore background, wanting to do 
a legitimate punk band. It’s been fun. 
Matt: So what, to you, is the difference 
between hardcore and punk? 
Jon: Speed and melody, speed being hardcore.
Daryl: There are plenty of hardcore bands 
with melody.



Matt: Adolescents.
Ethan: That’s a punk band.
Matt: They’re hardcore.
Paul: For the most part, it’s just splitting 
hairs. I guess it has more to do with attitude 
and intent: whether or not you are just being 
snotty for the sake of being snotty or, if you’re 
a hardcore punk band, you’re pissed off about 
this one thing and that’s the platform to stand 
on or something.
Matt: And punk bands are more fashion-
based and shallow. [laughs] Just kidding.
Paul: Totally, totally true.
Daryl: At practice, do you guys ever talk 
about what you are going to wear at shows? 
Ethan: All the time. [laughs]
Daryl: Denim or leather jackets?
Ethan: No I don’t think we have a uniform. 
Yet.
Matt: Do you guys ever work out together?
Ethan: This is not a workout body, but you 
wouldn’t know it.
Matt: Do you practice in front of the mirror? 
Like your moves.
Ethan: I hope someone in this band does. 
[laughs]
Daryl: That’s how you get better, right? I 
was wondering what the thought process is 

Ethan: I don’t think there is a thought 
process behind wanting
I don’t think I’ve ever actively just tried to 

Daryl:
aggression toward the audience.
Todd: Yeah, what’s the impulse?
Ethan: I don’t know, just…
Matt: Are you guys like The Surgeons? 
Ethan: Not at all. Marcus has gotten himself 
stuck in that. He’s never going to be able to get 
out of there. I have gotten a lot lazier. [laughs] 
I’ve toned it down a bit but, for a time, you 
get excited every now and again at a show 
and you do something stupid. Sometimes it 

never my intent, though. I think I was just 
always trying to entertain myself and I would 
do something that I thought was funny and 
then the person at the other end didn’t think 
it was so funny. Miscommunication. 
Paul: Some people just can’t take a joke.
Ethan: Yeah. I think so. I stole a guy’s beer, 
drank it down, threw the empty beer can at 
him while he was buying another one. He 
didn’t think that was funny. [laughs]

Matt: That’s fucked up, man.
Ethan: I thought it was hilarious. Stupid 
stuff, but it doesn’t happen often anymore.
Matt: Because the guy was bigger or…?
Ethan: No. It wasn’t that so much. Focusing 
more on hoping people like the music because 
of the song and not so much because of the 
stupid shit I’m doing.
Jon: That’s the way to get people to like you 
is because of the gimmick. 
Ethan: I sort of thought that for a little bit, 
but I prefer it not to be that way. 
Paul: I think we are really getting to the root 
of why no one comes to our shows. [laughs]
Ethan: No gimmick. 
Matt:
or do I want to go watch the band?
Jon: Or do I want to watch the band get in 

Ethan: I’m sure people come to watch Tsubasa 
play guitar. That will be the drawing point. 
Matt: When you guys did that record release 
show, there were these two women standing 
by me just like, “Oh my god. He’s so hot.” 
[laughs]
Tsubasa: I remember them. They were a 
little too old for me. [laughs]
Daryl: What bands do you guys loathe being 
compared to?
Jon: I saw we were compared to Terrible 
Feelings and I really don’t like that band at 
all. A lot of people love them. Ethan doesn’t 

terribly wide range. She tries to hit the whole 
range in every song, which is part of the reason 
why I’m not so into them. It’s not hooky. It’s 
just showing off your range. I thought that 
was a really strange comparison.
Ethan: I usually don’t like comparisons to 
power pop bands. It doesn’t make sense to 
me. Generally, we’ve had some pretty good 
comparisons, I think. We get The Observers 
all the time and Red Don’s and shit like that.
Paul: We like that.
Daryl: I think The Observers is one that 
pops up the most. In the past I’ve focused my 
attention to try to hear it and I can just never 
hear any Observers.
Ethan: I refuse to listen to it so that no one 
can actually make that comparison or think I 
rip anything off from them.
Matt: You refuse to listen to The Observers?
Ethan: Yeah. I’ve never heard The Observers 
records, because for so long, since the beginning 
almost, we’d get compared to The Observers. 

Jon: You’ve seen the Red Dons.
Ethan: I have seen the Red Dons play. 
Tsubasa: I have the Red Dons LP. I have 
listened to it at least a couple of times.
Jon: I vaguely hear Observers.
Matt: I think you guys would sound good 
on a bill with those bands, but not just sound 
like them.
Paul: I think, honestly, people just love 
labels. People always want to know what 
something sounds like. They’re looking for 
that familiarity. Once it gets out there, people 
just repeat it. I don’t truthfully think we 

on any band that we sound like. But it’s easy 
for people to say “Oh, it sounds like this.” 
Ethan: I most enjoy when people compare 
us to bands that I don’t know or listen to 
because then I actually get to hear a band I 
like, usually. So, that’s great. 
Daryl: So far in this interview, you guys have 
talked about things you don’t like about L.A. 
Is there something that you actually really do 
love about Los Angeles?
Jon: The weather.
Ethan: Unanimously.
Daryl: 
Ethan: I can’t say that there is anything 
in particular that I like about L.A., but I 
can’t really say that there is anything that I 
particularly like about any place. It’s all kind 
of the same anywhere you go if you live there 
for a while.
Paul: When I was looking to move to the 
West Coast, my wife and I were like, “Okay, 
we will either move to San Francisco or San 
Diego, and I guess we could move to L.A. if 
we have to.” That was our attitude towards it. 
Sure enough, we ended up in L.A. and now I 
love it more than either of those two places. 
When I go to San Francisco, I’m bummed. 
I can’t wait to get back to L.A. I personally 
enjoy that L.A. has a rich history with punk 
that you can kind of trace through. There are 
still like a lot of hangovers from the early 
years of punk that you can search out and 

Daryl: Like what?
Paul: Well, like you stumble upon like Oki 
Dogs or something. Little things like that. Or 
like, “Oh, you see that building? It used to 
be a club that Black Flag used to play at.” 
Which, in my history, it never really happened 
in New York City. I grew up right outside of 
New York City and I went to shows at CB’s. I 
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grew up going there. But there is no real punk 
heritage outside of that and now even that is 
gone. It’s like the city turned over too fast. 
Matt: So, how’s the skating been for you 
out here?
Paul: I actually don’t skate at all anymore. It 
sucks. I’d love to, but I’m too afraid of falling 
and breaking something. The older you get, 
the more you feel it the next day.
Matt: Pads.
Daryl: Just don’t fall.
Paul: Yeah. I should just get better.
Matt: Pads are like falling on pillows. That’s 
what I tell myself, even though it’s still scary.
Paul: Especially after you cross the thirty 
threshold. Those little falls you used to 
take all the time; the next day, you’re like 
“Oooohh. What did I do?”
Matt: You’ve got to stretch.
Ethan: Wait, you’re over thirty?
Daryl: “Out of the band.”
Jon: Then I think every one’s out of the band.
Paul: Tsubasa’s not. Tsubasa’s the baby.
Paul:
clause. All of our players, once you hit thirty, 
you’re out.
Jon: We’re going to have to change our name 
to Rough Adults. [laughs]
Ethan: It’s even sexier.
Daryl: Let’s say that you guys keep doing 
the band for ten more years, are you going to 
stick with the name?
Ethan: It doesn’t mean we’re “rough kids,” 
right? It could just be, in general, rough kids.
Daryl: It’s not like they’re the “youth brigade.”
Matt: Or Sonic Youth or Beastie Boys.
Ethan: Every album cover will just be 
pictures of rough kids.
Tsubasa: When we started, we were already 

We’re not rough.
Paul: Tsubasa’s son is going to join the band 

next year and we’re going to be called Rough 
Kids’ Kids. It’s going to be great. Solo record 
out soon.
Matt: What inspired you to write a song about 
Kenneth Erskine, the Stockwell Strangler?
Ethan: That just came about because I had 
an idea for a song called “Going Blank” 

Stockwell Strangler, and he went through 
this thing where he murdered a bunch of old 
people in their sleep. His whole defense was 
having amnesia and not remembering doing 

Matt: Other people’s suffering.
Ethan: Most songs are usually a song title 

Matt: You also have a song called “Cyanide,” 
which is about using the chemical compound 
to “cure all” the sicknesses and a song called 
“Bloody (I Wanna See You).”
Ethan: “Bloody” is about how annoyed I get 
any time some basketball team or baseball 
team wins a championship and the streets go 
crazy with rioting. It’s essentially about that 
and how stupid that is.
Paul: What about when the L.A. Kings won?
Ethan: No one rioted because, apparently, 
hockey fans aren’t dickheads. They’re just 
happy, drunk people, typically.
Matt: They have cool haircuts.
Ethan: Vancouver had riots when they lost.
Paul: A bunch of hosers up there, eh.
Ethan: L.A. just doesn’t have a strong 
enough hockey scene to riot over it.
Matt: They’re probably surprised. “Oh, we 
have a hockey team?”
Jon: If they win back-to-back, you can bet.
Ethan: I still don’t see it happening.
Jon: You’ve seen a few band wagon-ers. 
Ethan: Yeah, for sure, but I still don’t see it 
being riot-worthy.

Matt: So why do you see the need for cyanide 
to “cure all” the sicknesses?
Ethan: “Cyanide,” we just wrote a straight-
forward, simple, dumb song, and every old 
punk band has had a song called “Cyanide,” 

a cure-all if you wanted to murder yourself. 
It’ll cure anything.
Matt: So you’re not a serial killer fanatic?
Ethan: No, couldn’t say that I am.
Paul: Not on record, at least.
Ethan: I don’t read the books or anything.
Matt: Shows up to practice with a Manson 
shirt on.
Jon: I did take a tour of Manson sites 
yesterday. There’s some website called 
Roadside America and I found a whole bunch 
of stuff in Simi Valley.
Matt: So, did you feel good about doing that 
Manson drive?
Jon: No. It was just something that popped 
into my head as we were driving.
Ethan: You should have just said, “Yes.”
Jon: Yes! All that carnage! Cut that off. Have 
it just say, “Yes.” [laughs]
Paul: That does raise a question, though. 
You’re going to be able to make us look cool 
in post-production, right?
George Rager:
you look like dicks.
Ethan: One way or the other. I want some 
extreme.
Paul: I had to do an interview once for a 
magazine in Tokyo about my artwork.
Ethan: Had to?
Paul: Well, no, I agreed to. When it came 
out, I was quite embarrassed with it. The girl 
didn’t really understand what I was trying to 
say. It was mostly run-on sentences about 
my art process. As a person reading it, I 
was like, “This makes literally no sense.” It 
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was pretty painful to have to have my name 
attached to.
Ethan: The pretentiousness really showed 
through?
Paul: Yeah.
Matt: So you’re not going to get drunk and 
belligerent and let loose with everything? 
“Fuck this guy, fuck that guy.”
Paul: I don’t drink, so you’re screwed.
Matt: If you guys could play L.A. more 
often, would you?
Ethan: If it’s the right shows. I don’t feel the 
need to play every show we can.
Jon: I just like playing. I don’t care. I’ll play 
with whatever.
Ethan: I prefer practicing and writing songs 
to the live process, unless it’s a good show; 
then it’s fun to play. 
Paul: I’m with Ethan.
Jon: Get that Too Rough To Die show going 
again… that none of you saw.
Ethan: Our Ramones cover show.
Daryl: Ethan, do you want to explain how 
you found your inner Joey?
Ethan: Watched Rock’n’Roll High School
a few of times. Watched some It’s Alive
footage. Just went out and kicked some butt.
Daryl: Want to explain your wife’s 
Halloween costume that she wore while you 
were dressed up as Joey Ramone?
Ethan: Pregnant groupie. It’s the only thing 
a pregnant woman can be, really. There’s not 
a lot of options for Halloween costumes.
Jon: She could have been Tweedle Dee or 
Tweedle Dum.
Ethan: She could have been one of the aliens 
from Mac and Me.

Jon: That’s gotta make... the... Mac and Me
reference.
Paul: That’s like the ninety-minute 
infomercial for McDonald’s, right? That 
movie is pitiful. It’s so bad.
Matt: So how did the Sorry State record 
come about—for a band that never tours?
Ethan: That’s a good question. Daniel 
(Lupton, Sorry State Records, Logic Problem) 
was out here, touring with Shitty Limits.
Tsubasa: He toured.
Ethan: He tours all the time.
Paul: We want the world to come to us. 
That’s our plan.
Ethan: We did two shows with Shitty Limits. 
One was that generator show which you guys 
were in attendance for. I went out and bought 
that generator just ‘cause we wanted to play 
with Shitty Limits.
Daryl: And Logic Problem.
Jon: Wait, so you have a generator that we 
can be doing generator shows with?
Ethan: How are you not aware of this? 
Jon: Because you’ve never said that you 
own a generator.
Ethan: Anyways, they were out there for 
that. They did the show, ‘cause who’s going 
to turn down a generator show, in some 
weird, noodled backyard of sweatshops?
Daryl: In the middle of the day on a Sunday.
Ethan: We did that. He saw us there and I 
guess he must have liked us okay. When we 
did the second single, which Daryl graciously 
helped us to put out, we sent that off to him 
and he—I guess, turned us down or just 
never responded—but ended up loving the 
song “So Sophisticated.” The B-side. 

Paul: That’s why we didn’t record it for the 
LP. [laughs]
Ethan: It’s a proper B-side. You gotta go buy 
that record if you want to hear the song that 
Daniel loves.
Matt:
that repeat on the LP.
Ethan: A couple. People didn’t love ‘em as 
much. Let’s re-visit ‘em. Make ‘em better. 
We like Sorry State as a label and that was 
kind of the only choice we had for this. And 
we sent it off to him, he liked it, and he put it 
out. So, thanks Daniel.
Paul: Solid dude to work with, for sure.
Ethan: Great experience. He let us do what 
ever we wanted with the record and backed it 
one hundred percent.
Tsubasa: Are we going to be on the cover? 
Ethan: Is that on record?
Todd: Oh, yeah. It’s on record.
Ethan: Did we get an answer back.
Todd: Yeah, you got your answer back. 
[Silence. No laughter.]
Jon: “Your name will be on the cover.”
Todd: So, do you guys like each other?
Jon: Do we look like we don’t?
Todd: Not that. You seem to be coming to 
the Rough Kids from really different places. 
I’m not saying there’s tension; I’m saying it’s 
interesting because you’re not clones of one 
another. It doesn’t seem like you’re all on the 
same page, but in a good way.
Paul:
too. I think that’s what makes the band unique; 
is that we all bring our own perspective to it.
Ethan: We’re all friends. We all come from 
very different places. I agree with that.
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Jon: There’s all a common thing that every 
one enjoys.
Todd: It seems like there’s a common DNA, 
but there are variations.
Matt: What’s the common DNA?
Tsubasa: Records.
Jon: Vinyls.
Paul: Punk.
Todd: Do you ever do what you do for work 
for the band, like a special thing?
Ethan: How do you mean?
Jon: I’m actually a CPA. He’s just trying to 
become a CPA. So we do the same thing. We 
both audit. For different companies.
Todd: Why do you do that? Because 
punk rock is supposed to be somewhat 
irresponsible.
Jon: We’re pretty irresponsible.
Todd: You’re not living in a gutter. Do you 
have to compartmentalize a little bit? “I have 
to do this one thing, so I can do a thing I really, 
really like to do for a long period of time”?
Jon: It’s what comes naturally. My mom was 
like, “You need to try an accounting class because 
you’re good at math.” I took an accounting 

class. I was like, “People get paid money to do 
this? This is the easiest fucking shit ever.” From 

what I’m doing.” ‘Cause, to me, it’s really easy 
to do.
Paul: I don’t know if you’ve ever seen the movie 
Rain Man, but that’s basically Jon’s life.
Jon: Yeah. I need to go home. Watch my 
programs. [laughter]
Ethan: I think we’re all fairly level-headed 
people and I think, coming from that, you do 
the things you want to do. You do the things 
you don’t want to do—to a degree, but as 
little as you need to do it.
Todd: 
are nearing or over thirty—you’re stating 
that there aren’t a lot of people involved with 
punk rock in Los Angeles in what you’re 
doing. It doesn’t seem ordinary. 
Paul: Oh, I got Rough Kids on a surf video, so 
that was kinda cool. I was doing the art for the 
packaging for it. The video editor was saying 
he needed more music and they had no budget. 
“We’ll put you on our surf video for free. Isn’t 
that cool?” I was just kinda like, “Fuck it. It’d be 

cool to be on a surf video.” Ethan shared with me 
it was lifelong passion to be on a surf video.
Ethan: Well, skate video. 
Paul: Which I’m working on.
Ethan: Surf is a great step.
Paul: I went ahead and sent in Rough Kids 
songs and they liked it. He’s like, “You got 
anything else?” And I actually submitted a 
Broken Patterns song from our LP. 
Ethan: Night Birds are on there.
Matt: Do they know this?
Paul: Yeah, yeah, yeah. I ran it all by them. 
[laughter]
Jon: You just send songs.
Paul: “Check this band out!”
Matt: “They’re not getting paid. Fuck it.” 
Paul: Brian (of Night Birds) was telling me 
some editor for MTV was using the song 
“Killer Waves” as the opening credits while 

season and just loved it. But no one ever 
talked to the band. They were like, “We’ve 
gotta use this song,” and they contacted 

thousand dollars if you sell us the rights to 
this song.” And they were like, “No. That’s 
ridiculous. You’re not getting our song 

thousand dollars and we keep our rights?”
Todd: “Or a percentage”?
Paul: Exactly. They’re not idiots. They’re 
not just going to give it to them. I guess they 
ended up not using the song.
Jon: He was like, “I was in Snakebite. I was 
in that makeover show. I know how this shit 
works.” [laughter]
Matt: It’s a common practice. They’ll take 
your shit without paying you and you should 
just be stoked. My wife has a friend who’s an 
artist and they wanted to use some of her art 
in some movie. She’s all, “How much do I 
get?” “Oh, no. No. You get exposure.”
Ethan: It’s just illegal. They can’t. If you 
own the publishing, they have to pay you 
or it’s illegal. I don’t know how people get 
fucked by that.
Todd: So, again, why this?
Ethan: It’s kind of just all we’ve done. It’s 
what I know. 
Paul: We’re not musicians.
Matt: So, if you’re level-headed, what makes 
you punk rock? Because you’re supposed to 
be irresponsible and act like an ass.
Ethan: I guess, if you want to define it 
that way. 
Matt:
Ethan: I’ve never been that much of a punk. 
I just like punk music. I don’t know about 
you guys.
Tsubasa: Same here.
Jon: Edit that out.
Todd: End it with that. I think it’s a good 
end. Seriously.
Ethan: I think it’s an honest end.
Matt: What, “Edit that out.”?
[laughter]
Jon:
albums than punk albums.
Todd: It’s early. It’s been a month.
Jon: We’re going to Japan. More punk 
records will be bought.
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THE TAXPAYERS? They’ve got an interesting 
dichotomy going for them: as a live band, they’re 
a goddamn juggernaut of fun. Their shows are 
welcoming, inclusive, fevered affairs explosive with 
energy and heavy on sweat, laughter, and camaraderie 
(and frequently glitter, confetti, kazoos, beach balls, 
and folks running around in their underpants). Joy
encapsulated. But on record, it’s frequently a different 

Rob – Guitar, vocals
Noah – Drums
Danielle – Accordion, vocals
Phil – Bass
Andrew - Banjo
Kevin – Trumpet
Alex - Saxophone

beast: Blisteringly smart lyrics railing against corporate culture, 
domestic violence, and apathy couched within the arms of a 
hardcore song or a tune dense with horns (and sometimes both). 
This great dismantling of the oft-maligned term “folk punk” is a 
perfect melding of joyousness and rage.

The band toured down to Florida and then wrote much of 
their last album, God, Forgive These Bastards: Songs from the 
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Keith: Fill me in on what constitutes a 
goof punk. Can a guy who loves, say, 
Terror and Madball possibly be a goof 
punk?
Noah: I don’t know. [laughter] As long as 
they’re nice people and they’re inclusive 
and they don’t perpetuate violence at 
shows.
Rob: You know, it’s about the 
inclusivity and building each other up. 
It was basically about including all these 
different genres of punk into one thing. 
I know that goof punx, just by its name, 
would denote, you know, light-hearted 

the only reason we had the name was 
because our friend Zach had a knuckle 
tattoo that said “GOOF PUNX.”
Keith: And the band’s been putting itself 
under that subgenre for a long time now, 
right?
Noah:
in Wyoming. 
Kevin: I would say goof punx is all-
inclusive with the exception of jerks. 
Over time, we’ve made that really clear. I 
feel like our community is pretty good at 
self-governing when it comes to people 
making other people feel uncomfortable. 

Forgotten Life of Henry Turner, while living in a storage container in order to 
escape another gloomy Portland, Oregon winter. The album was coupled with a 
biography about Turner’s life, written by Rob Taxpayer. 

What else is there to say? As individuals, they’re thoughtful, big-hearted 
people. As a band, they’ve worked tirelessly to champion DIY punk. They’ve 
assembled, for a few years now, The Gathering of the Goof Punx, an annual 
DIY Northwest music festival. They’ve released five full-lengths on Asian Man, 
Plan-It-X and their own label, Useless State Records. They’ve toured the country 

a dozen times. They have the worst 
luck with vehicles of any band I’ve 
ever met. And even with two of the 
members living in different states, 
their pace hasn’t slowed. We sat 
down in the living-room-turned-
recording-studio, as the band was in 
the midst of recording new songs.

It’s rare that fury and 
redemption should make you 
want to strip down to your 
underwear and dance.

# # # # #
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When we throw the fest, the Gathering of 
the Goof Punx, we advertise that there’s just 
no jerks allowed. If you do something that 
is sexist or racist or discriminatory, you’ll 
be asked to rectify that. 
Rob: To make amends. That’s the important 
thing. The idea is that it’s not punitive, it’s 
redemptive. Because a lot of communities 
within the punk scene will just kick someone 
out when somebody’s being an asshole, and 
nobody learns from that. 
Keith: There’s no resolution actually 
being made. 
Noah: And a lot of times it just makes 
things worse.
Keith: On one hand, I get it. People deserve 
to feel safe at a show. On the other hand, it’s 
an opportunity to grow as a group.
Danielle: With such an inclusive identity, 
it’s a totally mixed bag of folks. Shows are 
public spaces and it’s really hard to control 
a safer space policy, or control who’s going 
to be there, or what people are saying. I feel 
like my personal safe space is like a bubble 
around me, and if someone is violating that 
space I do my best to confront them about 
it, but coming from a place not of anger but, 
you know, of understanding and respect. 
And sometimes it works and sometimes 
it doesn’t. Especially if we’re playing a 
show, I feel personally responsible for the 
atmosphere we’re inviting people into. We 
have an extra responsibility to be the ones 
who people can go to if they feel unsafe or 
if they want to divulge information. But we 
also try to empower the people around us 
to feel comfortable, have a voice to engage 
each other, and start a dialogue if they’re 
feeling uncomfortable. 
Keith: And when it comes to fostering 
places where people feel safe and okay, can 
you guys talk about the Gathering of the 
Goof Punx fests that you’ve had?
Danielle: The last one, at our show at 
Backspace, there was a group of kids 
who had driven up from L.A. and we’d 
hung out with them a bit throughout the 
weekend. One of the members of this group 
approached me a few minutes before we 
were about to play, and he looked visibly 
upset about something. I was so worried. 
I was like, “Oh my god, something really 
bad just happened.” But he was just really 

“I’m a homosexual.” And I’m like, “Hey, 

he was like, “No. I’ve never told anyone 

told.” I felt really honored by that. And 
then he went on to say that he wanted to let 
everyone else know. The way he decided to 
do that was to get up on the mic as we were 

which was such a brave thing to do. So, 
in the middle of the show, we stopped. He 
came up and did that. The whole crowd 
just roared with support.
Kevin: And tears.
Danielle:
group hug.

Rob: They crowd-surfed him. Everyone 
was chanting his name. 
Noah: A big intention behind the Gathering 
of the Goof Punx was that seeing, through 
touring the DIY community, there are a lot 
of regions that have strictly DIY fests, not 
like Music Fest Northwest and stuff like 
that. And there are a few in the Northwest, 
but just not as many as when you go south 
or to the Midwest. 
Keith: And they’re pretty corporate and 
gigantic and well funded. 
Noah: Right. It’s not fun. So that was our 
original intent. We wanted to have a fest 

one was pretty much all Portland bands. It 
encourages and excites people about DIY, 
which I think we need to keep doing. People 
came from L.A., Canada. It’s cool to see it 
blossom like that. 
Keith: So who, A, is the best prank caller in 
the band? And…
Noah: Rob.
Kevin: Andrew. 
Keith: …and B, the best musician? 
Noah: Kevin. Except he didn’t know the 
Cheers theme song, so now I’m really 
questioning his musicianship. 
Keith: So Andrew’s the best prank caller?
Noah: There’s a radio station in Sarasota 
that we often prank. 
Rob: Andrew originally came up with the 
idea, which is prank calling community 
radio stations.
Andrew: There’s someone always there 
and they’re just bored, you know? “Anyone 
wants to call in, I’m here all the fucking 
time.” [laughter] It’s really great. You can 
prank call them forever because they don’t 
have anything to do. They love it. 
Rob: And they switch people out every 
hour or two. 
Andrew: It’s like a game to see how long 
you can get them to stay on. They’re like, 
“Well, I’ve got to go back on-air,” and 
you’re like, “Hey, hold on a minute.” 
[laughter] Just see how long you can get 
them to stay on. 
Keith:
right?
Noah: Yep. 
Keith: And over the years you’ve pretty 
much gained more people than you’ve 
lost, as far as old band members versus 
new ones.
Noah: We started as a trio.
Keith: It’s interesting. I’ve read that you 
started out as a kind of homage to the 
Minutemen, who were a pretty concise 
three-piece.
Rob: Yeah.
Keith: So what the fuck? How do you 
reconcile that with, “I know! Let’s have a 
brass section and, I don’t know, soundbites! 
And a collage artist!”
Rob: Well, when Noah and I started the 

Minutemen. But the reason we really liked 
them was because they were sort of weird 
and did a lot of different stuff. Later on, 

we’d just be like, “Hey, you play trumpet. 
You want to play with us?”
Noah: Yeah, the Minutemen were almost 
like goof punx of their time. No one really 
understood them because they were doing 

screaming and bashing bottles against their 
heads and shit, and then there are these 
three weirdoes. [laughter] Mike Watt’s, you 
know, just super weird. George Hurley’s 
got the surfer wave going on in his hair. 
D. Boon’s just a big old dude who wears 
shorts outside of his sweatpants. You know? 
[laughs] That’s just goofy. 
Keith: Okay. Here are some lines from 
reviews. Let me know what you think of 
these. “Bomb The Music Industry minus 
the energy, but with better production.” 
[laughter]
Noah: Did they say we have better production 
than Bomb The Music Industry? 
Keith: Yeah. 
Noah: Wow. 
Andrew: Hmmm. Yeah, I agree. [laughter]
Rob:

where we record. 
Keith: What about this: “A pop punk 
marching band let loose in a zoo.” 
Danielle: I like that.
Noah: I like that one. I’ve got a zoo 
membership. [laughter]
Keith: “The Mountain Goats with horns 
and more distortion.” 
Danielle: I could see that. 
Noah: It’s funny, we met John Darnielle 
(The Mountain Goats) and Rob tried to 
shake his hand. He wouldn’t do it. 
Rob: I was really hoarse at the time and I 
was like, “Hey, you’re that guy.” 
Keith: Wow, that’s classy as hell, Rob.
Danielle: You should have seen how he was 
dressed—wearing his sweatshirt covered in 
scabies. [laughter]
Noah: But John Darnielle was a nice guy. 
Very nice guy. 
Andrew: He’s a germophobe. If you 

getting sick. 
Kevin: So are a lot of internationally 
traveling musicians. 
Andrew: But apparently Rob just looked 
like…
Noah: Death on a stick.
Andrew: Yeah, a turd on a stick.
Rob:
Keith: How did Andrew come to be a part 
of the band?
Noah: He quit college. [laughter]
Andrew: Yeah.
Rob: He’d been a part of the band, really, 

outside of Portland was in Boise, where 
Andrew lived at the time. Andrew was 
sixteen years old.
Danielle: And he had super glued hair to his 
palms. [laughter]
Andrew: I had a mullet. I cut it off and 
had all the hair in a bag in my backpack 
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for three months. You know, when you cut 
your hair, you’re like, “I feel like I should 
do something with this. My body made 
that.” In the bag it had formed this mullet-

our van as a hood ornament, but the super 
glue got stuck to my hands. As soon as that 
happened, they were like, “We’ve got to go 
play, Andrew.” I was like, “All right.” 
Rob: He was in a band called Dawn 
Of Vultures. We kept in touch with him 
throughout the years and through tours we 
would always see him. He was always in 
different bands. Phantom Vibrations. 
Danielle: We’d pick him up.
Rob: He’d travel with us for a couple states 
at a time. He was always down to hop in the 
van. One time he was down in New Orleans. 
We picked him up and we were on this big 
adventure where we were going to go live 
in a storage container unit down in Florida 
to escape the winter. Andrew got wind of 
our idea and he was like, “I want to do that! 
I’m in New Orleans. Can you pick me up?” 
He started playing banjo with us and he’s 
just been a part of the band ever since. 
Andrew: I dropped out of the University of 
Montana.
Keith: And does everybody in the band 
now have a cassette tattoo?
Noah: Yep. 
Andrew: Except Alex, but he’s not here. 
Keith: And where’d that come from?
Danielle:
of a cassette tape. I was reviving it when I 
was living with Rob here. And I’d taught 
myself how to screen-print because of the 
band, before I was in it. I made a screen of it 
and it’s kind of become our emblem. 
Rob: For me at least, the reason it was 
important was because it was one of those 

time, and it was this awesome piece of art 
that she’d felt encouraged to make. So I was 
just like, “Fuck yeah, these should be for 
our shirts.”
Keith: This is kind of a weird question since 
he’s not here right now, but we should talk 
massive shit about Phil. Did Phil actually 
know how to play the bass when he joined 
the band? 
Rob: No. [laughter] Our old bass player 
Nate was having a kid and we needed to 

to have this boat…
Noah: We didn’t really have it. 
Rob: It was just this old, holey boat that 
we’d found on the banks of the Columbia 
River, this old rowboat. Phil was hanging 
out with us at this boat one time and we 

“Hey, I hear you guys need a bass player. 
I’m a bassist.” And it turns out he’d never 
played the bass before.
Danielle: He just had one. 
Rob:
quickly he didn’t know how to play. 
Keith: And wasn’t somebody in a frat? 
[laughter]
Andrew: Noah. 

Kevin: I was in a music fraternity. It wasn’t 
a frat, it was a fraternity.
Andrew: In Noah’s frat, they were nerds 
who beat up nerds. They were elitist nerds.
Noah: No, no, no. 
Keith: A theater major that beats up nerds. 
That’s great, Noah.
Noah: No, no, no. 
Kevin: My fraternity was like the goof 
punx of Greek life. 
Andrew:
Noah: Okay, hold on. Let’s talk about the 
fraternity that I wasn’t in, guys. So this 
fraternity I wasn’t in wasn’t a national 
chapter and it wasn’t a real fraternity. And I 
only did it because of peer pressure. I mean, 
I didn’t do it because of peer pressure.
Kevin: You got a tattoo of them.
Noah: No, I don’t. 
Keith: I heard you talking about how sweet 

Noah: It was just a bunch of dudes who 
didn’t care, and then all of the sudden these 
guys came in and were like, “Let’s treat this 
like a real fraternity and try to have rules 
and stuff like that.” And I was just like, 
“This is stupid.” 
Keith: Something I’ve always found 
interesting about you guys is how you 

underwear and doing the Bobsled at shows 
with the fact that, lyrically, you’re tackling 
things like abuse, domestic violence, 
poverty, class divisions. There’s a big 
dichotomy between those two things. How 
do you reconcile them? 
Kevin: Well, it can’t be talked about unless 
it’s been experienced. And I think we all have 
a history of those negative circumstances 
that we’ve all been subjected to. We’ve all 
dealt with bullshit. We’ve all experienced 
the dark side of family and terrible things 
happening to friends. What are we going to 
do, sit around and sulk about it for the rest 
of our lives?
Rob: It’s tricky. You never get over 
something like abuse, or when horrible 
things happen in life. But it’s an important 
thing to talk about. When I write lyrics, it 
doesn’t really interest me to write about 
pizza. That doesn’t mean I don’t love the 
fucking Mean Jeans. I love the Mean Jeans 
and I love the Ramones and I love all 
those bands. People use music for different 
outlets. It’s something I want to challenge 
myself with and work out these issues that 
Kevin was talking about. But that doesn’t 
mean you have to be straight-faced and 
emphatic when you’re delivering it. It can 
still be a joyful celebration. And let’s be 
honest, nobody really listens to the lyrics to 
begin with. 
Keith: I don’t agree with that at all. 
Rob: Well, when people do, it doesn’t 
mean you have to be solemn and church-
like just because the song is solemn and 
church-like.
Danielle: Also, seeing a live performance 
and listening to the music on your own at 
home are two very different experiences. 

If someone’s listening to the music alone 
and it helps them get through a dark 
time, that’s one aspect. But then they can 
see us live and sing their hearts out and 
dance and go crazy and release all that 
pain. Even though they’re singing the 
lyrics, it’s more about the experience, 
everyone having a really energetic, fun 
time together. Both things are congruent, 
they’re just different experiences. 
Keith: Can you guys tell me about the 
subversion of twenty-one and over shows 
with kazoos? 
Rob: Well, we’ve always subscribed to the 
Ian MacKaye school of booking—keeping 
shows all-inclusive, all ages. It’s important 
to have a wide array of different age groups 
at a show. But sometimes when you’re 
booking a show in Montana, there just so 
happens to be no way to book a show unless 
it’s at a bar. When you’re on tour and you 
need to make twenty dollars from that bar 
show versus no show at all, you’re going 
to take the bar show. As a way of getting 
kids into those shows, we would say, “Hey, 
if there’s anybody in Billings, Montana 
that wants to come to the show, here’s our 
phone number. Meet up with us here before 
the show.” This happened a lot, especially 
on tour. There’d be a group of sixteen year-
old kids and we’d say, “Okay, here you go. 
You’re in the band, here’s a kazoo.” And 
they’d walk in with us when we were setting 
up and they’d be billed as being a part of the 
band so they could come into the show. 
Keith: Rob, why don’t you tell me about 
your tattoo and what you told your mom 
what it meant. 
Rob: The blue rectangle?
Keith: Yes.
Rob: My blue rectangle tattoo is an Atomic 
Butter Babes tattoo.
Keith: Which is kind of a side project of the 
Taxpayers, right?
Rob: Yeah, in a loose way. It’s like a friend 
band. Forty people in the band, spread out 
all across the country. So the sign of the 
Atomic Butter Babes is a blue rectangle, 
kind of a riff on the Germs burn. I work in 
the school system, and I occasionally have 
to explain what the blue rectangle on my 
arm is. Rather than saying it’s the symbol 
for the Atomic Butter Babes, I say it’s a blue 
picture frame and it represents potential. 
[laughter] Which is of course bullshit, and 
it’s just a tattoo for a nautically-themed 
hardcore band. 
Keith: How many vehicles has this band 
gone through? 
Kevin:
Rob: Five in the last few months. Over 
the course of the band, probably fourteen 

Andrew: The most ecologically damaging 
band on the planet. 
Keith: And who is Henry Turner? 
Rob:
character who we created the last album 
off of. It was a book and album that went 
together. He was a character that was 
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created when we were on that Florida 
trip, when we lived in the storage unit. We 
billed him as an actual person for a couple 
different reasons. One, he’s based off a 
couple of actual people, folks who I knew 
in the Portland area. 
Keith: Which caused a lot of confusion, 
didn’t it? You wrote a concept album and 
a kind of mock biography to go along 
with it. 
Rob: Yeah.
Keith: And a lot of people thought it was real.
Rob: Right.
Keith: And were either very touched by it, 
thinking it was about a real dude…
Rob: Yeah.
Keith: Or they though you were a 
pretentious douchebag.
Rob: Yeah. They thought we were taking 
advantage of this homeless person’s life, 
exploiting him. Which was part of the 
reason we wanted to bill him as an actual 
person to begin with. To see what the 
psychology of public reaction is. What was 
that book that came out, that turned out to 
be false? (James Frey’s) A Million Little 
Pieces? Then there was J.T. Leroy, who 
was supposed to be a transsexual runaway 
drug addict and an author who had written 
these amazing stories about his life. It 

character written by a middle-aged woman 
in Washington, I think. 
Kevin:
Rob: The idea was that once everyone found 
out about these characters, there was a huge 
uproar. It was fascinating. Why were people 

so pissed off that these characters or people 

right? Fiction exists to create characters 
so you can deliver a message or deliver 
an idea. So we thought it’d be interesting 
to do it from that standpoint and see what 
the reaction would be. And the reaction was 
exactly that. Some people were pissed off. 
Keith:
the songs? 
Rob: Both, I guess. I wrote a song about a 
baseball player when we were living in the 

this baseball player. After that, I started 
writing stories about him. We scrapped the 

of short stories about this person. Instead, 
we brought it back and we decided, “Hey, 
we should do an album about this. We 
should do both an album and a book.” We 
took song material from the stories that 
were already written. Some were from the 
songs we had written down in Florida. 
Keith:
vans and cars in the double digits, and people 
living in different states, is it just sheer force 
of will that keeps this band together? What is 
the gel that’s keeping this thing going? 
Rob: I don’t know. We like each other a 
lot. We hang out when we’re not on tour 
together. Me and Kevin are the ones who 
live in different states right now. We both 
live in New Orleans and everyone else lives 
here, in Portland, Oregon. But I think we’d 
be coming here to hang out, regardless. But 
that said, I really enjoy this project, and I 
think everyone else enjoys it.

Danielle: Yeah. 
Andrew: It’s that band family thing. We’re 
just close and like each other. We work 
together well most times. We get in little 
tussles, but it’s nothing serious. 
Keith: Right, but any band that can go 

want to be around each other…
Danielle: At this point, we just tour so well 
by now. Honestly, last summer, we were 
having to problem-solve left and right, 
like every second. There were a couple 
stressful moments, like when the van got 
stolen. I don’t know about you guys, but 
I was just like, “Well, okay, what are we 
going to do next?” 
Rob:
Danielle: I mean, we mourned over the 
loss of our shit, but after dealing with thing 
after thing after thing and being such good 
friends…You know, that’s the sort of thing 
that tears bands apart. For us, we just had 
to move on. 
Andrew: Another big thing was it felt 
like someone was trying to keep us from 

the van got stolen in Nashville and Noah 
was like, “I’m going home.” And then an 
hour later he was like, “Yeah! Let’s fucking 
do it! Let’s keep going!” [laughter] Because 
it just felt so defeating to be like, “Tour got 
the best of me.”
Rob: And then immediately after the van 
gets stolen, we rent a car to go to the next 
place, which is Bloomington, Indiana, and 
Chris Clavin gives us his car. Well, he sold 
it to us for twenty-three dollars.

IT’S REDE
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Danielle: And a promise to always stay punk.
Rob:
It was painted black. And that made it to 
another state, until it died. Then we had to 
get to a show in Minneapolis in two hours 
so we called a tow truck and everyone 
had to hitchhike to the next show. The 
car got dropped off at the house show in 
Minneapolis and immediately, when we got 
there, we had to play within ten minutes. 
It just felt like, “Yeah, fuck you, whoever 
is getting in the way of us making these 
shows, we’re gonna make every goddamn 
one.” And it feels very triumphant.
Andrew: And we did, too.
Keith: You didn’t miss a show.
Andrew: We made all of them. We were 
pretty much on time, too. 
Keith: What album was mostly written in 
the storage locker in Florida? 

Rob: That was God, Forgive These Bastards.
Keith: And who lived in that thing?
Rob: Me, Andrew, Kevin.
Kevin: Phil. Noah.
Danielle: I didn’t live there. 
Rob: We toured down there, then Danielle 

Keith: Did you guys have to piss in jars?
Kevin: Milk jugs. 
Rob: We had a milk jug and a water jug 
and they were the exact same kind of jug. 
[laughter]
Keith: And it was like a miniature city in 
there, right? In the storage lockers.
Rob: Yeah, the storage container unit was 
amazing. Believe it or not, it was in the 
“bad” part of Sarasota, which…
Andrew: Exists, surprisingly. It’s actually 
pretty bad. 
Rob: There are some really bad parts of 

Sarasota, and some really nice parts. So 
you type in this code and this big, rusty, 
barbed-wire gate opens up into the storage 
containers. And there are hundreds of these 
things. We lived in one of them, and they’re 
each about the size of a garage. As you 
drive in, there’s some guys working on a 
car, a little mechanic shop based out of one 
of them. There’s a little Mexican restaurant 
based out of one of them. There was a meth 
lab. A barber shop. A tattoo parlor. 
Andrew: All these little under-the table-
businesses.
Rob: You’re not allowed to live in them, we 
knew that much, because we got in trouble 
for sleeping there one night. The guy said, 
“Hey, are you guys living here?” And we 
said, “No, we’re just working on an album 
and we fell asleep.” [laughter] And he says, 
“Well, you’re gonna have to lock up every 
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LET’S KEEP GOING!”
night.” So after that what we had to do was 
have someone lock the storage container at 
night with everyone else in it. There was no 
way to get out of there. 
Keith: Wow. That’s super sketchy. You had 
to keep up appearances.
Rob: Yeah, the person had to drive off. 
Andrew: And there were all these really 
sketchy electrical sockets that we had 

we were literally locked in. But, you know, 
Rob made it sound fun. He was like, “Oh, 
it’ll be like we’re on a submarine. We’ll 
just get really drunk on the submarine.” 
[laughter]
Rob: And that’s what we did! We’d get 
locked in there, and we drank a lot, and 
we’d pee in these milk jugs and we’d 
pass out. 
Keith: Rob and Kevin are here for like 
two weeks. You guys are trying to record 
another album. Is this one gonna be about, 

I don’t know, a Russian ballerina from the 

Danielle: That’s a great idea. 
Rob: This one’s gonna have a comic book 
to go with it. And it’s gonna be about a town, 
we think. We’re not sure. Some of the songs 
have been written about a ghost town. 
Keith: So are the Taxpayers forever cursed 
now to have thematic records? 
Danielle: We’ve been talking about it. It 
might not be. Just because the last one was 
doesn’t mean every one has to be. It’s kind 
of hard to not think that way, though. 
Rob: It’s more fun than throwing a bunch 
of songs together. But it’s easier to throw a 
bunch of songs together. 
Danielle: The idea of a character that 

character. But if you take the time to develop 
an entire story with an album, I think it’s a 
cool way to do it. It takes a lot of work to 

book, telling an entire story. 
Keith: I just have one more question. It’s 
really important. Is Kevin or is Kevin not 
the absolute master of NBA Jams?
Rob: Oh, I can’t believe he gets that at the 
end of the interview. It’s true, he is the best 
NBA Jam player I know, but Phil gives him 
a run for his money. 
Andrew: Phil gives him a run, Kevin 
always wins, and I play both of them and 
just get angry. 
Keith: What’s your signature move? 
Andrew: Goal tending. He goal tends a lot 
and doesn’t get called for it.
Kevin: I’m a very aggressive NBA 
Jammer.
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East L.A.’s punk scene is a unique 
beast in many ways. It’s a sub-scene of 
L.A.’s, which is arguably the largest on 
the planet.  In the thirty years since I 
first became involved with the local 
scene, I’ve watched it grow from a 
handful of bands scrounging for any 

place to play, to a multi-generational 
group utilizing halls and backyards. It has 

risen to a network of makeshift venues 
that eschews the hoop jumping and pay-to-
play thievery of the Los Angeles club scene and 
relegates the traditional gig to secondary status.

Social Conflict guitarist/vocalist Jesse 
Killings has been active in the Eastside punk 
scene for nearly twenty years. The band mixes 
non-punk influences, odd time signatures, 
and a poetic lyrical flair to create a sound that 
expands upon and adds depth to the scene’s 

furious, thrash-and-burn style. Killings has 
been neck-deep in almost every facet of the 
scene—playing local and European gigs, 
fostering connections between the Eastside 
and other sub-scenes, and, giving local bands 
access to quality recordings at affordable prices 
via his Ill Musick Studios in recent years. He 
also releases works by individual bands and 
compilations through Innocence Lost, a label 
he runs with his wife Reanna. 

When we spoke to discuss the history of the 
band and the Eastside scene in which it had 
been involved, the band’s lineup was in flux. 
Killings was the sole member of a band that had 
just released its second album, The World against 
Us. He has since recruited a new lineup, joined 
by Reanna in a new band, Devil’s Hoax, and 
began work on a third Social Conflict album and 
another local band compilation. 
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Jimmy: Let’s start with where you were 
born and raised, your family background. 
That kind of stuff.
Jesse: Born and raised all over L.A. I didn’t 
really have a stable place to live all the time 
so I moved around from Hollywood to 
Burbank to Glendale, back to Hollywood, to 
East L.A. From East L.A. down to Second 
Street. Years and years of moving with the 
family and now I’m here, Glassell Park.
Jimmy: What part of East L.A.?
Jesse: Down by White Memorial Hospital.
I used to go to school at San Antonio De 
Padua Catholic School. 
Jimmy: So you grew up on the Eastside 

What was the 
neighborhood like at that time? 
Jesse: A lot of gang members everywhere, 
but other than that it was cool. I adapted 
to my environment. I hung around the 
streets a lot. It wasn’t too bad. It wasn’t like 

but I know things have gotten better now 
in that area.
Jimmy: How did you get into punk? 
Jesse: My cousin used to listen to a lot of the 
more radio-type stuff. It got me more involved 

’80-’85 that’s 
where I got stuck on that. From there, I heard 
Rudimentary Peni and went into the darker 
side of things. I got into punk rock because 
I was in a tagging crew when I was younger. 
I was hanging out with buddies, going to 
neighborhoods and dropping things off, you 
know. [laughs] People were coming out with 

didn’t want to be a part of the gangs and get 
killed at such a young age, you know? When 
I got a hold of music and punk rock, it was 

almost like it saved my life. 

Jimmy: In what way?
Jesse: It kept me away from hanging out 
with the homeboys and doing other things 
that were illegal and going to get me in 
trouble. Playing music is just a better way 
to do it. I was hanging out on the weekends 
and drinking with buddies and stuff like 
that, but I wasn’t in the streets gang banging 
or trying to start trouble. So it kind of saved 
my life in that sense.
Jimmy: What was it about punk rock that 
you found so attractive, that made you say, 
“I want to be a part of this.”?
Jesse: The aggression. Feeling like it was 
the home I didn’t have. I moved around a 
lot. My home wasn’t very stable, so when 
I got ahold of the East L.A. scene, it just 

never home. I would go to school, but I 
was ditching school all the time to hang 
out with friends. We were either crashing 
at backyards, drinking all day, waiting for 
a gig to start, or we were hanging out all 
week, playing music and recording.
Jimmy:
What makes it unique as a lifestyle choice 
or as a philosophy?
Jesse: It doesn’t make me another number, 

just didn’t want to live like that, so it made 
me a free spirit. That’s what I think punk 
rock is: just being yourself and carrying 
your own weight. There are a lot of people 
in the scene who I was hanging out with 
who felt that way, with the punks in the 
East L.A. scene. I guess that’s why we 
didn’t go to school, because it’s like work, 
right? Like having to get up and do the nine 

Jimmy: Learning shit you don’t want 
to learn.

Jesse: Yeah, learning shit you don’t want 
to learn.
Jimmy:
East L.A. punk scene? 
Jesse:
East L.A. as Dysfunctional Youth. We were 
practicing in a garage. On the weekends 
we would rehearse and we would always 
hear bands playing, so we would go off 
and check it out. And, we caught a liking 
to it— the energy and the screaming and 
all that. We already knew about the punk 
scene. We were listening to stuff, but it 
was just crazy for us to be practicing in a 
house or in a garage and then to hear these 
bands playing and the shit’s just fast and 
screaming and loud. We were like, “What 
the fuck is that?” Once we started going to 
these shows, we just got stuck on it. 
Jimmy: Was your involvement in punk 
gradual or did you just kind of jump in with 
both feet?
Jesse: I kind of jumped in with both 
feet, and I’ve been  doing it ever since.  I 
was there at every show, hung out with 
everybody, started playing with the band, 
and involving the band more. 
Jimmy: Can you describe what the scene 

Jesse: It was so crazy, like that front cover 
the Circle Jerks had with all the kids running 
in the street. That’s how it was every 
weekend. It was cool because we got to 
meet people from different scenes coming 
from South Central, coming from West 
Covina, from El Monte, just everywhere. 
The scene was pretty strong. It has its ups 
and downs, its waves, and I think it will 
do that forever. We branched out. People 
worked with other people, helping bands 
out and became a little community.



I kind of got tired with the 
 whole “fuck the system” thing, 
even after I went and wrote a song
 called “Fuck the System.”
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Jimmy: 
in with the greater scene that is east of the 
bridges? Were there bands that were coming 
from other areas, like El Monte, San Gabriel, 
or La Puente that kind of fell into your scene?
Jesse: They were a part of the scene. When 
bands come, people are always on the lookout 
to see if they’re going to be cool. If not, then 
they’re out. Sin Remedio was always a part 
of the East L.A. scene.
Jimmy: Yeah, that’s the thing; the borders 
don’t really make a difference. You’re all 
from the same little clique.
Jesse: Yeah, we’re all punk rock.
Jimmy: Were you guys aware that there had 
been a scene there for quite some time prior? 
Jesse: When I was that young, not really. 
When we were all young, we felt like we’re 
the baddest punk rocker walking the fucking 

thought we were the shit. I knew of some of 
the bands and I have always known there 
was a scene. I could only imagine how crazy 
it was back then. I wasn’t aware of all the 
bands coming out of there. Now I know a lot 
more about it.
Jimmy: Were you playing music before 

Jesse: 
bought a guitar and when I got it, I had that 
Bad Religion record and just started making 
noise. I didn’t know how to play. My mom 
was like, “You got to get an acoustic guitar. 
You got to learn how to play. We’ve got 
Mariachis all over East L.A. We’ll go get 
one out of Mariachi Circle and I will pay 
him and he will teach you on the weekend.” 
Fuck that, I wanted an electric guitar or 
I didn’t want to fucking play. So I got an 
electric guitar and I started making a bunch 
of noise. Didn’t know what I was doing. It 
sounded like some of the Nine Inch Nails 
stuff. It was really cool, you know? For me, 
it was always just the morph of the sound. 
That’s what got me hooked. Then I started 
Dysfunctional Youth. 

I met my drummer, Miguel Recendez, 
at San Antonio de Padua in third grade. I was 
always a crazy fucking kid nobody wanted to 
have over for a sleepover because I would go 
over and just want to stay. I would go over 
and pick the dumbest shit to do, things that 
wouldn’t necessarily piss parents off, but just 
annoy you—putting stickers on the wall or 
rearranging things. So I met my drummer 
there and when we were in sixth grade, we 
decided that we were going to start a band. 
We didn’t know how to play shit.
Jimmy: What year was this? 
Jesse:
four of us who were really good friends and 
we terrorized the Catholic school. We made 
fucking nuns pass out. It was just crazy. 
People got kicked out. I got kicked out; I 
came back. Some of my friends ended up 
moving to other cities and I didn’t see them 
anymore. The drummer stuck around, but 
since I was the crazy kid, his dad tried to 
keep him away from me for years. I ended 
up going to a school around here, at Marshall 
(High School in Los Feliz). 

I was going to fucking shows all the 
time. Miguel wasn’t going to shows because 
they wouldn’t let him out. His mom would 
secretly bring him to my house to come hang 
out with me. He told me he was going to 
school at Salesian (Catholic High School) in 
East L.A. My mom was like, “You’ve got to 
go back to a private school. Public schools are 
no good for you.” So I told her, “Why don’t 
you put me in Salesian? I heard it’s a great 
school!” Trying to scheme it out, although I 
knew his parents didn’t want him around me. 
He wasn’t supposed to tell me what school he 
went to, but we secretly kept in contact. 

there was a lot of shit going on there. We 
started smoking pot and I tried to get him 
into it. I was the bad kid. We were playing 
in garages. When we started the band, we 
didn’t have any equipment at all. We would 
sit down at the lunch tables and he would 
just be like (drums on table). I would be like 
(makes guitar riff sounds). And we were 
writing songs! And they were sticking, but 
we weren’t playing guitar or beating on 
drums. It was just vocalization and beating 
on the table. We wrote three songs that way. 

He was playing drums in the school. I 
started to bring my guitar. I had already been 
playing, but I never brought it to school. 
I was taking classes over at the East L.A. 
Music and Arts Center for a little while. My 
mom was like, “You gotta learn how to play 
great!” I learned how to play a couple of 
Nirvana songs, one Bad Religion song, and 
the teacher was like, “All right, now we’re 
going to move on.” I was like, “Nah, fuck 
that. I’m good. I know how to play.” 
Jimmy: You’re good to go. 
Jesse: Fucking teenage punk attitude. “I 
learned my three chords. I’m gonna go on 
my way.” From there, I just started writing 
like crazy. We were secretly rehearsing after 
school. This guy who lived down the street 
wanted to start a metal band. So we were 
like, “Yeah, yeah. Sure dude, we’ll fucking 
play metal.” He said we could rehearse in 
his garage. I bought some shitty-ass drum set 
with no stands and no cymbals at a fucking 

needed legs, so I just threw a tire under it. We 
started jamming and jamming. People would 
come over. 

We were at shows all the time. Miguel 
eventually came along. His mom and dad 
got divorced. That’s actually where Social 

right in the heart of East L.A. They were 
always at every show and they would throw 
shows at whatever pad they could. 

When they became Set Aside, it was the 
still the same—the dude on guitar always 
throwing the fucking shows. I remember 
doing a lot of shows with them at their house 
and the cops were always raiding it. They 
would gather money and buy equipment 
and get their shit together to make Set Aside 

stronger. They would always contribute to the 
East L.A. scene. They would lend the bands 
equipment. It was cool. Everybody got to 
sound better with better equipment. We were 
doing a lot of those shows, taking our shitty 
equipment. Then I started buying equipment. 
I bought equipment for the whole band. We 
started rehearsing over at the projects, down 
by Mission. They remodeled them now. 
Jimmy: Aliso-Pico Village.
Jesse: We would rehearse on the second 

playing a shitload of Nirvana songs. We didn’t 
have any amps so we would hook up stereos 
from wire to wire, daisy chain everything. 
Jimmy:
guys ever played?
Jesse: Yeah, it was over on Soto Street with 

played this one ska song. I guess everybody 
liked it, but we didn’t really like it. We had a 
guitar player at the time who was into all that 
more poppy punk rock, so he threw a song 
into the mix and had me sing it. 

We had a bunch of speakers and people 
were like, “What the fuck are these kids 

tire and it was funny because that’s how we 
would set up our shit, so we took our tire to 
the show. We would take our crate and put our 
snare on top of the crate. We had embedded 
a square underneath our snare and that was 
our stand and that’s how we played. Poverty. 
We kind of picked up whatever we could 

I think people liked that we did that. They 
were like, “Fuck. That’s fucking awesome! 
These guys brought a tire to put their fucking 

was punk rock. We weren’t doing it because 
it was punk rock. We were doing it because 
we were fucking poor, but we didn’t let that 
stop us. Just like a lot of the other bands, we 
used what we had around us.
Jimmy: What was it about you guys that 
you didn’t let the fact that you didn’t have 
expensive amps and guitars and stuff like 
that, stop you? 
Jesse: It was just wanting to play music so bad. 
I have always had this vision in my head of 
playing for a lot of fucking people. I told myself 
that I wasn’t going to stop until that happened. 
I’ve done it over and over and it’s happened here 

that I had in that vision when I dreamt it. That’s 
what kept it going for me. Just use what I got, 
grab this and that, and just keep going.
Jimmy: Was it a backyard show?
Jesse: It was a balcony. Backyard, yeah. 
Jimmy: But it wasn’t like a club or a hall or 
anything like that? 
Jesse: No it wasn’t. We did a hall with Union 

to Epitaph. That’s when they were “Union.” I 
think Rancid played and a couple other bands.
Jimmy: Out of that particular era—by 

you remember what happened around that?



I would go and sit in there like I was 

   part of the church or something. I was 

just in there racking all the cassettes. 

   I was recording our music

              over these cassettes.
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Jesse: There’s always that controversy about 
when a band gets signed out of a scene that 
people say, “Oh, they sold out.” But, luckily, 
it was to Epitaph and there were punk bands 
there. It wasn’t like they sold out. Everybody 
was happy for them because they had made it. 
They had been playing and playing and they 
had great music. I remember doing a lot of 
shows with them and they were always down 
for it, always playing the scene and always 
trying to put on a great performance. 
Jimmy: Did their being signed having any 
effect on the scene?
Jesse: I think everybody was trying to do a lot 
of the back-and-forth stuff, you know? Union 

then everybody started doing it and I fucking 
hated it. I didn’t want to do it. I wanted to add a 
little bit more intricacy to it—keep it different 
but straight fucking hardcore while trying to 
stand out. But Union did it fucking awesome. 
Jimmy: Union signing to Epitaph was a 
turning point. How was the scene different 
before and after?
Jesse: It was different for a while, just 
because Union was the big band in East L.A. 
at the time because they got signed. The bands 
started looking into more distribution, more 
on the industry side of how you’re going to 
put your music out, how you’re going to live 
off of doing it. It kinda woke everybody up. 
Jimmy: Before that, it was just about playing?
Jesse: Yeah, it wasn’t just about playing. It 
was about playing to greater masses, having 
everybody hear the stuff. It escalated after 
the Union stuff. 
Jimmy: Yeah, they kind of took it and owned 
it. To go off on a little tangent, your lyrical 
subject matter has always seemed a bit more 
sophisticated than, “Fuck yeah! Fuck the 
system.” You approach the political angles 
and have horror themes in there without 
playing up the spooky or the preachiness. 
How much importance do you place on the 
messages that you’re trying to convey?
Jesse: My dad always talked to me about 
politics and politics and politics, so I understood 
what was going on. We just had to be different. 
That’s how I kind of saw it, because a lot of 
the bands were just always screaming about the 
politics. I mean, what else is there to talk about, 

other shit beyond this world. I’m still looking 
for it, even in the music sense. 

I kind of got tired with the whole “fuck 
the system” thing, even after I went and 
wrote a song called “Fuck the System.” 

I changed the name of that song to “Impious 
Misrule.” I try being different and not being 
so straightforward with the whole political 
thing, to make it more of a thing where it was 
poetry, and then I got into sonnet writing. I 
started reading a little bit of Nietzsche and 
some on Jim Morrison’s life. That kind of 
changed my whole aspect on it, because I 
already had that whole groove of being a part 
of punk rock and fuck the government. 

That was all cool to me, but for some 
reason it was just weird, sitting next to one 

of your friends who’s in another band at the 
time, picking up his guitar and playing a song 
called, let’s say, “Fuck the System.” And 
here I come with my song and it’s something 
similar to that, and another boy comes in and 
he’s doing the same shit. I didn’t want to fall 
into that category, so my writing became more 
like sonnet writing, more philosophical. 
Jimmy: More of a metaphor for something.
Jesse: Yeah, that’s how I wanted to write, 
because I felt that it would relate to everybody. 
Sometimes you would listen to a punk band 
that would rather just scream about the same 
shit. You weren’t even giving them the time 
of day to listen to the musicianship. I would. 
I’m a music engineer so I’m always listening 
to the music. Some people just scan right 
through it. Listening to something that was 
a little bit more different was kind of like, 
“Wait a minute. Let me stop and check this 
out for a minute.” That’s what I wanted to do. 

always felt like it alienated us in the scene. I 
don’t think people fully understood it. 
Jimmy: The resistance to any kind of 
sophistication. That’s always been the 
dichotomy of punk rock. On one hand, 
you’ve got people who are always kind of 
pushing the boundaries and then you’ve 
got the other ones that just resist every…
fucking…step. That Dead Kennedy’s song, 
“Chickenshit Conformist”: “Punk’s not dead 
/ It just deserves to die / When it becomes 
another stale cartoon.” That was very real. 
Jesse: I can appreciate a lot of that. For me, it 
just became something different. Jello Biafra 
took it full force in the whole political thing. 
Dude, I mean he almost ran for the presidency, 
right? (Biafra was drafted as a presidential 
candidate by the New York Green Party in 

Abu-Jamal as his running mate. Ultimately, 
the nomination went to Ralph Nader.) He
wasn’t bullshitting around. I wasn’t about to 
bullshit around with my writing, as far as the 
lyrics went. 

I wanted to make it different. I still battle 
myself with it. I’m trying to work on a third 
album right now and I’ve got some tunes 
going, but you always get stuck in that thing 
where it’s like, “Is it still the way it was back 
then? Will people still understand what I’m 
saying? Are they going to listen to it or are 
they going to give the same respect they did 
back then?” For some reason, it seems like 
they just want that whole fast, crazy shit. 
I love the fast, crazy shit. I do a lot of that 
myself in a lot of my songs, but I do it fast 
and crazy with a bit more philosophical, 
intellectual lyrical content. 
Jimmy: Trying to think outside the box. 
Jesse: Exactly.
Jimmy: What were some of the places that 
you guys were primarily playing at in the 
beginning? Were you guys playing at halls or 
was it more of a backyard-oriented scene?
Jesse: A lot of it was backyards. Then we 
did El Tropico (an Eastside punk club active 

ELAC (East Los Angeles College), some 
parks. For the most part, it was backyards. 

That was the place to be. When you did it 
anywhere else, it didn’t pop off the same. 
It wasn’t as crazy. The kids couldn’t get as 
wild as they wanted. 
Jimmy: Was there an active backyard scene 
already that you guys tapped into, or was it a 
matter of building it from scratch? 
Jesse: No, it was already active. The punk 
scene had been going. We jumped into 
it. I guess the bands accepted us for our 
originality. We had some pretty good tunes. 
We weren’t really fast. We kind of broke into 
the fast shit because I was listening to a lot of 
it, and I was like, “Dude, we gotta get with 
the fucking program.” We started writing 
some fast shit. Once we started doing that, 
we liked it. A lot of it was mainly backyard 
scenes. Backyards were just the shit. It was 
like getting ready for that big concert, getting 
ready to play that weekend concert with 

No Priority. 
Jimmy: I remember them!
Jesse: That was the shit. I love that band. The 
Jawaz! The Jawaz just came back. 
Jimmy: Yeah. Brian (Jawaz vocalist) sent me 
their demo. Dude, they’re still fucking great.
Jesse: They’ll always be great. 
Jimmy: Explain how a backyard show 
works, the mechanics of one.
Jesse: The promoter or the kids put the show 
together. For the most part, they try to keep 
it organized, but it just gets too crazy with 
everybody who’s there at the show—people 

starting over here. The cops come in. You got 
to play before the cops come. The order gets 
fucked up. One band would come late and 
say, “But we were supposed to be on at this 
time.” And some bands would be there way 
before the show started. It’s just always been 
like that. I give a lot of credit to those who try 
to keep it organized. Nacho from Corrupted 
Youth, he’s always trying to keep shows 
organized and throwing shows and stuff. He 
does a pretty good job. He’s a pretty big guy. 
He’s pretty much like, “Either shit goes the 
way I want it to go or I’m going to kick your 
ass.” That works, too. [laughs]
Jimmy: What’s the importance of backyard 
shows to the scene?
Jesse: It’s like putting your time in. You’ve 
got to earn your credibility. You have to be a 
part of the scene to be respected in that area, 
unless you’re a part of another scene and 
earned your credibility there. You can’t just 
pop in, all Hot Topic’d out, and say you’re 
some kind of fucking punk band coming out 

in the punk rock scene, especially in East 
L.A. or South Central. You’re either there 
and you’re cool and people know you, or 
you’re an outsider coming in. We’ll welcome 
you in and see how close you want to be to it, 
whether you’re going to help it out or fuck it 
up. People are always kind of looking out. 
Jimmy: So it’s kind of like a proving ground 
for a band.
Jesse: Yeah, yeah. Even before we started 
playing we were just always there, in back 
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of the drummer at every show just observing, 
taking mental notes and learning. Getting the 
fucking artillery ready and getting ready to 
come out. We were always there being cool 
to everybody and showing our face. 
Jimmy: How big did the shows get?
Jesse: I would say about a hundred people, 
sometimes more, depending on the size of 
the backyard and the bands that were playing 
that night. The funny thing is that a lot these 
bands played almost every weekend. That was 
our way of getting out with our scene in East 
L.A. We had our own shows every weekend 
and it was a lot of the same fucking bands, but 
the scene just grew bigger and bigger. There 

The backyards were just fucking insane. It 
was the shit. You would go and play a show 
somewhere else in Hollywood or a venue like 
the Roxy or the Whisky and it was cool if you 
were playing with the bands from your scene 
because then the craziness came with you. 
[laughs] And it was actually a punk rock show, 
but if those bands weren’t there, then it was 
kind of like, “Okay, this is a cool show but I’d 
rather be at the punk rock show in East L.A.”
Jimmy: So how did you guys end up on 
Propaganda (two compilations of local 

by F.O. Records)? Did they just approach 
you at a show or something?
Jesse: Yeah, they hit us up. We were always 
an East L.A. band, so we jumped on both of 
them, which was really cool. I’m glad they 
put us on both. I’m not exactly sure who 
decided to put that together, but I went to 
the guy’s house over by ELAC to pick up 
some cassette tapes for Propaganda, for 

one and “Government Lies” on the second. 
They also had Fallout, Teenage Rage, Union. 
That Propaganda thing was really cool 
because they put it at a record store, Tower?
Jimmy: Yeah, the one over by ELAC. That’s 
where I got it. [laughs]
Jesse: Yeah, they were putting it there and 
they were giving it out in the scene. I’m 
just glad that people sporadically decided to 
document this shit because it’s all a part of 
history. They did Propaganda II: Vampyres 
of East Los, and then that one just… I don’t 
know who was putting this shit out, but they 
wanted to keep it East L.A. and they kinda 
went off a little. [laughs] I don’t know what 
happened there, but it was cool. 
Jimmy: 

exception of those Propaganda compilations, 
there weren’t any labels or anything like that.
Jesse: It was basically footwork. I was 
writing all the music and I wanted people to 
hear this shit. I was just constantly making 
tapes and covers, going to the copy store 
and chopping shit up, putting it together. I 
remember going to this Chinese church and 
they had all these free cassettes that they were 
giving out. It was all in Chinese. I went there 
like a week straight, sit in there like I was 
part of the church or something. I was just in 
there racking all the cassettes. [laughs] I was 
recording our music over these cassettes. 

I was just always recording with a tape 
player and a microphone. I used some of the 
best shit we had for demos. I would tape it 
to a cassette tape, then process it through a 
little mixer, and try to EQ it and clean it up. 
I didn’t know what the fuck I was doing. I 
would put it into a regular cassette player 
where you could push the EQ to go to like 
“Rock” or “Jazz.” [laughs] 

I would put it on cassette and just go to 
shows and give it out to everybody, even 
though we weren’t playing. I would go to 
the taco trucks and leave cassettes. The punk 
rockers were always at taco trucks after the 
shows, drunk, getting more beer, buying 
food, going back to the pad, going to jam out 
at wherever they were playing. I would even 
catch the bus from East L.A. into Hollywood 
and just put it all over the fucking stores, 
going to Melrose. 

There were always people walking 
around, so I’d just be giving it out. There was 
this one store in Hollywood, Green Hell. He 
would sell my shit there. I was like, “Fuck 
yeah!” I would go by and he’d give me like 

of smokes or something. I didn’t really care. 
I would go out of the store and give it away 
to people. He helped me out. There was this 
other store on Vermont and Hollywood. They 
had some crazy ass fucking records and CDs 
and shit that you’d never hear before. Charles 
Manson toys.
Jimmy: Oh, I know which one you’re talking 
about! Amok Books.
Jesse: Voodoo dolls and all this crazy shit. 
I was like, ”Damn, this shit is fucking 
awesome.” I bought books, poetry, and shit 
that I started reading that inspired me. I started 

remember I saw the Charles Manson stuff. I 
Lie. That shit was fucking 

amazing, dude. The music on that whole album 
was just, like, wow. That store was really cool. 
They would sell some of my stuff there. 
Jimmy: Did you ever look around and realize 
that you were a part of a cluster of bands, or 
of a scene of its own?
Jesse: Yeah, I did realize that. It was awesome 
being a part of that. It’s like when you go to 
school, you have friends, and outside of that 
it’s just people who you meet. It was like 
being at punk rock school. [laughs] I made 
a lot of friends who I wouldn’t have made 
at school because everybody was a fucking 
douchebag if you weren’t a part of their 
circle. It was really cool going to one spot 
where everybody belonged and all those 
bands hung out after shows and partied and 
hung out before then. They tried to make 
shirts together and patches and stuff. Did you 
hear of the Circle A stuff?
Jimmy: No.
Jesse: Oh my god, that was a big part of it, 
dude. We tried to start our own little thing. 
It was actually Suburban Chaos that tried 
starting that. Did you hear of the band 
Suburban Chaos?
Jimmy: No.
Jesse: They weren’t around very long, but 

because we were a part of that scene with 

and slowly but surely the Decontrol and 
Sin Remedio. 
Jimmy: What was Circle A? 
Jesse: Circle A was a small record label that 
started in the heart of East L.A. We were the 
younger kids who were coming out, when the 
generations kind of swapped over. So Social 

of stopped. Fallout stopped playing for a long 
fucking time. Teenage Rage went off and did 

and kept their heart in there. We had a garage 
where we put beds that we picked up on the 
street. Chestnut and the bass player Brain 
were in Suburban Chaos, and the lead singer 
was Cortez. He was also the bass player in 

record label called Circle A Records and we 

Ciril, Anti-Product from New York. That was 
fucking awesome. 
Jimmy: So it became a collective?
Jesse: Yeah, it became a collective. Circle 
A did a small compilation where it was just 
mainly the East L.A. bands. All those bands 
were playing and we tried to document it as 
much as we possibly could. They’re actually 
doing a reunion show for it now. I don’t think 
it got all the recognition that it should have, 
so I’m kind of glad I’m throwing it out there 
now. That scene was really cool because it 
kind of became our own little thing by then. 
The bands that got signed, got signed, and 
the other bands just kind of just dropped 
their stuff and started doing other things. 
Some people just became numbers and some 
became parents and just stuck to that. The 
Circle A dudes were cool, and then that kind 
of faded away.
Jimmy: What period are we talking about 
there?
Jesse:
A lot of shows. Around that time, we were 
always trying to be a part of East L.A., but 
also trying to spread out. We started doing 
Orange County. We did South Central, 
Downtown L.A., a couple of Hollywood 
shows.  For me, it was like bands are going 
to come and go, people are going to change 
and do different things in their life, but I’m 
always going to be a fucking punk. It just 
became who I was. That’s why I’m still here. 
I think it was because of the unstable home 
that I had.
Jimmy: Was there any kind of fanzines that 
were covering what you guys were doing in 

information out to people other than music, 
pre-internet? Word-of-mouth?
Jesse: There were some fanzines. Some 
of the cool homies were putting together 
zines and getting clips of pictures. It was 
photocopy fanzines. The leader singer of 
Opposition made a couple of fanzines in the 

school with the guitar player, Luis. He started 
playing guitar and writing songs with Miguel, 



our drummer. And then they got Rudy, who 
was the bass player for Union at one point. 
Alfonso was the lead singer, and he was 
older than us. He’s older than me by six or 
seven years. I’m not sure where they met 
him, but he was one of the coolest fucking 
cats I’d ever met in East L.A. Alfonso always 
had some great political lyrics. It wasn’t so 
straight forward. He tried to put a little more 
intellectual lyrical content into it. 

There was also this other scene that we 
were a part of while all this other East L.A. 
stuff was going on. Over on Lafayette, down 
by the Mexican consulate and Tommy’s 
Burgers, at this place called Luna Sol Café 
and they were doing a lot of the fanzines. We 
got involved with that scene. Like I said, we 
wanted to be a part of everything. We weren’t 
gangsters like, “This is my street, holmes.” 
We wanted to spread it out musically.
Jimmy: Yeah, Luna Sol was run by Tito 
Lopez, who used to be in Ollin, Chainsaw 
Blues, and Plain Agony. He’s an old punk 
homie of mine from City Terrace.
Jesse: Jae Lee, lead singer for Resist And 
Exist, lived up the street. They were a big 
part of it. They started a collective called 
AGC (Alternative Gathering Collective). We 
became a part of the collective at the same 
time we were doing the East L.A. thing. They 
were even more informed about what was 
going on with society and with the politics, 
because it seemed like East L.A. did it for 
the music. 

When it came to this other collective, 
they were using the music to get the message 
across. For us, it was really cool to see both 
sides. It helped us to put more of what was 
going on with society and with politics 
into the music. It made us be a little more 
informative when we would play East L.A. 
shows. That whole scene consisted of Resist 
And Exist, Ciril, Armistice, Anti-Product, 
Subhumans, Flux Of Pink Indians, and it was 
more of that type of stuff. 

We did a lot of shows at the Lafayette. It 
was a hall they would rent out and we would 
do a lot of shows there. It was cool because a 
lot of touring bands would come out; bands 
coming out of Arizona and from everywhere. 
Around that time, Jae Lee saw that we were 
really active and doing all of these shows. We 
would go to the meetings and put together 
protests. It was fucking awesome. We did 
shows at  marches in the streets in Downtown 
L.A. Jae Lee really liked the band and he 
gave us the opportunity to send us out to 
Europe. He didn’t have any money for us to 
go—nobody had money in punk rock—but 
we were just doing it. I came across some 
money when I got a settlement check for 
some shit. I bought all kinds of equipment for 
the band. I bought a van and we were playing 
like crazy. Right around that time I met my 
wife, Reanna Killings. She was videotaping 
every single fucking show. 

Jae said, “We want you go play in Europe 

plane tickets, how you’re going to survive. 
Figure it out on your own, but I have the 
connection to send you out there. Can you do 

it?” I said, “Yeah, we’ll do it.” We didn’t know 
what the fuck we were going to do. I was ready 
to sell the van and all of the equipment. I ended 
up buying all these plane tickets roundtrip and 
we went over there for two months. 

We were supposed to meet up with 

their label, or they probably had something 
else going on, whatever. But we went to one 
of the shows and saw the singer; he kind of 
blew us off. He was with his girlfriend. We 
were like, “What the fuck! We came all the 
way over here from the U.S.” He didn’t know 
where we were going to stay. I don’t know 
if he contacted somebody who was going to 
pick us up, but somebody picked us up in a 
van. We didn’t know who they were. They 
were punk rockers so we jumped in the van. 
They drove us around and took us to this 
building that was a squat. These guys were 
like straight fucking punk rock. 

We really got a sense for what punk 
rock was by going out there. These kids 
were homeless, their parents had died, or 
whatever, but they stuck together and lived 

going to feed each other. On the weekends, 
they were going to celebrate by going to 
shows and stealing beer. It was really cool 
for us because we lived punk rock. 

The next day, it was like, “Okay, we got 
alcohol for you to drink. We make our own 
alcohol. We got food for you. We pick in 
trashcans for our food.” And we were like, 
“What the fuck? Fuck it.” There was this 
potato factory down the way so in the morning 
we would go and jump in the trashcans before 
the workers would come and take out the 
sacks of potatoes. We’d make potato salads, 
potato tacos, potato everything! They’d brew 

We were drinking all day. I lost so much 
weight and became vegetarian for a bit. 

Struggle for 
Existence. We recorded that at Bomb Shelter 
in East L.A. with this engineer Caesar. He’s a 
really good engineer. We were always behind 
him, asking “What does this do? Shouldn’t 
this go up? Wait a minute…” He was like 
“What the fuck, dude? Do you want to sit 
here and do this shit?” I was like, “Yeah, I 
do!” He would walk out all pissed and tell 

doing. I wouldn’t even touch the shit. He’d 
come back in and my drummer was like “Can 
you put it up a little bit? We want to hear it 
louder.” He was like, “What, like this?” And 
he pushed the fader all the way up and busted 
his fucking speakers. He was like, “Now look 
what you did!” He ended up kicking us out 
of his studio. The recording was good, but it 
wasn’t as good as I wish it would have been. 
Now, as an engineer, I know he could’ve 
done this or that. I’m not going to say it was 
crap. It wasn’t. It was really, really high-end 
recording. It was good for the time.

These punk rockers would have shows 

outskirts and we played some pubs. It was 

really cool. People were digging it. They 
hadn’t heard what we were doing out there. 
We took East L.A. out there, playing fast 
shit. People were pogoing and I was out 
there grabbing the mic and screaming like a 
madman. They were like, “Woah. What the 
fuck is this?” People started slamming. Fuck 
the pogo. We played four shows that were 
local, and then we played the main show that 
we were out there to play. It was with Sin 

Of Filth, Subhumans, us, and the band we 
were touring with, Inhuman Nature. They 
were part of the AGC scene, too.
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We had our floor tom sitting on a tire 
    and it was funny because that’s how 
   we would set up our shit, so we took 
                      our tire to the show. 
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Jimmy: That sounds like an anarchist punk 
dream show.
Jesse: It was! It was a straight anarcho-punk 
thing. That show was the shit. I went up to 

“Hey, what’s up, dude? I’m the singer for 

us in the dark, dude? We came over here 
and contacted you, but you handed us over 
to somebody else.” He was like, “Can’t talk 
right now, mate.” Then he walked away. I was 

like, “Cool, whatever.” We did the show. We 
were on some huge stage that Black Sabbath 
and Nirvana played on, at the Astoria. That 
was really cool. 

I took my wife with me on tour to 
Europe. I had met her two years prior to that 
and from that point on she was with me. She 
documented everything that had to do with 

We came back and my wife, my ex-bass 
player—Cortez, who goes by Pogo—and I put 
together this logo. She’s a graphic designer. 
She drew a fetus with the umbilical chord 
and we called it Innocence Lost Records. We 
wanted to document the punk rock scene in 
East L.A. and combine what we were doing 
in East L.A. with the anarcho-punk stuff. We 
wanted to merge them. Build the fucking 
army and take over the world, like Pinky and 
the Brain. 

We came back and put this label together 
and I said, “Hey, we should get an East L.A. 
punk band then we’ll throw in Armistice 
(from the Harbor area). Then we’ll have 
another East L.A. punk band then we’ll throw 
in Ciril (Long Beach). We’ll do another band 
and throw in Resist And Exist. We put this 

In Search of 
Bliss—Anti-Product, Set Aside, Inhuman 
Nature, and Rot Tofu. We were like, “Fuck, 
we put this comp together and merged all 
these bands. Now homies are connecting.” 

Right around that time, Circle A Records 
died out— Teenage Rage was gone, Suburban 

So by that point, there really weren’t too 
many fucking East L.A. bands anymore. 
We tried to always keep it up here, so we 
did the compilations, and just try to keep it 
going. It hit its high point I would say, like, 

Then we stopped the Innocence Lost thing 
because it became too hectic. It became more 
like a distro, where we were releasing the 
comp and helping bands out and putting our 
logo on the releases. 

Jimmy: You were like the last band standing.
Jesse: Yeah, it was the last band standing. In 

Set Aside, The Convicts—those were the 
main bands in East L.A. at the time that 
people were going to see. There were other 
bands playing—Los Creepers and then 
Society’s Parasites. They were doing shows 
over at Echo Park at that house right by the 
park. That kinda escalated and then they got 
signed to Hellcat Records. The bands kept 

coming and going, but we were always there. 
We became a part of what they were doing. 

It’s just that separation, you know? What 
happened was in between the time that the 
East L.A. bands—and I say East L.A. bands 
not because we weren’t a part of the East 
L.A. scene, but just because we were the 
band that wanted to be a part of everything, 
so we didn’t wanna label ourselves as being 
just an East L.A. band. 

The East L.A. scene did their own thing 
and these bands went to Hellcat Records 
and started doing their own thing. All of 
a sudden, everybody was just too good for 
everybody, which is how I kind of felt it was. 
I’m sure other people felt it was that way 
too. It was just kinda fucked up. I just wish 
that everybody had the mentality of trying 
to keep it together and merging it, making 
it stronger. That’s the fucking problem with 
society in general, right? With this fucking 
world we live in. 
Jimmy: 
Jesse:
separation came and the Echo Park thing 
started, the East L.A. thing was going on. 
There were all these little gangs—East L.A. 
Punks and South Central Punks—and all this 
bullshit that happened. It was just fucking 
nonsense, man. We were just always trying 
to be a part of everything, and I guess that’s 
why nobody really kicked us out to the side, 

were kinda like the guys who were mediating 
the whole thing. 
Jimmy: Well, and that kind of sticks you 
right in the middle of everything too. You’re 
kinda being cool on all sides, but you’re also 
getting hit on all sides. 
Jesse: Exactly. It sucked for us because we 
got hit on all sides, where it was like, we 
couldn’t be a part of this or a part of that. We 
were like, “Well, fuck everybody. We’re just 
gonna keep our shit going no matter what.” 
So we kept it going, and we were able to 
keep being a part of it amid these separations, 
where everybody had their own fucking thing 
going. That whole separation thing was just 

bullshit. I think a lot of bands got affected 
because of it. There were a lot of good bands 
out there that kept going and a lot of bands 
that fell out because of the separation. 
Jimmy: What year would you say things 
ultimately disintegrated?
Jesse: I would say things fell apart right 

back with the Innocence Lost stuff. 
Jimmy: Again, you guys have been around 
for fucking ever, dude. At this point, you 

gotta be one of the longest-lived bands now 
out in the area.
Jesse: Yeah, nineteen years. 
Jimmy: So at what point did you start to see the 
next crop of East L.A. punk kids come up? 
Jesse:
Jimmy: So there was a period there for, say, 

was this lull?
Jesse: Yeah, and right around that time it 

Aside, Outrank…
Jimmy: I remember those guys, yeah. 
Jesse: Yeah, they were there, but they kinda 
disappeared like a lot of bands do. Right around 
that time there just weren’t too many bands 
playing anymore. We were just keeping the 
scene going, you know? Other bands started 
building around that time and then Corrupted 
Youth came about. A lot of other bands that I 
can’t even fucking name right now—there’s 
the Defected Drones, Skeptical Youth, The 
Vomits, The Addictions—and that was just 

recording their album—Underground Alliance. 
Tony Voltage is a really cool guy, like a brother 
to me. Sin Remedio still kept going around 
then. The S.C.A.B.S. popped out. 
Jimmy: Do you think that backyard scene is 
still relevant or crucial to this current wave 
of bands? 
Jesse: They’re very important. That’s where 
we all start. Yeah, I think a lot of the bands 
have to play the scene. If you’re not playing 
the scene, people aren’t going to know you’re 
out there. They’re not going to respect you—
“What are you about?”

Innocence Lost Record’s second comp, 
California Attacks. My wife got better on 
graphics and we all got better at everything 
we did. I picked up on engineering. I bought 
all of this high-end equipment from Guitar 
Center, but I didn’t know what the fuck I was 
doing. We shared a room with Opposition at 

th Street on the 
border of Downtown. My drummer Miguel 
was playing with both bands. 

We weren’t doing it because it was punk rock;   
   we were doing it because we were fucking 
               poor. But we didn’t let it stop us.
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I was going to school for engineering. I 
started learning what the fuck I was doing 
with all this gear. I never liked going to 
school or being a number, but when I started 
going to school for engineering—because I 
love the music so much—I was like the nerd 

I was one of the top students. So, we put this 
compilation together and I helped out a lot 
with mixing the bands. 

Me and Miguel did half and half. It had 
Naked Aggression, The Convicts, Social 

S.C.A.B.S., Dr. Know, Armistice, Underground 
Alliance, Inhuman Nature, Los Mercs, 
Poliskitzo, Chuy Poluka, Classick, Angels Of 
Mischief, A Pretty Mess, Death Punch, Forced 
Underground, Skeptical Youth, Howling Terror, 
The Dictions, C.I.C., Lord Of The Maggots, 
and Orphan. We put together so many shows 
this one whole year, and it consisted of every 
single fucking band on the compilation. We 
were promoting this comp for a whole fucking 
year because it was like, twenty-eight bands 
and every band had to play, so we had to have 
massive shows all the time. 
Jimmy: Multiple days, yeah.
Jesse: It was just so cool because every 
time we had the shows, the bands were 
just connecting. If we helped any bands to 
network together because of this, then I’m 
happy. I’m glad that we did that. And it just 
got too crazy for us, so we kinda let it go. It 
got way too crazy. So I said, “I’m not doing 
fucking promotions, I’m not fucking gonna 
be behind a band—I wanna sit right here and 
just fucking run the boards because that’s 
what I’m good at.” Everybody was like, “All 
right, fuck it.” We took our own place to do 
our own thing and shit got hectic, shit hit the 
fan, and we just left it alone. 

And now that Innocence Lost is starting 
to get recognition, I think I’m going to do 
compilation number three. I wanna document 
the bands that are coming now. Just fucking 
keep it going. Just to do my part. Even now 
it’s crazy—Miguel’s playing in Total Chaos, 
and they’re really cool fucking people. Shit’s 
even crazy now because, for me, it seems like 
a new chapter of my life. I’m actually going 

only member standing now. 

weeks. [laughs] I was ready to call it quits. 
I have my family now and my girls and all 
that, and I’ve driven my family crazy for 
years because it was always about the music 
and being a fucking punk, trying to keep 
that going. So now it’s about the family. I’m 
older now and more experienced, and I think 
I have my head on straight. All these people 
are contacting me now to document Social 

like I can’t turn the switch off yet. 
Jimmy: Yeah, you’re talking about two very 

that balance?
Jesse: My wife. She’s very supportive. I 
drove her fucking crazy for years and I can’t 
believe that she’s still with me. She’s been my 
balance. She’s always been my backbone, and 

the backbone to the band, in general. If the 
drummer wasn’t pitching in to do his part or this 
motherfucker wasn’t pitching in to do his part, 
she was like, “You gotta fucking do it. I’m going 
to help you do it.” Everybody did their part to 
an extent, but you’re not going to have that full 
two feet in the water if you’re not feeling it. She 
had her feet in there with me and she helped 
me out along the way. She documented a lot of 
the stuff. Miguel was just always there to play 
drums in the back and he helped out with the 
recordings. Now he’s in Total Chaos and he’s 
doing his thing, and I think it’s kinda hectic for 
him, too. We have a recording studio now and 
that’s my way of keeping it going. I’ve never 
been a fucking number and I never will be.
Jimmy: Tell me about Ill Musick Studios. 
How’d that come about? 
Jesse:
years ago. I was living in San Gabriel Valley, 
and I turned the house into a recording 
studio. I took up the whole living room and 
the kitchen area. I built a booth inside the 
house, a whole console and everything. From 
there I moved to Glassell Park and I started 
Ill Musick Studios here. I’ve been here going 
on three years now. I’ve just been recording 
a shitload of bands. It goes up and down. I 
have my time where I’m really struggling 
and I can’t pay shit. 

I gotta stick to it. This is what I do. I always 
have my heart in helping out the punk bands, 
whether they come from East L.A. or South 
Central, or wherever. I’m here to help them 
out, give them good, high-quality recordings 
at a low rate, just so I can feed myself and 
keep the lights on. I’ve been surviving off of 
being an audio engineer and recording bands 
and artists all over L.A., whether it’s punk 
rock, hip hop, metal, fucking jazz. I recorded 
bluegrass bands coming out of Tennessee. 

I just recorded Angels Of Mischief for 
a compilation by this company called Sino 
Tequila (the Barrio Uprisings Volume One

tequila). I’m glad that these other bands are 
on there, even though a lot of people don’t 
know who they are. It’s the opportunity I wish 
I would’ve had when I was younger. Angels 

State, and Public Nuisance. I talked to the 
guy who’s putting it out and he’s trying to do 
a nationwide release, which I think is fucking 
awesome because anywhere this bottle’s gonna 
go, the record’s gonna go. It’s kind of a link to 
the scene over here, which is really cool. 

percent of the music, so I’m going to keep it 
going until the day I fucking die. I’m working 
on a third album. I’m thinking about tracking 
everything myself here and then having 
somebody else do it because this last album 
was a fucking headache. I keep thinking hi-
hats needed to come down, snares…
Jimmy: You’re too close to home with it.
Jesse: I’m an engineer and it’s too much for 
me. This album which we just released, The
World against Us, that one was recorded over 
at Satellite Park in Malibu by Paul Roessler 
from The Screamers. He did all the tracking 

there. He did some mixing for “Razorblade 
Mary” and “Red Man.” He mixed some of 
the other stuff, but I had to go back in and 
remix everything because Paul hadn’t been 
an engineer for so long. I ended up remixing 
the whole album and mastering it here at 
the studio. It took about a year-and-a-half. I 

my back. It was like hell. 
Jimmy: Does the new album have an 
overarching theme, or is it just a collection 
of songs? 
Jesse: It’s an overarching theme of this fucked 
up society and everyday life we live. The album 
graphics were done by my wife. It’s basically 
a mountain of TVs taking over the city and in-
between these TVs, if you look closely with a 
magnifying glass, we put images of people in 
hierarchy who help destroy this fucking world. 
The songs have a political sense and more of a 
light-spoken sense. They’re more sonnets and 
philosophical, but at the same time political. I 
try not to make it so political because I don’t 
want to be categorized as just a political band. 
I wrote a song about a serial killer. I created 
this serial killer in my head after reading all 
the shit on serial killers that interested me for 
a while—not that I’m interested in murder. I 
created this character, Razorblade Mary, and 
kind of kept it going with a poppy feel to it. I 
think it’s one of the best tracks on our album. 
We have a lot of other good songs on there too, 
like “End of Days” and “A Living Hell.” It’s 
just talking about everyday life, society, things 
that when you read the lyrics you can relate to 
in your everyday life. It’s really cool.
Jimmy: What are some things that you think 
that you or your peers have in common with 
previous eastside generations? Do you feel 
connected to a greater thing?
Jesse: I think it’s kind of building a family 
and network system around our community 
for the Eastside punks and just punk rock 
in Los Angeles. I think it’s something really 
good, because there are people pushing on this 
end and me helping out the scene on this side 
of it. It’s satisfying for us to know that we’re 
a part of this big thing that’s still happening 
right in our community. We’re helping out the 
bands, we’re setting up shows, spreading our 
message and keeping the scene together. 
Jimmy: Do you feel connected to current 
punks as well the ones that were before you? 
Jesse:  I do, simply because I’ve been there. 
I can relate to it. Like with you, you’ve 
been around it for years, so we can share 
stories that are similar to each other. We can 

the same shit. Let’s have a beer.” 
Jimmy: What do you think is the most 
important thing that you’ve managed to take 
from being involved in punk? 
Jesse: I think being a part of the scene was a 
good thing for me because it helped me build 
my persona. I was kind of like a gypsy, going 
into every single scene. I kind of helped the 
scenes come together, along with everybody 
else who did as well. I’m just glad that I did 
that for a lot of the bands and other people.



Aphid Peewit
Fear of Life CD

• Best of Punk Magazine, edited 
by John Holmstrom and Bridget 
Hurd (book)
• Why the World Doesn’t 
Seem to Make Sense, by Steve 
Hagen (book)
• Perfect Youth: The Birth 
of Canadian Punk, by Sam 
Southerland (book)
• To My Great Chagrin: The 
Unbelievable Story of Brother 
Theodore, DVD

Art Ettinger
• The Frantic Heart Of It / 

• The Connection, Seven Nights 
to Rock 
• Bad Religion, True North LP
• Swingin’ Utters / Modern 

• Various Artists, Oi! This is 
Streetpunk Volume Two LP

Bill Pinkel
• Daylight Robbery, 
Ecstatic Vision
• Low Culture, Screens
• Sick Sick Birds, 
Gates of Home
• NO///sé, Self-titled
• Pizza Wolf, Long Knife, and 
The Mean Jeans, live at some 
shitty place in Silverlake.

Chad Williams
(IV) LP

2. The Shrine, 
Primitive Blast LP

Poorly Formed LP

Blvd. of Broken Bones LP

Chris Terry
• Indian Wars, 
Songs from the North LP
• Lenguas Largas LP
• Allen Toussaint, 
Southern Nights LP
• Into Another, 

• Curbside Splendor is 
publishing my novel Zero Fade 

Daryl Gussin
• Low Culture, Screens LP
• Rough Kids, 
The State I’m In LP
• Facials, Self-titled LP
• This Moment In Black History, 

LP, tie with
XAXAXA, Siromašni I Bogati 
CD, tie with Taxpayers, God, 
Forgive These Bastards CD
• LA Zine Fest

Designated Dale
Top Five Things That Made/
Make Him Exclaim “Fuck!” So 
Far in 2013

Home
album. This rekkid best be 

spinning ‘round like fuck on 
everyone’s turntable/CD player 
by the time this goes to print. If 

that shit immediately. Home is 
easily one of the raddest full-

2. Neighborhood Brats, 
Pu$$y Cow, and Horror 
Squad rocking the fuck out 
at the seventh Annual Dre 

in Los Angeles. Joe Dana 
and Co. strike gold again 
assembling a gnarly lineup 
to celebrate Compton’s own 
Andre Romelle Young, punk 
rock style. 

th

Street and Mateo downtown 
Los Angeles. They set up shop 
out on the front sidewalk with 

to start doling out the meaty 
goodness that is al pastor, 
carne asada, pollo asada, and 
chorizo in taco, quesadilla, 
and burrito form. If you think 
your local taco hang is tight, 
then La Reyna is a goddamn 
motherfucking snare drum. 

underrated Ramones’ 
Subterranean Jungle LP was 
released thirty years ago 
this last February, and that 
the bonus tracks from those 
sessions included on the 
Rhino Records re-release are 
so good, you’ll wanna slap 
yourself, then go and slap yo’ 
momma. 

“You’ve already mentioned this 
a few times before, Dale.” 
“Yeah, so?” 

“So, why do you keep on going 
on about this?” 
“Because FUCK YOU,
that’s why.”

Ever a.k.a. The Girl About Town
Top 5 Things That Shocked Me 
in Music

play Coachella
2. My Bloody Valentine to 
release a new album

play Coachella

my birthday

Jennifer Federico
Top 5 Proof that Good Things 
Can Come from the Belly of 
the Beast

2. Bad Brains

Juan Espinosa
• Hygiene, 
“Christmas Do” b/w “Christmas
(Baby Please Come Home)
• Rough Kids, 
The State I’m In LP
• Various, 
Iron Lung Mixtape II Cassette
• Broken Prayer, Self-titled LP
• Kallathon / Volahn, 
Split Cassette

Kevin Dunn
• Low Culture, Screens LP
• Jabber, Too Many Babes EP
• Something Fierce / Occult 

• Treasure Fleet, 
Future Ways LP
• Sloane Peterson, 
Why Go Out? LP

If you think 
 your local taco hang is tight, 

is a goddamn m

TOP FIVES
RAZORCAKE



Kurt Morris

Rotten Thing to Say
2. Self-Evident, We Built a 
Fortress on Short Notice

A Love Supreme

Thieves, Canyons
Times of Grace

Mark Twistworthy
• Sweet Talk, Pick Up Lines LP
• Spray Paint, Self-titled LP
• Pissed Jeans, Honeys CD
• Parquet Courts, 
Light Up Gold LP
• Protomartyr, 
No Passion All Technique LP

Marty Ploy
• Slack Power, 
• The Bronx, (IV) LP
• Spokenest, 
• Neighborhood Brats 

• In Defence 

Matt Average 
• Deathraid / Desperat, 

• Asile, Kichesippi Toxique LP
• Astral Travel, 
Bodymelt
• Rough Kids, 
The State I’m In LP and live
• Generacion Suicida, live

Mike Faloon

• The Evens, The Odds LP
• Landlord, 
Beneath the Wheel LP
• Joe McPhee, Nation Time LP
• Young Guv And The Scuzz, 
A Love Too Strong 

Mike Frame 
Nashville,

Season One Soundtrack
2. Country Funk Compilation

Feeling Mortal

Fool On Every Corner
Heartthrob

Paul Comeau
Top 5 Spring Activities I Can’t 
Wait For

outside house shows or club 
venues waiting to get in
2. Riding my bike

down and the music blasting

Replay Dave
• Holopaw, 
Academy Songs Vol. 1
• California X LP
• Tomahawk, Oddfellows
• Snakehealers, Cure All
• Sound City (movie)

Rev. Nørb
• Sugar Stems, live
• Ramma Lamma, live
• Hue Blanc’s Joyless Ones, live
• Holly & The Nice Lions, live
• Art Weiner, 

Naked Rob
Radio Valencia 87.9FM, 

San Francisco
Unknown Pleasures: 

Inside Joy Division,
by Peter Hook (book)
2. Creationists, Holy Wisdom LP 
(ATX post-punk)

Black
Actress (Chicago high 
energy rock’n’roll)

Happy Charlie
Italian punk rock)

Desesperación
(Bay Area hardcore/punk)

Rishbha Bhagi
• Tim Timebomb & Friends
• The Bronx, IV

• Paul Banks, Everybody on My 
Dick Like They Supposed to 
Be (I might have to start liking 
Interpol now.)
• We Live in Water: Stories,
by Jess Walter (book)
• Jello Biafra & 
The Guantanamo 
School Of Medicine

Ryan Horky
You Are 

Under Arrest in the Future
2. Corrupt Moral Altar,
Luciferian Deathcult CD

Enemy of the 
Music Business LP

Blue Water LP

Ryan Leach
Top 5 Kraftwerk Records

Trans Europe Express
2. Radio-Activity

 Man Machine
Autobahn
Computer World

Sal Lucci
Jerk Boom Bam,

2. Shoes, Black Vinyl Shoes LP. 
Best of the four recent reissues.

Reality Is a Grape LP

Super Treatment LP
Lobster

Dinner Demos, CD-R. This 

Sean Arenas
• Comadre, Self-titled LP
• Dad Punchers, Self-titled LP
• Adult Books, 
Self-titled Cassette
• Hop Along, Get Disowned LP
• Big Eyes, Hard Life Cassette

Sean Koepenick
Best Side Project Bands of Jeff 
Dean of The Bomb

2. Dead Ending

Tommy Vandervort

at Liars Club
2. Pegboy and Ultraman at 
FUBAR in St. Louis (Sloppy 
and fun.)

Too Many Babes EP
The Happy Painter: Bob Ross

(documentary)
Boy Detective Fails,

by Joe Meno (book)

Toby Tober
Top 5 Movies I Have 
Recently Enjoyed

Killing Them Softly
2. Battle for Brooklyn

Circle Jerks: 
My Career as a Jerk

Hara Kiri: 
Death of a Samurai

Beauty Is Embarrassing

Todd Taylor
• Treasure Fleet, 
Future Ways LP
• Big Eyes / Mean Jeans, 

• Low Culture, Screens LP

• Synthetic ID, 
Apertures
• (tie) The Annotated Boris
(book) / The Incredible 
Kidda Band, “Bitch” b/w 
“She’s a 50”
• (tie) Geneva13
Dan Padilla, Sports Fans LP

Ty Stranglehold
• Low Culture, Screens LP
• Rations, 
Martyrs and Prisoners
• Big Eyes / Mean Jeans, 

• The Spooky, Gravest Hits and 
Lost Haunts
• Big Boys, everything they did! 

ht, then La Reyna
n motherfucking snare drum.



2 LEFT SHOES: The Zombie EP: 7” EP
2 LEFT SHOES: Self-titled: 7” EP
Primitive garage and (what sounds 

Sound is expectedly raw across both 
EPs. –Jimmy Alvarado (2 Left Shoes, 
twoleftshoes@ymail.com) 

ADELIT@S: Llama Viva De La Rabia: LP
There’s talk of a “pueblo,” there’s 
racist name calling of “pinche gringo.” 

know how hard I should laugh. Are 
they serious? Do they know this was 
put in my hands by my good friend 
Daryl? He’s a tall white guy, or “pinche 
gringo,” if you will. Will you? I won’t. 
I don’t go in for racist name calling. It’s 
not very nice. I listened to this whole 
album quite a few times. I rocked it at 
home, while I was running, while I was 
cycling; I wanted to be fair, not be a jerk. 
Yet, it is what it is. If this band really 
wants “a radical and profound change” 
as they claim, their sound shouldn’t be 
so predictable and their lyrics shouldn’t 
be so dumb. –Rene Navarro (Aborted 
Society, abortedsociety.com)

ADOLESCENTS: Self-titled: LP
Was hanging out at Headline Records 
(thee prime place to satisfy all your punk 
rock needs, by the by [I’ll be expecting 
my payola check in the mail, John]) 
the other day and found myself and the 
shop’s owner spending a good amount 
of time trying to convince a younger kid 
that the Minor Threat record with their 

The whole time, I’m thinkin’, “Why are 
we having to work so hard to convince 
this little mocoso that goddamned Minor 

did the happy dance over when I found it 

time and effort looking for anything by 
‘em—is worthy of his (probably short) 
attention span?” At that precise second, 
I realized that another of those so-called 
“generation gap” moments had just hit 
me square in the fuggin’ forehead. I’d 
gone through this previously, sometime 

spiky-coiffed nincompoops who were 
all for the punk du jour band at the 
time but had neither clue nor interest 
who TSOL were. No, in neither case 
did I scream “POSEUR!” and proceed 
to steal their boots/creepers/Chucks. 
I instead tried to hep ‘em to what I 
thought was a touchstone band, and one 
that had a serious impact on my when 
I was of similar age, without sounding 
like the old curmudgeon punker asshole 
I probably sound like right about now. 
What’s the point to this long-winded 

given recent events, I feel it imperative 
to direct what follows to the potential 
handful of folks who may not have come 
across this album before: forget whether 
or not you like punk, if you have at least 
one working ear, YOU NEED TO OWN 
A COPY THIS ALBUM. This is one of 
those albums that is a clarion call for all 
that is good, and right, and wonderful 
about punk rock, two twelve-inch sides 
of pure perfection that has changed 
lives, fueled whole swaths of a certain 
social movement, and has enjoyed a 

inordinate amount of bands, including 
a few you probably have heard before. 
What’s it sound like? Like tens of 

what their world expects them to be. 
It’s dark, funny, angry, seeping with 
teenage angst/frustration/alienation, 
blahdeeblahdeeblah, backed by some 
of the choicest punk/hardcore you’re 
ever gonna hear—fast, slow, melodic, 
still frighteningly topical, and stuffed 
to the gills with hooks that will haunt 
you for the rest of your life. Frontier’s 
honcho Lisa Fancher has not only made 
it danged easy to procure a copy by 
keeping it available for at least the bulk 
of the thirty years since it was initially 
released, she’s now added the incentive 
of colored vinyl to further sweeten the 
deal. I appeal to your good sense not 
as an overly opinionated windbag, but 

as a fellow music worshipper within 
whose life this very album has served as 

of my being: this, dear heart, is about 
as worthwhile a purchase as you’re 
ever going to make. I know I’ve said 
it before, and I hope my track record 
is good enough that you’ll listen when 
I say: trust me, and if you don’t, I’m 
sure the folks at Headline (shirts, books, 

for purchase [still waitin’ on that check, 
John]) and danged near anywhere else 

yer at it, I suggest you also buy bigger 

you’ll need ‘em to play this bad boy as 
loud as possible ‘n’ share the love. Go. 
NOW. –Jimmy Alvarado (Frontier)

ANCHORS: 
Lost at the Bottom of the World: CD
The evolution of metal-core is a mystery 
I don’t think I’ll ever solve. It went 
from Cro-Mags breakdowns, basketball 
jerseys, and windbreaker pants to crew 
cuts, skinny jeans, and melodies galore. 
One thing I know I’ll never be able to 

went. I don’t need to know much about 
this band to know that they more than 
likely are from the suburbs, have money 
(studio time ain’t cheap!), and that they 
openly embrace iphones (fair use: it’s 
in their thanks list). All that comfort and 

privilege equates to nothing more than 
safety and is anything but threatening. 
The roots of hardcore have always 
been punk—whether anyone involved 
wants to admit it or not—and, quite 
frankly, there’s nothing punk about any 
of those qualities. It’s a shame to think 
that maybe, just maybe, I could be into 
this because when the bright spots really 
shine, this sounds like a very potent blend 
of Sick Of It All, Good Riddance, and All 
(Chad Price era). When the haze settles, 

hoodies, bouncers at the door/stage, and 
kids texting before, during, and after 
the show as they drive home in their 
parent’s Audi. –Juan Espinosa (Creator 
Destructor, creator-destructor.com)

APPALACHIAN TERROR UNIT: 
It’s Far from Fucking Over: CD
Unabashed “humans are cancerous 
parasites” crust punk here, falling 
soundly between Bread And Water 
and the more melodic leanings of 

Greenwashing LP, as well 
as a bonus track. Pretty ferocious stuff, 
with a nice tradeoff between the male 
and female vocalists. I appreciate that 
the band’s used their huge booklet to 
include lyrics and explanations to their 
songs. The genre’s a little played out 
for me personally, but I don’t doubt 
ATU’s sincerity for a moment, and no 
one’s gonna say that they can’t play 
their instruments. If you’re into Profane 

–Keith Rosson (Profane Existence)

ASILE: Kichesippi Toxique: LP
Not quite what you would expect. 
Going from the cover art, you would 
maybe think this was some uninspired 
generic crust punk. Nothing could be 
further from the truth. Easily one of the 
best crust albums I’ve heard in many, 
many years. For starters, Asile are not 
typical of the genre. They bring in their 
own style and create something that 

heavy and fast, but there’s something 
here that’s different. They’re more on 
the hardcore punk end instead of the 
metal that many go for. The vocals 
are not the usual guttural burp or 
Neanderthal growling. Instead, you 
can hear everything Patrick is saying, 
even with his quick delivery. The 
music itself—they have the heavy 
and fast thing down, but it’s not a dull 
blur. They shift tempos, have catchy 
riffs, and write some really interesting 
stuff. “Illusions” is a great example. It 
follows on the tail of complete crushers, 
shifting slightly down in speed, but not 
hindering the energy of this record at 
all. Also, I’d like to point out the guitar 
in the chorus of “Ferma La Télé” 
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"Tradition, patriotism, machismo, and organized 
sports: things that I think should maintain at 
least some distance from punk rock."

SUMMER OF ‘92: Long Kesh: CD





and how it puts a different mood in 
the song. Amongst all the thrashing 
and bashing, it gives the song a bit of 

in “La Maudite Guerre” is awesome. 
So fast, and crazy; it will knock you on 
your ass. Then there’s “Surveillance” 
which is like Motörhead on crank. 
I wager that this is one of the best 
records you will hear all year. –M.Avrg 
(Rust And Machine, rustandmachine.
com, rustandmachine@gmail.com)

ASTRAL TRAVEL: Bodymelt: 7” single
Excellent, excellent single. So good I 
really want to hear a full album from 
this group. Post-punk that sounds like 
no one else. Their sound is dark, jumpy, 
and slightly morose at times. The guitar 
has that Cure Pornography sound, where 
it’s a bit ghosty and strangely warm at 
the same time. It really sets the mood. 
The bass hums vibrantly underneath. 
The vocals weave in and out with a 
playful feel that stands in contrast to the 
darkness of the music. I get the sense 
Astral Travel looked back to bands in 

created something happening in the here 
and now. The title track is awesome. The 

lighter in sound—which enables both 
tracks to stand strongly on their own. 
Don’t pass this up. M.Avrg (Vertex, 
vertexaudio@gmail.com)

ASTRO FANG: 
“Flesh Hand” b/w “I.C.U”: 7”
Two tracks of noisy, oddball stuff that 

skronk throughout both. Songs are a bit 
on the long side, but they’re nonetheless 
effective. –Jimmy Alvarado (Rad 
Girlfriend, radgirlfriendrecords.com)

BETTY MACHETE & THE ANGRY 
COUGARS: Self-titled: 7”
Killer trash punk out of Ohio. Two 
songs that bash by you before you even 
know what hit you. When Betty says 
she “Don’t wanna live no more,” you 
fucking believe it. The bass sound on 
the intro to “Book of Hate” sounds so 
familiar. Yep, that’s Matt Reber of the 
New Bomb Turks on bass. This two-
song taste has me sweating for more. 
–Ty Stranglehold (Dull-Fi)

BIG DIPPER: 
Crashes on the Platinum Planet: CD
Must confess that, though I’ve known 
of their existence for quite some time, 
I don’t think I’ve ever actually heard 
Big Dipper—and if I have, I have 
no recollection of the experience 
whatsoever. This is their back-in-the-

and I gotta say, it’s both a throwback 
and a hoot of a listen. In an era when 
pop songs are created by cabals 
more interested in marketability and 

some dandy pure-strain alt-pop. The 
quality of the work is evident, starting 
with the fact that each of the twelve 
songs sounds different from the next 
(jeez, what a novel concept!); that it 
features performances that shimmer 
with sincerity and is rife with creative 

hooks; and is not ProTooled into 
faceless corporate compliance. All 
of this culminates in a release that 
might sound stylistically dated to 
modern audiences weaned on paint-
by-numbers former Mouseketeers 
preening to template-tunes, but 
nonetheless harkens back in all the 
best ways to a time when there was 
an actual “alternative” and creativity 
wasn’t something to be avoided and/or 
killed off at all costs. This is wholly 
recommended—smart pop for folks 
who don’t mind some singularity and 
personality in their musical selections. 
–Jimmy Alvarado (Almost Ready, 
almostreadyrecords.com)

BIG EYES / MEAN JEANS: Split: 7”

is earned. Big Eyes are getting gnarly: 
stomping, thick, badass. Kate’s time 
spent with Nato Coles and Amos 
Pitsch was well served. Like Lemmy, 
when she plays, she’s a nine-foot-tall 
lion. Mean Jeans: Piping in processed 
foods (Velveeta) over The Martian 
Chronicles (totally worth re-reading), 

Coors Light, the Mean Jeans are 
fucking zero-gravity effortless. As 
much as interpretive dance about grant 
funding sucks, the Mean Jeans rule. If 
Rock’n’roll High School was a real 
place, the Mean Jeans’ got diplomas 
and are still happily working in the 
cafeteria. Shityeah. Originals and one 
cover of one another’s band. Pretty 
perfect. –Todd (Dirtnap) 

BIRTHDAY SUITS: 
“Wonderland America” 
b/w “Sepia Yeah / Kiki Kaikai”: 7”
The Birthday Suits, a duo of Japanese 
guys located in Minnesota (Hideo’s 
ex-Sweet Jap), are like an explosion 
of origami: Tight, precise aural folds. 
Paper’s just not paper any more. It’s got 
volume, mass, shape. Ducks and swans 
and shit. Sound’s not just sound any 
more: distortion/melody, noise/silence. 
Stop/fucking go! Buckminster Fuller and 
Stockhausen would be proud. Art makes 
sense to me when it’s loud as shit, sounds 
like it’s crashing through the front of 
the house, and then hands me a cup of 
noodles. Oh, my pretty face. Totally hits 
the spot. –Todd (Asian Man)

BLACK WIDOWS: 
Revenge of the Black Widows: CD
Another slab o’ all-instrumental rockin’ 
for yer earholes from these cats. They 
still mine a host of different styles—
borderline-metal, rock, surfy stuff, funk, 
even a smidge of psychedelia—and 
keep things interesting by maintaining 
all wankery potential at minimums and 
the songs brief but excellently executed. 
–Jimmy Alvarado (Vital Gesture)

BLACKMONDAYS: Self-titled: 7”
Four-song single from this band who 
sound a lot like a more British Zolar X 
and a little like the Spits in the backing 
tracks. –Mike Frame (White Zoo)

BLITZ: Voice of a Generation: LP
Here’s a good place to state why 
Razorcake doesn’t take the bait of 



capitalizing the “o” and putting an 
exclamation point after the “i” in the 
word oi. (“Oi!” in English, is like saying 
“Hey!” in American. “Hey! Music” 
sounds horribly stupid.) Oi! was a 
marketing term, musical make believe, 
coined by writer Garry Bushell. He made 
such other music terms as “Skunx.” 
(Skins + punx. Get it? Lars did.) The 
problem with tags is that when they go 
out of style, most bands tied to the mast 
of the particular label sink. Pretty much 
everyone except one or two bands gets 
fucked, except the industry that feeds off 

and short-term memories. (See: grunge, 
powerviolence, emo, bandana thrash.) 
I don’t know where you sit with New 
Mills, Derbyshire, England’s Blitz, but 

Voice of a Generation. It’s punk. No 
need to tart it up, capitalize it, and add 
an exclamation point. It stands on it its 

great, is from the Czech Republic, 
comes with a glossy fold-out poster, 
and was pressed on Pirate’s Press. It’s 
nice to have it readily available at a 
reasonable price instead of some bad 
“live” recording on shady “European 
pressing” vinyl. –Todd (PHR, phr.cz) 

CARGO CULT / TEXAS BISCUIT BOMBS: 
The Two Headed Cobra: Split 2 x LP
Randy “Biscuit” Turner’s death was a bit 
of a shock, not just to friends and family, 
but to generations of fans enamored 
with the bands he fronted, starting with 

legendary skate-punk-funkers Big Boys, 
and his singular visual arts work. What’s 
collected here is more like a multi-
headed hydra’s worth of stuff to keep 
all interested parties happy: two twelve-
inch colored-vinyl slabs crammed with 
the demos for a never-realized second 
Cargo Cult album and some rehearsal 
and live recordings of his last band, 
Texas Biscuit Bombs, wherein they 
cover songs from Biscuit’s extensive 
back catalog as well as ZZ Top (their 
take on “I Heard It on the X” just plain 
smokes) and Spencer Davis Group; a 
special-cut, screened cover featuring 
some of his art; a download card and 
a bunch of high quality reproductions 

the lot. Clearly a labor of love from the 
packaging to the music contained, this 
serves as a nice exclamation point to 
the life of one of punk’s true treasures. 
–Jimmy Alvarado (Modern City)

CELLOS: Bomb Shelter: LP
A sweet ‘n’ mellow mix of Unsane-
style skronk rock and more artier fare. 
By the end, you feel like you’ve been 
trying to kill one mutha of a hangover 
with a power saw/boric acid highball 
and, yep, that’s a good thing. –Jimmy 
Alvarado (Dead Beat)

CHARLIE TWEDDLE: 
The Midnite Plowboy: LP
This is an excellent record with great 
songwriting, very much in the Texas 
troubadour tradition. Hearing hints of 
everything from classic honky tonk to 
early Guy Clark and even a little Doug 

Sahm in the mix, all elements that are 
right up my sidewalk. I will admit to 
being skeptical about a “country” 
singer from Santa Cruz, CA on a record 
label out of Brooklyn, NY but this is 
a fantastic record and could not come 
more highly recommended. –Mike 
Frame (Mighty Mouth Music)

CHEATER SLICKS: Reality Is a Grape: LP

I’m not proud of that but I have to admit 
it up front. I knew I’d like ‘em, I mean, 
c’mon, they have an album called Hate 
You. In the spirit of full disclosure, I was 
at a show they headlined and left before
they played! In my defense, it was 
Gonerfest; I’d seen a million bands and 
had been drinking all day and all night. 
Because of this, I have restricted myself 
from day drinking during festivals. 
Anyway… I’d heard of the Slicks back 

their records, used or new (that’s a true 
testament to a band, never seeing their 
shit in a used bin!). I never was a vinyl-
only purist, but something inside me 
said Cheater Slicks needed to be owned 
on LP. I’ve passed up chances to buy 
some albums on CD over the years, a 
testament to vinyl-only purchasing 
being silly. Here I am, newest Slicks on 
the turntable, and I’m glad I did it! I feel 

breaking. To describe the sound? Barely 
controlled chaos. To describe the subject 
matter? Something between hate and 
disappointment with where life can take 
a person. The Slicks have been more 
active in the past three or four years 

than the three or four years prior to that. 
I don’t know if it’s because my living 
in the Midwest is making me pay more 
attention to shows within several hours’ 
drive or what. I hope to see ‘em soon. 
–Sal Lucci (Columbus Discount)

CHEMICALS: For Real, For Life,
Forever, or Whatever... : 12” EP
Excellent follow up to their Chemical 
Livin’ record from a short while back. 
What you get here is some way fuckin’ 
wound-up punk rock that a lot of bands 
try to get down on vinyl and fall miles 
short. Not so with these here Chemicals. 
It makes me wonder what they’re like if 
they can get this hyper energy onto vinyl. 
They don’t play their instruments, they 
attack them. Each song is a fast and wild 
blast, with a bass that runs out of control 
over the drums and guitars. The vocalist 
sounds like he’s shredding his last vocal 
chord and slobbering all over himself. The 
delivery is convincing as well. You can 
almost feel the words spit into your face. 
(If that’s a good thing or not, it’s all up to 
you.) But you can’t hem and haw over if 
this record is good or not. It’s a fucking 
killer! Every song is a ripper and they 
burrow themselves deep into your mind. 
You will be singing along to “Daddy’s 
Home” and “Get Sick” before you know, 

record has a way of bonding with your 
DNA. –M.Avrg (Johnny Cat)

CHRIS WOLLARD AND THE SHIP 
THIEVES: Canyons: CD/LP
I’m not a Hot Water Music fan. All I 
know is that Chuck Ragan is one of two 



singers. The other singer, it turns out, 
is Chris Wollard. And he has a back-
up band called The Ship Thieves. The 
four of them play rock and roll that’s 
different from Hot Water Music but 
still quite enjoyable. Sometimes I hear 

rock, and other times it’s just rootsy, 

songs clocking in at thirty-seven minutes 
include some acoustic and slide guitar, 
electric piano, and organ, as well as the 
regular rock instruments. I’ve listened to 
this album a few dozen times now and 

what it is I like about it. Sometimes, as 
a reviewer you just want to shout, “IT’S 
A GOOD ALBUM! JUST BUY IT!” 
And then hope everyone knows what 
all your thoughts and feelings are that 
are included in that exclamation. My 
point is; the past couple of years I’ve 
received some albums released by No 
Idea Records to review and everything 
I’ve heard I’ve enjoyed or at least could 
respect. I would add Canyons to both 
categories. –Kurt Morris (No Idea)

CHRISTIAN DEATH: 
Only Theatre of Pain: LP
If you’ve not come across it before, 

pillars upon which the death rock/
goth sound is based. Though the band 
would go through many incarnations 
and ultimately end up with two wholly 
different lineups—one fronted by 
original vocalist Rozz Williams and 
another comprised of the remnants of 

a long story short, Rozz ultimately lost 
the Christian Death name to—claiming 
the right to use the name and releasing a 
slew of competing albums for a number 
of years before Rozz committed suicide. 
All convoluted history aside, this remains 
their signature release—a heady cauldron 
of swirling guitars, throbbing bass, pagan 
rhythms, dour poetry, dark alchemy, and 
ill-intent, from its bell-peal opening to its 
closing with the Lord’s Prayer recorded 
backwards. This touchstone album has 
been reissued many times and in many 
formats over the years, this time with 
the inclusion of an additional single and 
colored vinyl to make it all the more 
enticing. –Jimmy Alvarado (Frontier)

COLOURED BALLS: Ball Power: LP
A nice thing about the rise of enthusiasm 

of gems being unearthed and reissued. 
Coloured Balls’ Ball Power is an 
awesome slab of full-on Aussie rock. 
Although blazing rock guitar drives the 
album, it has been described repeatedly 
as proto punk. The vocalist has a 
raspy delivery. Combined with rowdy 
backup vocals, the album occasionally 

Decca Cocksparrer recordings have 
a rocking feel that comes to mind. If 
the oi comparison turns you off, the 
choruses often snap back into power 
pop sensibilities that are catchy as hell. 
The album came out around during a 
time when both AC/DC and The Saints 
were forming. Ball Power rides a 
pub rock train right down the middle. 
–Billups Allen (Sing Sing)

CONCRETE SOX: Your Turn, Next: CD
CONCRETE SOX: Whoops Sorry Vicar: CD
Concrete Sox was one of the early bands 
to adopt the “crossover” sound and run 

of bands like Slayer, Metallica, Exodus 
and so on while retaining the political 
lyrical bent popular with contemporary 

number of other bands. The band, along 
with Boss Tuneage, have reissued their 

with Heresy) with some added live and 
demo tracks dating roughly around the 
same time as the albums were originally 
released. Both sound very much of their 
time, though the production quality will 
likely be considered a wee bit raw by 
today’s standards. As far as crossover 
goes, they were one of the better of the 
lot, keeping both the wanking and the 
song-lengths in check. If you’re a fan of 
the genre and have yet to hear anything 
by ‘em, consider these your entry point. 
–Jimmy Alvarado (Boss Tuneage) 

CRIMINAL CODE: Sacred Hands: 7”
“Sacred Hands” effectively melds 
hardcore with a deep post-punk 
undertow, resulting in a tune that is 
catchy, powerful, and a bit more nuanced 
than most. The corker here, though, is 

churns and bubbles with a bleakness 
that would warm the darkest death 

adulation of the average punker punter. 
Monsieur Daryl hepped me to this and 
damned if he wasn’t right—this be one 

seriously badass single here. If it ain’t 
happening already, someone please 
get a full-length in the works. –Jimmy 
Alvarado (Inimical)

CRITICAL CONVICTIONS: Divisions: LP

is the vocals. Maxx sounds like she’s 
reaching down deep to get this sound. It’s 
from the gut, slightly abrasive, and tough-
as-hell sounding. It really helps in giving 
their sound a gritty and pissed-off edge. 
Musically, these guys are straight-ahead 
hardcore that keeps things at a moderately 
fast pace. But they smartly stay out of the 
blinding thrash realm. Instead, playing at 
the speed they chose allows the songs to 
have more burn and weight. The guitars 
are attacked and strangled—at times 
bleeding distortion—while the drums 
push everyone along. They have some 
stop-go parts that come out of nowhere. 

Enough,” pointing out the emotional 
distance some males display. The song 
is a quick, sharp burst that blazes a bit 
faster than the rest. In fact, the whole 
second side has more urgency and goes 
for the throat. Just check out “Snitch.” 
That song is pissed off, and rightfully 
so. –M.Avrg (Critical Convictions, 
criticalconvictions@gmail.com)

DAN PADILLA: Sports Fans: LP
It can get as simple as this: I really 
like J. Wang’s voice and guitar tone. 
They’re both raspy yet clear, smoky 
yet unstrained. This is the opposite of 
a diss: it feels like when you’ve been 
gone for awhile, a year or two. You 



roll into town, pull up a barstool, order 
a beer, swivel around, and a band you 
really like is loading in. It’s a pleasant 
surprise. You’re happy that they all 
look like life hasn’t beaten them; that 
they’re still playing. They plug in and 
they’re as good as ever. Noble and 
luminous, even. You buy the record 
after the show, take it home, and end 
up playing it as much as their previous 
full-lengths, splits, and singles. The 
difference is that you’re no longer part 
of a day-to-day, week-in, week-out 
drinking and partying crew. It’s just 
you and some friends you occasionally 
stay in touch with. But the songs; the 
songs stand by themselves. It’s too 
easy to take bands like Dan Padilla for 
granted, but if you’re looking to hear 
honest, well-crafted, no-false-shine, no 
full-merch-table, no “DIY-for-now” 
songs, Sports Fans delivers. Here’s to 
barstool remembering and newborns 
entering the world into the arms of 
caring parents. –Todd (Dirt Cult)

DARREN DEICIDE: Bomb This Joint: 7”

New York dude with a terrible stage 
name. –Mike Frame (Ever Reviled)

DEAD MILKMEN: Big Words Make the 
Baby Jesus Cry: 7”
Here we have the second in a series 

punks Dead Milkmen. My review of the 

in these pages or on the website. This 
single is a little heavy on the message—
more than the joking around—but it 

still works. The Milkmen of now are 

gone past. It really works. Joe Jack 
Talcum takes over vocal duties on the 

of thing. They’re both good songs (all 
three, if you include the bonus song 
on the free download that comes with 
it) and I’ll be looking forward to the 
next one. –Ty Stranglehold (Dead 
Milkmen, milkmen@deadmilkmen.
com, deadmilkmen.com)

DEAD MILKMEN:
Dark Clouds over Middlemarch: 7”

Milkmen are releasing new records. 
It’s just something that I never would 

The King in Yellow, I thought it would 
be a long time until we heard from 
Dead Milkmen again. Nope. Not 
only have they put out this piece of 
vinyl, but they’re releasing a series of 

back, I’m pretty sure that it was Dead 
Milkmen who kick started my love of 
funny punk rock, so it’s safe to say 
that I have a soft spot for them in my 
heart. The songs here sound a lot like 
the stuff from their last full length, 
but perhaps a little more upbeat. 
The song “Ronald Reagan Killed 
the Black Dahlia” treads into classic 
Milkmen territory. They are doing 
what they do best and that makes 
me happy. –Ty Stranglehold (Dead 
Milkmen, milkmen@deadmilkmen.
com, deadmilkmen.com)

DEATH BY STEAMSHIP: Facetious: 7”
Ick, barf. Reminds me of that time in 

clothes dancin’ all spazzy to shitty, 
keyboard-driven dance punk. I don’t 
even think there are keyboards on this, 
but I hear ‘em in my head. –Ryan Horky 
(Whoa! Boat, whoaboatrecords.com)

DEATHRAID / DESPERAT: Split: 12”
Holy fu-u-u-uck! This is the sort 
of record you only dream of. Two 
powerhouses on one slab of grayish 
marble vinyl. I’m a fan of Desperat, 
and when I see their records I mentally 
drool and my mind melts down, “Gotta 
get this! Gotta get this!” Then, you get 
Deathraid, who absolutely destroy! 
Seriously, you would never suspect they 
are from Seattle. They sound like they’re 
from Sweden: heavy d-beat hardcore 
along the lines of Wolfbrigade and Anti-
Cimex. The low end on this makes wood 

range from a mid-tempo chug to fast 
and chaotic. Drums and guitars smash 
into each other. Then there’s a pause that 
lets the bass churn for a moment. Then 
wham! I like the message of “Enough to 
Make You Sick,” which points out the 
general hypocrisy of people who claim 
to love animals, and are against cruelty, 
yet don’t hesitate to eat them. Desperat, 
which consists of members from Mob 

years, have a little low end in their 
sound compared to Deathraid, but are 
still as deadly. The songs are fast, tight, 

and catchy. Words are spit in a near, 

of urgency. The guitar and bass crank 
away with an agitated buzzing and 
rumble sound. The percussion keeps it 
straight and to the point, busting holes in 
the sonic wall. This record is absolutely 
mandatory. –M.Avrg (World Funeral, 
worldfuneralrecords.com)

DESPISE: Desolate: 7”
“Desolate” could be the best song 
about seasonal affective disorder ever 
written. Bleak and heart ripping, it 
speaks of the “Dreary shroud of winter” 
that everyone who lives in Minneapolis 
understands so well. It’s where Despise 
is from. It’s where I’m from. It’s where 
the cold gets into you through cracks 

hands bleeding and your face numb 
and it sometimes feels like it’s pulling 
you to an ending, and now there’s a 
soundtrack to go with that feeling. –MP 
Johnson (Profane Existence)

DISSENSION:
Why Work for Death/We the Fooled: CD
Been a bit of local buzz about these cats 

being this disc. For those short on long-
term memory or just weren’t around 
thirty years ago, Dissension were a 
Long Beach, California hardcore band 

maybe Uniform Choice), seemed to be 
ubiquitous on Fenders Ballroom lineups 
when that violent-and-hot-as-fuck joint 



was thee dive du jour in L.A. punkdom. 
Collected here are their two albums, 

all their breakneck glory, providing the 
soundtrack for innumerable memories 

hanging over Fenders’ stage, underage 

nights shotgunning alternate gulps of 
cheap vodka and Donald Duck orange 
juice in a nearby alley still makes my 
stomach turn), not-so-clandestine sex, 
assorted teenage traumas and dramas, 
violent Samoan bouncers, violent 
skin/punk bouncers, sweating buckets 
inside then stepping out into mid-winter 
weather, and some truly classic gigs. 
If yer a fan of hardcore, these bad boys 
more than hold up to the test of time and 

reason there’s been buzz is that they are 
apparently again making the gig rounds. 
If they’re anything remotely on par with 
what they were back then, I can say 

worth the effort to see ‘em. Kudos to Bad 
Idea for making this stuff available again. 
–Jimmy Alvarado (Bad Idea)

DIVINE 6/7, THE: Self-titled: LP
I’m not baiting you if I say, “I don’t 
know a Justin Bieber song.” I’m not 
being contrarian when I say, “Nope, 
never heard Lady Gaga, that I know 
about.” My thinking is this: certain 
people spend a lot of time regulating 
what they ingest and to what they 
subject their bodies and minds. Food. 
Exercise. Politics. The sun. Disposable, 
popular music. Music’s important to 

me. I cherish the rare place I’m in. No 
personal Facebook. No cell phone. 
Records get sent to me in the mail. I 
can listen to bands and people I admire 
(sometimes adore) on a regular basis in 

without a corporation attempting to slide 
its oil-soaked hands down the front of 
my pants to extract my wallet (or digital 

Jamie and Katie of the Pine Hill Haints 
and two talented women. The songs are 
rad. I agree with Jamie’s assessment: 
they’re looking for that perfect song. 
This record—a collection of released 
and new material—is a joy to listen to. 
It’s an honest, real, authentic, fun, and 

I’ll make you a deal, popular shit culture 
who disbelieves that some people just 
don’t care about you. I’ll listen to your 
pop trash for one or two songs if you 
agree to take time, sit down, and listen to 

a deal. A one-to-one deal. Yeah, I know 
it’s asking a lot, but those are the terms. 
Damn it. Orwell was right again. People 
are embracing their own systems of 
control, loving them, and are becoming 
addicted to the distraction, instead of 
being cautious of it… and this is a damn 

DONALD THOMPSON:
Screamin’ Feedback: 7” EP
Additional penis-pumping punk from an 
Italian squad more notable to me for their 

Oklahoma judge convicted of using a 
penis pump whilst hearing cases)) than for 

their material being any manner of sonic 
manna for my soul. Loud, well-played, 
and well-produced punk with hard rock 
leanings not unlike some of the less-
interesting ((but not entirely horrible)) 

ago ((I’m trying to remember the name 
of that band who didn’t have the bass 
player and did a Rose Tattoo cover but so 
far it’s eluding me)). Lyrically, one song 
rails about “pussies on MTV,” whilst 
another bemoans today’s generation 
always being “on TV or Playstation®. 
One half expects them to start ragging on 
disco, Pac-Man and CHiPs next. I think 
the Luv Bulb needs a few more squeezes. 
BEST SONG: “No Way.” BEST 
SONG TITLE: “Screamin’ Feedback.” 
FANTASTIC AMAZING TRIVIA 
FACT: A download code is hand-taped to 
each lyric sheet. Hey, i don’t know where 

DROPKICK MURPHYS: 
Signed and Sealed in Blood: CD
Hot off the presses, Boston’s everyman 
band returns with a new record. Shout-
along anthems, rowdy party rockers, 
and the usual humorous lyrics here 
and there make this an engaging listen. 

I think that helps to make the whole 
outing a bit tighter on this go-round. If 
you were expecting not to hear songs 
about drinking, then look elsewhere. 
But if you take the time to dig into 
songs like “Don’t Tear Us Apart” and 
“End of the Night,” you will be richly 
rewarded. Plus, “The Season’s upon 

Us” is the best rock X-mas jingle 
since “Father Christmas.” You can 
put that in your pipe and smoke it. 
–Sean Koepenick (Born And Bred, 
management@dropkickmurphys.com)

DRY FEET: Highway to Heck: 7”
Philadelphia’s Dry Feet have been around 
for a few years now and regularly churn 

They’re a band with a sense of humor, 
but the musicianship and recording are 
taken very seriously. The minimalist 
record sleeve goes hand in hand with 
their stripped-down sound. They look 
like total fucking clowns, in the class 
clown sense of clown. As people, I bet 
they’re blissfully obnoxious, unlike 
this cool record, which is pure poppy 
garage delight. Richmond label Secret 
Cookies is off to a nifty start with this 

secretcookiesrva.storenvy.com)

EJECTOR SEATS, THE: Say Sorry: LP
Wildly unique, yet catchy enough to 
appeal to a broad base of people into 
all sorts of punk rock, The Ejector 

sleeve and pretty marbled vinyl suggest 
a more prefab, slicker presentation than 
the record itself, which is gleefully 
raw and potent. There’s more than one 
band called The Ejector Seats, but this 
is the one to look for. Bonus points are 
awarded for the crafty “owner’s manual” 
accompanying the record, in which the 
band lists its shortcomings and makes 
apologies. And yes, the album’s called 



Say Sorry. There’s nothing to apologize 
for, though. The Ejector Seats represent 

–Art Ettinger (Collision Course)

EROTIC DEVICES: We Vibrate!: 7”
It’s no secret that I like some funny in 
my punk rock. Right off the bat, this 
one looks to be a winner. Band name: 
Erotic Devices. Check! Record title: 
We Vibrate. Check! Cover art: A gerbil 
dressed in jeans and a leather jacket like 
he’s waiting for Richard Gere down at 

rd rd. Check! Musically, Erotic 
Devices keep with the Ramones angle, 
and they do it well. There’s a lot of 
what they “wanna” and “don’t wanna” 
do and that’s okay. There’s nothing 
wrong with taking a good thing and 
doing it well. It had me buzzing! HEY-
OH! –Ty Stranglehold (Incognito, 
incognintorecords.de) 

ESCATONES, THE: “Out of Sight” 
b/w “Eastbeach Stomp”: 7”

artwork is an excellent drawing of 

Daddy” Roth. The back cover suggests 

rock in the way I think about it, but that 
might be my own shortcoming. It’s 

the band. I only mention it because I 
think the music would be better enjoyed 
by Butthole Surfer enthusiasts. Being 
a fan, it’s hard for me to disassociate 
the fact that Butthole Surfers guitarist 
Paul Leary appears on “Out of Sight.” 

The song is excellent: it moves at the 
pace of slower Surfer’s fare like “John 
E. Smoke” and “Cherub.” The second 
song is more traditional surf fare. It’s a 
little more Santo & Johnny-paced than 
Tornados. I dug both songs. It’s a solid 

EX-CULT: Self-titled: LP
Used to be known as Sex Cult. I guess 
they’ve been deprogrammed. Despite 
the name change, they’re pretty much 
the same band. Though comparing this 
to their Errand Boy EP, this recording 
is a little more clean and less sharp and 
dirty. However, the “off” and sinister 
tone that permeates their music is fully 
intact. There’s something about the 
vocal delivery that’s confrontational 
without relying on screaming and 
shouting or spitting words out. It’s more 
in their direct “matter of fact” way, and 
how words are allowed to have space 
for more effect. It’s a mix of Frank 
Discussion, Claude Bessy, and Mike 
Lohrman. The female backup vocals 
that come in on “She’s on Film” sound a 

I really like about this record is how the 
music is driving and forceful, yet there’s 
a strong tunefulness to everything. 
“Better Living through Chemistry” is 
mainly mid tempo and the most tuneful 
of all. For the most part, they tend to keep 
the energy high. They do lose a little 
steam on the ender “Future Victims.” 
But on the whole, this is a pretty good 
record. A good late night listening type 
of record. –M.Avrg (Goner)

EXTENDED SUICIDE: 
Breakdance Anthems: 7” EP
Okay, what the fuck? A noisy thrash band 
with lyrics in Spanish and English—
from a band hailing from Denmark?! 
Dunno if one can breakdance to it, 
but they kick up a nice fuckin’ cloud 

–Jimmy Alvarado (Spaghetti Cassetti, 
spaghetticassetti.dk)

EXXTRAS, THE: 
Waiting for You: Cassette
There was something about this band 
that just sniped at the brain, and after 
seeing that they were from San Pedro, 

features Jack Brewer, who did time as 
the vocalist for Saccharine Trust. Dude’s 
voice is unmistakable. Unfortunately, and 
it really bums me out to say it, Waiting 
for You is a pretty cringe-worthy merging 

pop music, and an occasional punk 
leaning. There’s certain bravery inherent 
in trying to amalgamate such a varied 
cross-section of interests, but sheesh, the 
results are pretty bad. I never need to hear 
a pseudo-funk song about fracking again, 
and try as I may, the best I can come up 
with is a Spin Doctors meets Psychic… 
Powerless…-era Butthole Surfers 
comparison here. –Keith Rosson (Water 
Under The Bridge)

FACIALS: Self-titled: LP
It’s a tough gig to bring the message and 
the party at the same time, but Facials 
does it with fuckin’ style! One part 
righteous lady/queer punk like something 

Rumbletowne would release, one part 
Chicago garage rock with keys like 
something Shit Sandwich would release, 
all with an early SF proto-punk element. 
Eleven tracks that get down into the 
nitty gritty of urban, counter-culture life, 
but unafraid to throw a little humor into 
the mix. Wrap it all up with a four-and-
a-half minute-long ballad about Patty 
Hearst, and you have one killer record. 

(Chaos Rurale, chaosrurale.com)

FADEAWAYS: 
Young, Wild & Wretched: LP
The band bio namechecks Teengenerate, 
the Rip Offs, the Mummies, 
Supercharger, and the Spaceshits, but this 
proved to be largely wishful thinking on 
their part as the group sounds more like 
a Japanese version of the Makers than 

icons, although i suppose a case could 
be made that they do sound a bit tonally 
similar to that Teengenerate EP recorded 
at Kearny Barton’s place. Not a bad 
record on its own merits, but if you’re 
imagining that dropping the needle on 
this one is gonna magically transport 

happy times are here again, think again, 
sucka. BEST SONG: “Won’t Come 
Back.” BEST SONG TITLE: “Stupid 
Girl (Has Pretty Face).” FANTASTIC 
AMAZING TRIVIA FACT: All three 
members are depicted wearing matching 
red and white horizontally striped shirts 
on the cover. I guess that was their 
way of currying favor with Horizontal 
Action. –Rev. Nørb (Dead Beat)



FAT PREZIDENT: Bruto lavo/VBK: CD
Bruto Slavo/VBK harkens back to the 

the earth, with Fat Prezident sounding 
a lot like some oddly successful Strung 
Out/Pulley/Ten Foot Pole combination. 
It’s such a played-out genre but these 
guys are good at it, and it turns out that 

Croatian punks that insert some actual 
fury into the mix here. It’s convincing 
and well executed. Interesting also for 
the fact that they split their songs up, 
with the ones sung in Croatian closing 
things out. Surprisingly potent stuff. 
This will get some listens. –Keith 
Rosson (Moonlee)

FAT STUPIDS: Self-titled: 7”
Hear me out, okay? It snows in Canada. 
A lot, to my current understanding. 
I assumed, instead of spending time 
outside, like the rest of the world likes 
to do, Canadians stay inside and write 
songs all day. Bands get formed that 
wouldn’t form in the United States 
because of all the snow. How close 
am I? Fat Stupids are from Halifax. 
Their record was mixed and mastered 
by members of the Crusades and The 
Creeps. The record sounds like the 
midway point between the Creeps and 
the Copyrights. The vocals come from 
two singers, both using a melodious, 
but forceful shout in their songs. The 

modern pop punk. This wins the “best 
music I got to review” award for this 
month. –Bryan Static (Rad Girlfriend / 
No Breaks, nobreaksrecords.com)

FITT, THE: Is Dead: LP
I must say that while it is a little 
embarrassing to admit that I once tried 
to like bands like Poison and Firehouse 
simply because I assumed that’s what 
I was supposed to like being a “metal-
head” at the tender age of eleven, I 
am not ashamed to admit that grunge 
(however gimmicky and played out it 
soon became) saved me from continuing 
to throw my money away on bands who 
are all probably now working at Jiffy 
Lube and staring at their old album 
covers wondering what went wrong. 
Rightfully due lambasting aside, The 
Fitt remind me of some of those long 
forgotten and less appreciated grunge 

as hard rock and, in some instances, 
even metal. I can think of two bands The 
Fitt are probably fans of. One of them is 
pretty obvious to me. Helmet. But does 
anyone else remember Stompbox? No? 
Take my word for it, they weren’t all 
that bad and I’m hearing some shades 
of them in The Fitt. No actual “singing,” 
no guitar solos, not trying to reinvent 
anything nor any unrealistic aspirations 
for becoming a renaissance band of 
any sort. Just well written and arranged 

“Helpless,” which is causing me to 

of Black Flag’s My War just as much as 
Neil Young (whose cover this is of) in 
classic and modern grunge. By the way, 
I did mean Firehouse and not Firehose. 
Mike Watt wouldn’t be caught dead 
within a foot of some shitty hair metal 
band’s hairspray cloud. This record is 

The Fitt’s swan song to the world: sad 

FITT, THE: When The Fitt Hit the Shan: LP
If i was strong enough to lift a phone 
book made entirely of lead, and said 
phone book was covered with some 
type of rubberized coating that gave it 
at least modest boingy-ness, then i’d 
imagine that beating myself repeatedly 
over the head with that item would 
spiritually approximate listening to this 
record. Heavy as shit, but still concise 
((case in point: This eleven-song records 

of Japan’s occasionally excellent Mad 
Capsule Markets, but from more of a 
homemade American rust belt no hope 
loser type of angle. I don’t usually go in 
for “heavy,” but i’ll freely admit this is 
one leaden phonebook that’s not going 
to wind up in the recyclables. BEST 
SONG: “Fresh Meat.” BEST SONG 
TITLE: “When The Fitt Hit the Shan.” 
FANTASTIC AMAZING TRIVIA 
FACT: The back cover reminds me of 
the back cover of the Lazy Cowgirls’ 
“Tapping the Source” album. The front 
cover is just a bunch of naked ladies. 

FLIP SHIT: Outgoing Rockers: 7”
From the cover and layout, I was prepared 

worship from this band. Instead, this 
record contains some of the best Bad 
Posture/Nihilistics-style hardcore that I 
have heard since the Funeral Shock LP 
came out several years back. This record 

is excellent and I am looking forward 
to hearing a full length from Flip Shit. 
–Mike Frame (Reel Time)

GALLOWS: Self-titled: CD
This self-titled record is Gallows’ 

fronting the band. It’s a follow-up to 
Death Is Birth, which 

introduced MacNeil to the fold 
following the departure of original 
vocalist Frank Carter over creative 
differences. The self-titled record marks 
a turning point for a new chapter in the 
story of Gallows. I understand wanting 
to close a past chapter on a band’s 
history to continue to move forward, 
but I don’t know if Gallows is a step 
forward for the band as much as a 
lateral move, a reinvention. The album 
opens with a spoken word intro before 

“Victim Culture.” What’s immediately 

are new things going on with the band 
Grey 

Britain than just a new vocalist. The 
band’s songwriting has also taken a new 
turn, with a much more rock’n’roll vibe, 
and some of the catchiest riffs they’ve 
yet written. Judging this album on riffs 
and songwriting, I’d consider it a stellar 
achievement, and the best album in the 
band’s catalogue. Tracks like “Vapid 
Adolescent Blues,” highlight for me the 
pinnacle of both catchy guitar riffs, and 
songwriting structure, something many 
bands can’t pull off doing both of at the 
same time. It makes the squealing leads 



and epic crew vocals in the background 
at various points that much more intense 
and enjoyable. “Vapid Adolescent 
Blues,” is the kind of song you’d expect 
kids to go nuts for live, and it’s followed 
by the ripper “Austere,” which blazes 

musically, I was not enamored with their 
new vocalist. As angry and aggressive 
as he sounds on every track, MacNeil 
lacks the dynamism of former frontman 
Carter and the charismatic grit of his 
delivery. Even after multiple listens, 
raging along to the music, I could not 
get into his voice. While a weak vocal 
performance keeps this album from 

from otherwise being one of my favorite 
albums of the year, it’s still worth a 
solid listen. Longtime fans are sure to 
feel divided on this record, as I was, but 
should give it a chance before dismissing 
it. –Paul J. Comeau (Bridge Nine)

GANGABANG GORDON:
I’m Not a Musician: Cassette
The title is right on. Whoever is playing 
this garbage is not a musician. This is just 
dumb noise. I never understood the whole, 
“Let’s make stupid, shitty music, get it?” 
No, I don’t get it. What a fucking waste 
of a cassette. This release really brought 
Burger down a notch in my book. I just 
can’t imagine the reasoning behind this 
crap’s existence. I am honestly upset at 
having received this. Not everything that 
gets recorded deserves to be released, but 
hey, it’s their money. Too bad plastic isn’t 
biodegradable. –Rene Navarro (Burger)

GAY KISS: Fault: LP
At their core (no pun intended), these 
guys are a hardcore act, but they 
approach it from such an atonal angle 
that what results is mid-tempo thrash 
that’d likely appeal to the average 
noise rock enthusiast as well. I’m 
concerned the singer’s gonna get throat 
polyps long before he reaches his next 
birthday. –Jimmy Alvarado (Anxiety 
Machine, anxietymachinerecords.com)

GENTLEMEN OF HORROR: 
Live in Kelowna!: EP
Obscure Canadian punk from the early 

sleeve, they were a short-lived band, 
released one EP in their time, played 
some shows, pissed off the locals, and 
then disappeared. This record is two 

The quality is raw and unpolished, but 

time. Between songs, you can hear the 
audience yelling at the band, as well a the 
vocalist berating the city they live in and 
religion, as they tear into one song after 
the other before eventually being shut 
down. The songs are pretty good blasts of 

recording, “Crime Watch / Block Parents” 
has a much rawer sound, almost like 
Disorder. Pretty damn good! How about 

GOOGOLPLEXIA / BUTT: 
Ass-Sick Creeps: Split: 7”
Side A is a song called “Butt Release.” 
The lyrics are about the band on Side 

B. They go to jail, but are then released. 
Get it? It’s an up-tempo, toe tapper that 
you can dance to. Instruments played 
by Googolplexia include banjo and 
accordion. There’s even whistling! 
Mario Seaweed from Butt lends a 
hand on guitar and drums. Side B is 
a song called “Ass Disaster.” It’s a 
slower tune, driven by drums. Both 
female and male vocals tell the tale of 
the Pancake Master getting involved 
with donkeys (asses). Very humorous 

into the beginning of the other song 
before being cut off. The never-ending 

The cover art on each side is colored 
embroidery, done by Fishboy. In 
place of a lyric sheet, you get a comic 
interpretation for each song, drawn by 
Matt Harnish. Very well put together 
and well worth the price, whatever that 
is. –Nighthawk (Pancake Productions, 
pancakeproductions.net)

HALF RATS, THE: Self-titled: Cassette
I’ve bought another cassette. Hell 
has frozen over! I had to make an 
exception for The Half Rats, one of 
the best Midwestern bands of the past 
couple of years. They’re a crossbreed of 
Chicago, IL and Lafayette, IN (singer/
guitar and drummer based out of Chi, 
other singer/guitar, bass, keys from 
Lafayette). I don’t know what it is, but 
Lafayette bands have a thing for long 

rock’n’roll played by regular guys 
who don’t feel the need to dress the 

clownish “Paisley Underground” part. 
Recorded by Jim Diamond at Ghetto 
Recorders, but lacking the drum tone 
and overall oomph I hear and feel in 
many of his recordings. I don’t know 
how active The Half Rats are these 
days, though. Catch ‘em live and try 
not to dance! Hopefully this comes out 
on vinyl soon. –Sal Lucci (Burger)

HEART ATTACK ALLEY: 
Living in Hell: CD
Given that it’s on Voodoo Rhythm 
Records, would you believe that this 
is bluesy garage stomp? That is the 
modus operandi of this label and they 
are heads and tails above most releasing 
this kinda stuff. This record is no change 
and is quite good; a real stomper from 
this New Zealand band. Any fan of the 
majority of the stuff in the Crypt catalog 
that is not familiar with this label will 
wanna check out both Voodoo Rhythm 
and Heart Attack Alley. –Mike Frame 
(Voodoo Rhythm, voodoorhythm.com)

HEAT DUST: Self-titled: 10”
When I made my Mansa Musa-esque 
pilgrimage to Razorcake HQ last year, I 
told Todd that there needs to be a name 
for the Dinosaur Jr. punk that’s been 
coming out lately. He said something 
like, “To name a style of art is to kill 
it,” and I shut up, because I like grunge. 
Well, I’m back and I’m calling this stuff 
“Dino-Punk” because I’m sick of it and 
it needs to die. Go away, lackadaisical 
vocal echoes, vague lyrics, buzzy 
guitars, and slow songs. You’ve had 
your time. Twice. What makes Heat 



Dust stand out? They’re from New 
Orleans, the guitar sounds more like a 
mosquito than a drill, they have a song 
called “Priority Mail for an Asshole,” 
and sometimes they really slow it down, 
for maximum depressive effect. –Chris 
Terry (Texas Is Funny)

HELLKITE: Fun Kite: CD
Feral, mostly mid-tempo hardcore 
that sounds like it was either birthed 

hellhole or crawled out of San 
Francisco’s legendary Vats. They 
keep things simple and abrasive, with 
guitars a-buzzin’, vocals a-shoutin’, 
and song titles serving as the sole 
line of their respective choruses. 
Effectively executed and delivered 
with conviction. –Jimmy Alvarado 
(Hellkite, hellkitefunkite@gmail.com)

HORNY WACKERS: 
They Are Savage!: LP
Psychobilly as a genre has a negative 
connotation to me because—and I’d like 
to make it clear that this is likely just a 
prejudice of mine—it’s one of those 
styles of music that everyone feels they 
can pull off, for some reason. Everything 
about this record bothered me before I 
put it on. Silly nicknames and corpse 
paint doesn’t read well with me. I’ve seen 
a lot of bonehead rockabilly acts spitting 
bad Gene Vincent impressions while 
their guitars echo out of control, thinking 
they’re dead interesting because they 
suggest the dichotomy of man by having 
a Ronald Reagan haircut and mom’s old 
Halloween skull glued to their amps. But 

despite the facade, this three piece can 
actually play. Not only do they do the 
overdriven rock riffs to a Bo Diddley 
beat that is easily mastered by jocks 
and creeps, but the guitarist plays well 
without a drowning echo on his guitar. 
They pull of some genuinely good roots-
sounding songs and have a tasteful mix 
of overdriven fuzz songs mixed in for 
fun. Another big pitfall for a psychobilly 
band is the inevitable affected-sounding 
singer. The singer for the Horny Wackers 

spirit of good rockabilly vocals. I like 
this record. If you’re into the genre, this 

(Dead Beat)

ICON GALLERY: Valiance: 7” 
Either punks who’ve listened to too 
much Iron Maiden, or dirtheads who 
haven’t listened to enough punk. A wee 
bit too hair-farmer for moi. –Jimmy 
Alvarado (Solar Funeral)

ILSA: Intoxicantations: LP
Jeezum crud. This is some seriously 
downtuned shit. My typical issue with 
bands who fall under the “sludge” 
umbrella is the lack audible melody and 
riffery, but Ilsa certainly sidesteps that 
pitfall. I don’t even have a comparable 
reference for this record. Think 
Disembodied-esque tones, but more 
eeevilll sounding. As with much of 

moments, but at a snail’s pace that 
harkens Mosquito Control-era Isis and 
even Bloodlet at times. Regardless, this 
is an insanely heavy, dark, venomous 

record that should appeal to both 

IN DEFENCE: Into the Sewer: CD
From what I gather, this is their second 

EPs (their splits with Party By The Slice 
and Mother Speed), and some extra 
unreleased stuff. I do like this band, and 
I must say I tend to shun hardcore bands 
with humorous lyrics because they usually 
suck and are only as interesting as their 
gimmick, which is entertaining for about 

the music to back them up, and the vocal 
delivery is pretty damn good as well. Yes, 
the songs are fun and goofy in their way, 
but they do make points. It is a far more 
effective way of reaching people than a 
guilt trip dished out by the far less clever 
bands out there. Most of the songs here 
tend to deal with punk scene issues, such 
as people thinking they shouldn’t have to 

are inside jokes, like “A Song for Mark 
Nelson,” “Ben Crew Is an Asshole,” and 
a few others. But whatever. I’m bowled 
over by the burly NYHC style they crank 
out (and they’re from Minneapolis!), 

intensity. I should have made the drive 
down to Santa Ana when they were here 
recently... –M.Avrg (Profane Existence)

INCREDIBLE KIDDA BAND, THE: 
“Bitch!” b/w “She’s a 50”: 7”
Los Angeles had the Nerves. Nuneaton, 
U.K. had The Incredible Kidda Band. 

The Incredible Kidda Band formed 

hard-working, slightly-in-the-wrong-
place and/or slightly-at-the-wrong-
time powerpop bands that were able 

glam with the catchiness and stripped-
down focus of new wave. They avoid 
the endless-songs-are-our-thing mistake 
of the Grateful Dead and weren’t Punk 

The similarities between the two bands 
are striking. Both were surrounded by 
fellow bands (on tours, on labels, or 
management), who became famous or 
were already famous. Blondie covered 
the Nerves “Hangin’ on the Telephone” 
on Parallel Lines. Most people still think 
it’s a Blondie song. Kidda recorded with 
a guy who was in the Animals and was 
Jimi Hendrix’s manager. They supported 
the Troggs and The Beat. (The English 
one, not the one that emerged from the 
dissolution of The Nerves.) Both bands 
were poised and positioned for a hit 
on the charts. It never came. It took 

around. (That, and their singles selling 
for around a thousand bucks.) Kidda’s 
posthumous debut album, Too Much 
Too Little Too Late
was a collection of twenty-nine songs—
studio and demo recordings, much like 
The Nerves’ One Way Ticket 
Alive. I have no idea where these two 

glad that they’re out and are currently 
available at a reasonable price. –Todd 
(Last Laugh, lastlaughrecords.us)



INDIAN WARS: 
Songs from the North: LP
Indian Wars play loose, garagey country 
rock that sounds like a rootsier Black 
Lips. There’s a nice crunch of electric 
guitar, touches of harmonica and keys, 
a twang that’s never exaggerated, and 
a vaguely ominous psychedelia. This 
record reminds me of a road trip I took 
through the North Carolina mountains. 
My friend Steve had me hold the wheel 
of his truck while he rolled a joint, and 
things got weirder and weirder until the 
night ended in a karaoke bar with people 
signing me, the only black guy, up to 
do rap songs and these middle aged 
swingers trying to take me home. So, 
play this record when you get that wild 
look in your eyes. Then play it again 
when things take a turn for the bizarre. 
It’ll still make sense. Band photo 
references “Ragged Glory” by Neil 
Young and the band name references… 
Native American genocide at the hands 
of European settlers. Hmm. –Chris 
Terry (Bachelor)

INTERNATIONAL SWINGERS, THE: 
Self-titled: CDEP
A new supergroup has touched down to 
rock the world! Gary Twinn (Supernaut) 
on vocals. James Stevenson (Chelsea, 
Generation X) on guitar. Clem Burke 
(Blondie, The Romantics) on drums. 
Glen Matlock on bass. If I have to tell 
you what bands Matlock was in, then 
you’re not welcome at my house! Most 
of the tunes here are written by Twinn, 
except “Honey’s Room,” which he 
co-wrote with Stevenson. There’s one 

cover here—”Friday on My Mind”—by 
The Easybeats. But the originals stand 
out from the pack. Great arrangements, 
solid playing from all involved, and 
catchy melodies make this EP a must-
have. My only complaint is it’s too 
damn short. So get cracking on a full 
record and bring the rawk to a U.S. tour 
soon! –Sean Koepenick (Self-released, 
photodol@aol.com)

JEFFREY NOVAK: Baron in the Trees: LP
By my count, this is Jeffrey Novak’s third 
solo record. Novak’s solo recordings are 
different than his Cheap Time albums. 
The solo stuff—and Baron in the Trees
is no exception—has a heavy Canterbury 

rich record on a budget (part of it was 
recorded at Jay Reatard’s house three 
years ago). A lot of thought was put into 
the arrangements (including a cello). 
Novak’s lyrics, at times, have a real 
playfulness/storybook quality to them 
that evoke Syd Barrett’s work. Baron in 
the Trees isn’t a record that fully reveals 

that—like Kevin Ayers’ work—this 
record will continue to appeal to me 
for different reasons for some time to 
come. My only complaint is the album’s 
a bit short—the B side is about twelve 
minutes. Brevity aside, Baron in the 
Trees is a solid record (with great cover 
art to boot). –Ryan Leach (In The Red)

JJ AND THE REAL JERKS: 
Economy Class Ego Trip: LP

Los Angeles band! More of their killer 

punk rock’n’roll that fans of the Humpers 
/ Lazy Cowgirls / Dragons / Joneses will 
wanna be all over. I am fairly surprised 

most of the very best rock’n’roll bands 
on the planet. Between Pat Todd and the 
Rank Outsiders, the Hangmen, Simon 
Stokes, The Blessings, and JJ And The 
Real Jerks, that city is just killing it on 
the real rock’n’roll front. Gonna need to 
make it out there to see a few of these 
bands share a bill as soon as I possibly 
can. –Mike Frame (RankOutsider, 
rankoutsiderrecords.com)

KILLING CALIFORNIA: 
No Pentagrams No Crosses: CD
Wow! This is some great punk that’s 
mixed with hardcore and the whiskey-
soaked rock of bands like Nashville 
Pussy. Vocalist Danny Craig’s gritty 
singing sounds like he’s shredding his 
vocal chords. The rest of the band is 
fantastic, with their crazed playing that 
wants to go over to the deep end, but 
stays together. These guys have some 
really good lyrics too, not just the drink 
and party crap that gets so overdone. 
Killing California is a band that would 
blow away a lot of other bands offstage 

headliners and deserve success. –Rick 
E. (Basement, basementrecords.com)

KRAUS: Supreme Commander: LP
Ground control to Major Tom? Come in, 
Major Tom? Formerly of The Futurians, 
Norman McLaren, New Zealand’s space 
rock auteur, launches his latest release 
on milky blueberry-colored vinyl. Kraus 

is less Man Or Astro-Man? than early 
Delirium and Psychic TV’s experimental 
atmospheric shtick. Minimalistic and 
somber in its sense of isolation and 
solitude, this could be the soundtrack 
for the transit of satellites. Completely 
instrumental, Kraus pulls from traditional 
Japanese folk dramatics, mimicking 
a shamisen with high-pitched guitar 
plucks, while laying radar blips over 
stretched out guitar chords. Beautiful, 
contemplative stuff; Kraus manages 
to keep it all in orbit. Recommended. 
–Kristen K. (Moniker)

LAMPS: 
Under the Water under the Ground: CD
Another rambunctious release from 
these racket-mongers. Things are still 

their prior release, they take an ugly 
turn quickly with the brief blasts of 
pure noise interspersed throughout the 
opener, “Dogcatcher.” They don’t let up, 
either. The rest of the ride sounds like 
the soundtrack to one fucker of a bum 
trip, with things sludgin’ and skronkin’ 
along, at times veering so far off into 
the darker regions of hell’s psychedelic 
swamplands that they start sounding like 
the band’s hiding a secret love for early 
Swans. Rough traveling, but worth the 
fare. –Jimmy Alvarado (In The Red)

LEGS, THE: 
AAAA The New Memphis Legs: LP

group consisting of James Arthur and 
Eric Oblivian. As expected from such 
a terrible twosome, the results are 



awash with brittle, overdriven guitars 
and all the primitive, hoo-haw garage 
stomping bluster one could ever hope 
for. –Jimmy Alvarado (Goner)

LITTLE MISS AND THE NO NAMES: 
Mind: EP
Straight-ahead, no-frills hardcore punk 
with varying tempos. They have the 

sound retro. What I like best about 
this is how the bass and guitar sound 
together (Onj and Paul from Septic 
Death). They have this really nasty 
and combustible sound. There are parts 
where they sound like they’re about to 
bust holes in the walls (I imagine live 
it must be pretty damn nice to hear). 
The vocals are somewhat high pitched, 
but not annoying or cutesy. Instead, 
they have a scratchy, urgent way about 
them. “Perfection” and “Liar” are the 
choice cuts here. –M.Avrg (Rigid, 
rigidrecords.bigcartel.com)

LIVE FAST DIE: 
Practicing for the Gangbang: 7”
The best way I can describe this is it’s 
as if Dangerous Dave from The Bugs 
and The Queers wrote a couple of 
songs for The Spits. If any of the names 
I mentioned mean anything to you, you 
are sure to like this. I don’t remember 
Live Fast Die sounding like this before; 
I’ll have to check out some more stuff. 
–Ty Stranglehold (Total Punk)

LOTUS FUCKER: 
Forever My Fighting Spirit: 12” EP
Last time I heard these guys was from 

their split with the Wankys. I liked the 
Lotus Fucker side of that record much 
better, and this twelve incher does not 
disappoint. In fact, it exceeded my 
expectations. Very heavy and noisy 

by the Japanese noise merchants of 
past and present, but they wisely put 
their own spin on the whole deal. The 
rhythm section is a force to reckon 
with, as the drums pound and rumble 
with near-devastating effect. The 
bass is bubbling and thumping along 
while the guitars crank out the white 
noise and strangled notes (are these 
notes?) that create this really tight 

B side with “Inner Peace” the most. 
They take a risk and break from 
the formula with successful results. 
The ending where the horns come 
in was unexpected, and the horns 
work. If they keep this mindset, they 

growing horde of noise bands that 

moment. –M.Avrg (Katorga Works)

LOW CULTURE: Screens: LP
Shang-a-Lang (Razorcake cover 

awesome tattoo: fuzzy-edged, shaky, 
proportions not exactly right. They 
were an authentic spot of DIY punk 
done with indelible ink and not pencil. 
For this, they hold a special place in 
my heart. They called it quits. I knew 
Chris and Jojo were starting another 
band. I needed to ease into it. The 
breakup was too fresh. It needed to 

scab over, heal. When I got the record, 
I didn’t listen to it immediately. The 
insecurity inside me wasn’t, “What if 
this sucks?,” it was “What if this isn’t 

poked the reset button in my head, 
and did something I hadn’t done in 
a long time with a record slated for 
review. I listened to Low Culture for 
three weeks and didn’t write a single 
word down about the record… And 
it’s not like I’m all “Shang-a-who?” 
now, but Low Culture didn’t show 
up to this “job interview called life” 

up in regularly washed T-shirts. 
Explanation: the recording is the 
cleanest it’s ever been with a band with 
Chris Mason involved in it, but it’s not 
a false dress-up—like a movie-ticket-
taker in a bow tie—but a fuller, higher 

depth. Chris’s voice sounds even more 
exuberant, incisive, and vulnerable. 

depression and dislocation and they 
sound more... more cutting. Screens is 
a perfect title, too. Cultural. Societal. 
Personal. Televisional. All these 

Here’s to insecurities addressed, to 
obstacles confronted. –Todd (Dirtnap)

MEDIA BLITZ: Burn the World: LP
Fast paced, scathing, in-your-face 
hardcore delivered with undeniable 
passion and aggression. I love the 
bitter, pissed-off lyrics, dig the random 
solos, and have an itching feeling this 
would rule live. This is so fucking 

good; I seriously can’t recommend 
it enough. If you love Nerve Agents, 
Pulling Teeth, or Suicide File then 
this is right up your dark, angry, 
piss-drenched alley. Put on your 
headphones and go punch a jarhead in 
the face. –Rene Navarro (Media Blitz, 
mediablitz.bandcamp.com)

MENTALLY ILL, THE: 
Strike the Bottom Red: LP
Yes, this is indeed THAT Mentally Ill, 
the mysterious pack of psychopaths 

Gacy’s Place EP. This is a reissue, 
so far as I can deduce, of an LP they 
recorded with Albini at the knobs, 

include on the Alternative Tentacles 
retrospective a few years back. Two 
songs from aforementioned EP, 
“Padded Cell” and “Tumor Boy,” are 
redone here alongside charmingly 
titled ditties like “Doggie Sex,” 
“Bathroom Gays,” and “Wrinkled 
Star,” to name a few, as well as a 
cover of the Modern Lovers’ “Pablo 
Picasso.” While the crisp production 
values temper the immediacy that 
made their debut so infectious, the 
band itself more than makes up for it 
in sheer weirdness, with quasi-choir 
backup vocals, saxophones, and all 
kinds of odd shit popping up here and 
there, all the while keeping things 
“punk” but approaching that moniker 
with a sound as inimitable as the 
Butthole Surfers, No Trend, and like-
minded trailblazers. Fuggin’ great, this 
is. –Jimmy Alvarado (Last Laugh)



MISSION OF BURMA: Unsound: CD
If you have let this legendary band’s 
last few post-reunion releases slip under 
your radar, now is the time to rectify 
that egregious error. The band continues 
to solidify their place in history as 
post-punk champions with Unsound.
Songwriting is clutch here, with all 
band members contributing vocally 
and lyrically. Roger Miller has a couple 
more songs than Clint and Peter, but it 
is still a cohesive slab of goodness. Bob 
Weston once again helms the board to 
offer up tasty sonic delights on each 
track. Having just seen them live again 

in well with the Burma canon. You need 

document that outlines how great music 
can be done on your own terms. –Sean 
Koepenick (Fire)

MONSIEUR JEFFREY EVANS AND HIS 
C.C. RIDERS: Self-titled: LP
I like getting an education away 
from academies. When listening to 

was years ago with The Gibson 
Bros.—it’s always seemed that I’m 
not just listening to him, but decades 
upon decades of great rock’n’roll, 
rockabilly, and blues through him. 
It’s no Blues Hammer “I picked 
cotton” histrionic shit. His music is 
often shaken and agitated or slightly 
askew, but with a deep understanding 
and great respect for the legacies of 
mostly overlooked icons. (Which 
Jeffery Evans has become, too.) This 

originally released on Contaminated. 
The CC Riders on this outing were 
none other than Alicja Trout (Lost 
Sounds, Mouse Rocket, Nervous 
Patterns, on drums), Jay Reatard (on 
guitar), and James Arthur (Necessary 
Evils, on guitar). The recording 
is intimate and warm and has that 
Oblivians or Dirtbombs LP feel, 
where they balance out carefully 
selected covers and pair them with 
a handful of durable, memorable 
originals. If you’re looking for roots, 
you’ve come to the right place. If 
you’re looking for cheap, shiny things 
that will soon tarnish, take a pass. A 
welcome and recommended record. 
–Todd (Spacecase, spacecaserecords.
com, info@spacecaserecords.com)

NAPALM HEARTS: 
Urban Noise: EP
Don’t let the name fool you. This isn’t 
some wanna-be Johnny Thunders 
bullshit. These guys are (or were?) 
no-frills hardcore from Australia. The 
songs are simple and to the point, 
and, as result, pack more of a punch. 
The energy is hyper and delivered 

Something about this makes me 
think of Out Cold, but crossed with 

“don’t give a fuck about the current 
trend” attitude that’s here? The Dead 
Boys cover is meh, but the rest is 
pretty good. –M.Avrg (Helta Skelta, 
heltaskeltarecords.blogspot.com.au)

NERVOUS IMPULSE: N.I.: 12” EP
DC punk blasters follow up on 
their Minimum Wage demo with 
this sharp-as-nails punk attack. 

make your stereo speakers cry for 
mercy. “Louder than Stupid” and 
“Build a Bomb or Shut Up” are my 
favorites here. But this whole thing 

to put it on repeat, again and again. 
Keep it up, boys. The rest of the 
world will catch up soon enough. 
–Sean Koepenick (Self-released; 
undercurrentrecords@gmail.com)

NO STATIK: “No Hospice” 
b/w “Clean Swift Sunshine”: 7”
No Statik play apocalypse-happening-
now hardcore. The atmosphere they 
create sounds like it’s narrated by 
ash-choked vultures. Sweeping, 
unsettled dust storms come from the 
guitar and bass. The drums sound like 

(but never a blur). The instruments 
aren’t competing with one another 
and are recorded in a way that’s 
complex and layered, not murky, shit-

competitive. Another cool aspect to 
both of these songs is that, although 
channeled through unmitigated anger, 
the song structures allow time for the 
chains to drop in from above and drag 
the listener behind. That’s menace. 
From Oakland. Ruby from Scrotum 
Grinder’s the singer. Ends with static 
hiss. This is getting repeat listens 
–Todd (Prank, prankrecords.com)

NOTHING: Self-titled: LP
Y’know, I wanted to be like, “Oh 
great, another band of hardcore dudes 
(Nothing features members of the now-
defunct Philly band Horror Show) who 
decided to take a crack at shoegaze. 
Borrring.” But, fact is, I’m a huge 
sucker for this shit. Maybe there’s an 
underlying aggression to the punks-
turned-gazers version of this genre, 
but Anne, Whirr, and now Nothing 
have found very comfy homes on my 
turntable. There’s not a whole lot of 
innovation going on here—think a 
drearier Jesus And Mary Chain or even 
a darker, de-popped Wild Nothing—
but what they do, they do darn well. 

OBN IIIs: Self-titled: LP
Killer follow-up to a killer debut. 
OBN IIIs are untouchable as far as 
current bands. I like ‘em better than 
Bad Sports, another of Orville Neely’s 

you” swagger and searing guitar tone 
of The Humpers (but really, no one 
can play rock’n’roll punk guitar like 
Billy Burks!). Like their debut album 
(The One and Only), there are nods to 
Iggy Pop and The Damned. OBN IIIs 
were one of the best live acts I caught 

sweet: gatefold with thick stock cover 
and a poster included, yet somehow 
like three dollars cheaper retail than 

website says this record cost them
sixteen dollars a piece to make. Wild! 
–Sal Lucci (Tic Tac Totally)



OFF WITH THEIR HEADS: Home: CD
It’s almost been three years since the 
last OWTH full length, not to mention 
the unimaginable amount of miles of 
asphalt passed underneath the wheels 
of their tour van since then. It’s fair to 
assume that no one likes waiting every 
three frickin’ years for a new record 
from a band, but this new twelver of 
songs that clock in at just over a half 
hour was more than worth waiting for. 
See, there are a lot of bands that can 
write good songs, but then there’s the 
bands that write great albums. OWTH 
has been the latter since day one, and 
Home is no exception. When a band 
like this literally lives for doing what 
they love/need to do, it shows in spades. 
Heart placed squarely on the sleeves, 
no bullshit. Without having to list the 
(literally) numerous songs, I’ll just go on 
record that there’s a fuckload of punk-
fueled mayhem doled out here—those 
barbed, trademark OWTH hooks that 

along to the lyrics, the same way I can’t 
help myself at their live gigs (you others 
know who you are). It’s always a pretty 
goddamn good sign when a band can 
make you chimp-out at their shows, but 
to yield the same results from listening 
to their records? That’s an unstoppable 
force to reckon with. There’s even an 
updated version of “Janie” (originally 
from their Grin and Bear It split EP 
they did with J Church), as well as a 
few mid-tempo burners present (think 
“Fuck This, I’m Out”), not to mention a 
couple of slow jams that aren’t one iota 
lame. By the way, there isn’t a single 

break between the songs on the entire 
album here, so take a deep breath, dive 
in, and get ready to rock the fuck out to 

–Designated Dale (Epitaph)

ONO: Albino: LP
Despite their having roots dating back to 

one of their previous labels put out back 

time I’ve ever heard of this band. I guess 

in the strictest sense—they primarily 
employ traditional instruments, there’s 
a guy singing and a discernible beat 
exists—but what they do within those 
parameters sounds more like a bunch 
of rhinos zonked outta their minds on 
brain-melting drugs running riot in a 
recording studio. A potent cocktail of 
industrial-inspired noise, blues, gospel, 
drone, skronk, psychedelia, and the 
Velvet Underground—their cover of 
“All Tomorrow’s Parties” is downright 
hypnotic. So many moods ‘n’ sounds 
mish-mashed back and forth that 
sometimes you dunno what to feel. It 

imagine a whole swath of casual listeners 
would be bored silly, but if it tickles yer 
fancy, I’m bettin’ green you’ll be playin’ 
it often. –Jimmy Alvarado (Moniker)

OOPS, THEE: Happy Charlie: CD
Some Italian punkers OD on the old 

their collection. Thrashy tempos, yelled 
vocals, and aggressive overall without 
being dour, not unlike early Beastie 

Boys, whose “Egg Raid on Mojo” they 
cover here. –Jimmy Alvarado (Slovenly)

PAINT FUMES: Uck Life: CD
At their worst, these noise-mongers 
crank out some heavy duty garage 
trash ditties hell-bent on making yer 
tinnitus that much worse. At their 
best, like “Jim & Juan” f’rinstance, 

hypnotic, bluesy psych-voodoo of 
early Gun Club. No small fuggin’ feat, 
that. –Jimmy Alvarado (Slovenly)

PEACH KELLI POP: Self-titled: LP
This sounds like The Chipmunks, 
if the Chipmunks were female and 
huffed helium. For reasons that are well 
beyond my own grasp, I like it. Sixteen-
year-old me is punching me in the face 
every time I listen to this. This makes 
Redd Kross sound like the Cro-Mags 
in comparison. This makes ukuleles 
sound like chainsaws. And I like it. 
What the fuck? Goddamn, is that a 
triangle tinkling or a tambourine or a toy 
xylophone? All three? C’mon! It’s Allie 
Hanlon, drummer of the White Wires. 
Cut this and it bleeds cotton candy. Stare 
at it, and it grows cute cat whiskers. 
Gah! And I like it. –Todd (Bachelor)

PENETRATORS / TESTORS: 
Syracuse New Wave!: 2 x 7”
A double-pack special here, with 
“collector’s edition” versions of the 

Rock ‘n’ Roll Face” and the Testors’ 

the latter featuring an additional 

exclusive B-side. They provide nice 
bookends to some of the “new” styles 
in the air during the time period, with 
the Testors presenting a more serious, 
straightforward rock/power pop take 
and the Penetrators delivering their tunes 
with tongues in cheeks. Comes with 
faithful reproductions of the original 
covers and a download card for those 
wanting access to digital versions of the 
tracks and additional tuneage. –Jimmy 
Alvarado (Windian)

PENNYWISE: All or Nothing: CD
Probably the hardest band member to 
replace in a band is the lead singer. 
Some of these changes have produced 
positive results, and, in some cases, 
a stronger fanbase. Of course, some 
swaps have become complete disasters. 
But bands need to move forward, and 
I understand the need to hold on to 
what you have earned. Fletcher and the 
boys tapped Zoli Teglas (of Ignite) to 

departure. So does the music suffer? 
Listening to this record, I say no. The 
riffs are still loud, the playing is tight, 
and the vocals are strong. “Let Us Hear 
Your Voice” is one of the better singles 
they’ve released. The title track and 
“X Generation” are also heavy hitters. 
It’s almost a shame now that Lindberg 
has returned that these songs will 
probably be tossed into the scrap heap. 
So how will All or Nothing be treated 
by Pennywise fans? Like Bad Brains 
without HR? Angry Samoans without 
Metal Mike? Only time will tell. –Sean 
Koepenick (Epitaph)



PHOENIX FOUNDATION: Silence: CD
Some unholy, unnerving amalgamation 
of pop punk, indie rock, and what 

Singer sounds like the vocalist from the 
old California band Capitol Punishment 
actually trying to sing, to which anyone 
who remembers that band can attest is 
not a good thing by any stretch. –Jimmy 
Alvarado (Passing Bells)

POLITICAL ASYLUM: 
Window on the World: CD
POLITICAL ASYLUM: 
How the West Was Won: CD
Reissues of this band’s albums three and 
four (?) courtesy of Boss Tuneage. Not 

having no experience with ‘em prior 
to this save as a band name I’ve come 
across on occasion, I’m in no position to 
map their progression from their earliest 
days. What I can say is that the stuff from 

Window on the World sounds at 
times like they were no strangers to the 
sophisto-punk of New Model Army, who 
in turn were no strangers to homegrown 

How the 
West Was Won

cover of “Don’t Want to Know If You 
Are Lonely” and in the noodly electric 
guitar work elsewhere. Throughout, 
however, the band incorporates their 

sound. Both releases are a great chance to 
revisit not only a band likely overlooked 
in favor of more popular fare, but one 
worth a second look. –Jimmy Alvarado 
(Boss Tuneage)

PORN STARS OF HORROR: From Love 
Letters to the Morgue: CD
Any band that can seriously sing the lyrics 
“We are the Porn Stars of Horror! We are 
blood drunk!” is cool in my book. This 
straightforward horror hardcore band with 
dual male and female vocals covers all 
the usual territory: Bride of Frankenstein, 
zombies, murder, etc. When the horror 
half of the band’s moniker is set aside 
in favor of the porn half, the digressions 
into gang rape and blue balls ballads get 
a bit tedious, and I could do without the 

those are thankfully outnumbered by 
the more exciting, rocking tunes. –MP 

POWERCUP / PIZZ HI FIVE: Split: 10”
The thing about grind is that if you know 
what you’re doing, you don’t really 
have to do anything special because if 
you write catchy riffs and a drummer 
that can keep time, it will always be 
good. Thus is the case with both of these 
bands. The front cover for this record 
includes six crossed out quarter notes, 
two smiley faces, four upside-down 
crosses, skulls, beer, pizza, zombies, and 
a several general depictions of chaos. 
The back cover is a picture of a dude 
putting a power drill to his head. Credits 
include references to: “Thrashcan Dan,” 
“Blast Commander,” and “The Mighty 
Wizard,” and you can play either side at 

sounds the same. You know what you’re 
getting, and you can never own enough 
goofy grind records to throw on at 
parties. –Ian Wise (Give Praise)

PROTESTANT: Reclamation: 12” EP

like they have a new record out every 
few months. I’ve liked everything I’ve 
heard from them so far. On this record 
they have drifted just a little more in 
the metal direction, especially in the 
guitars, which have that black metal 
coldness and buzzing bee sound. But, 
at the heart, it’s still hardcore (not
crust). The title track is a crusher! 
The delivery is fast and urgent, but 
what really knocks me on my ass is 
the piano that comes in at the end. It 
gives the music more emotional depth 
and conveys the mood much stronger. 
I also like how the lyrics in each of 
the songs create visuals and have a 
stronger poetic edge. –M.Avrg (Halo 

PROTESTANT: Reclamation: 12” EP
Thick and heavy d-beat in the melodic 
Swedish vein. I seem to remember this 
band being much less melodic, but I am 
digging this sound over all. There are 
some cool moments where the heavier 
side of the band takes over completely 
and allows for a cool change of pace, 
like the doomy riff that closes out the 
opening track “Home” that is certainly 
more Southern than Scandinavian, but 
the mix works well. It seems like this 
style has been done to death in the last 
ten years and I can’t really say that 
this record sticks out among the other 
End Of All or Wolfbrigade clones, but 
if the goal was “write a good d-beat 
record” they succeeded. –Ian Wise 
(Halo Of Flies)

PROWLER: On the Prowl: 7”
I know that what I am going to say is 
probably going to offend everyone 
involved with this record, but know 
that I say it as a compliment and mean 
it. The song A-side of this sounds like 
how I would imagine Lou Barlow 
doing Sebadoh as an oi band and I love 

a stripped-down but hard-driving song 
that is really well written. The songs 
on the other side are good too, but 

It’s rare to hear something fresh and 
different in this genre. I think Prowler 
is on to something. –Ty Stranglehold 
(Longshot, longshotmusic.com)

PURITY CONTROL: Coping: 7” EP
Loud, boisterous sturm und drang here, 
with lotsa screaming and hyper-thrash 
rhythms. Should go over quite well 
with Infest fans and the like. –Jimmy 
Alvarado (High Anxiety, distributed by 
No Idea)

RAGING NATHANS, THE: Self-titled: 7”
With these four songs we are introduced 
to the Raging Nathans, a band of ragtag 
punk musicians haunted by the ghost of 

punk in the Epitaph/Fat Wreck vein. 
The production is slurred enough to 
create sort of a sonic barrage, generating 
a more muddled sound through which 
the vocals pierce through. Their songs 
are melodic, but are not what one might 
call “catchy.” This rough, carpe diem, 



They demand brevity and, since it is the 
soul of wit, I will be brief. It was okay. 
–Bryan Static (Rad Girlfriend)

RATSAK: 20th Century Bricolage: 7”EP
A sorta scum-punk sound on this—mid-
tempo rhythms, straight-ahead guitars, 
and a singer that sounds like a pro-
wrestler—without the southern twang 
of the “Confederacy of Scum” set. Not 

REALITY CRISIS: Not Bound by the 
Past, We Live in the Present: LP
Must admit, I haven’t really kept up on 
this band. I saw them live when they 

their live show was pretty good, but 

of theirs a little bit later. It was a little 
better, but nothing I would go back to 
for more listens. Then this arrives in 
my review cubby hole. What’s on here 
are re-recordings with the current line 
up of old tracks from various out-of-
print EPs and compilations. They’ve 

recording captures a more energetic and 
tighter band that is out to make a sonic 
statement. There’s more urgency in the 
music than before. Each song explodes 
from the speakers and races at a manic 
pace to the very end, only to start up 
again with the thunder crack of the next 
song. Diehard fans will grab this, and for 
fence sitters, this is a pretty good place to 
get acquainted. Pressed on green vinyl, 
if you’re keeping score. “Stay free!” 
–M.Avrg (Prank, prankrecords.com)

RED DOVES: Off the Grid: 12”
A great surprise. It kicked my ass. These 
guys are off-the-chain, wild punk rock. 
I was expecting some softer, wimpy 
music with the very bland cover of a 
bird nesting in the barrel of a cannon. It 
reminded me of emo bands. These guys 
tear through the songs like they had to 
get out of the studio because they were 
being chased. It’s rare to hear punk 
rock played this well. They keep up the 
pace and the excellent musicianship 
right through to the end. This is a great 
album—it will get lots of replays in my 
house. –Rick E. (Gaphals, gaphals.se)

REPETITOR: Dobrodošli Na Okean: CD
Serbian post-punk with big riffs. A 
three-piece knocking around in the same 
ground as Wire and Noir Desir, with a 
muscularity akin to Big Black. Can’t 
understand a word they’re saying, but, 
musically, they’re a pretty convincing 
lot. –Keith Rosson (Moonlee)

REVULSION: Self-titled: CD
A collection of ten tracks spanning the 
career of a U.K. hardcore/anarcho-punk 

While there’s no shortage of the requisite 

really interesting when they start noodling 
outside of the box—in some cases right 
in the midst of all the aforementioned 

mining some odd guitar harmonies and 
taking things in unexpected directions. 
Hadn’t heard of ‘em before, so this was 
a bit of a nice surprise. –Jimmy Alvarado 
(Boss Tuneage)

RICKY C QUARTET: Small Species: LP

a good combo, and these Brits don’t 
waste a second. Leather jackets with 
no shirts and more than a nod to punk 
gods Slaughter And The Dogs, every 
song chock full of sneers and handclaps. 
What’s funny is that this band sound like 

like the Loose Lips or even the Briefs. 
There’s also a distinctive Australian 

some of the more obscure thug rock like 
Razar. If all those references are too 

Boss sounds. –Tim Brooks (Wanda, 
wandarecords.de)

RIPPER: Death Rider: 7” single
I’ve been hearing about these guys for 
sometime now. Saw a tape of theirs a few 
weeks back at a local show and was urged 
to buy it, but I lagged and was scooped by 
someone more savvy. But, I did pounce 
on this record when I was going through 
the review bins at the Razorcake bunker. 

musical guidance, but, at the same time, 
they are not a “by the numbers” clone 
band. They have slightly less low end 
in their sound and also throw in other 

and roll realm to punk. I know; you’re 
thinking, “Well, that’s Motörhead too.” 
Yeah, but these guys are a bit different. 
Kind of hard to explain, and maybe my 
mind has turned to complete mush lately. 
I like the opening of “Never Enough” 
with the bass and drums coming in right 

behind it. The tempo is moderate and 
urgent—also like the bridge towards the 
end—as it gives the song extra depth. 
The A side is the scorcher, and better 
lyrically as well. How can you not like a 
song about the Death Rider? Pretty good 
single. –M.Avrg (Blackwater)

RIVERBOAT GAMBLERS: Backsides: LP
Thanks to the vinyl re-issue label, 
Recorded Messages, this record is 

years after it was originally compiled. 
Backsides is the singles and rarities 

full-length Something to Crow About.
Twelve tracks of the high energy 
rock’n’roll punk that shows the band at 
their rawest— which isn’t too raw—but 
compared to their more recent albums, 
these tracks might as well have been 
recorded on a boombox. These days, 

and I always look forward to hearing 

production value on Something to Crow 
About and Backsides. It’s got the perfect 
gritty, Texas punk vibe that can be felt 
at their live shows. Sometimes re-issues 
can feel like they’re for completists only. 
This is not the case; these songs are still 
as great as ever. –Daryl (Recorded 
Messages, recorded-messages.com)

ROAD HOME, THE: Old Hearts: CDEP

indie rock bands like The Gaslight 
Anthem, except these guys are a little 
cleaner and even less gritty sounding. 
To me, this is indie rock just a step away 



from the mainstream, whereas this band 
would like to lead you to believe that 
they were “built on a raw foundation 
of punk rock.” If this is what passes for 

something else to call the heartfelt yet 
shitty personal racket that I’ve lovingly 
held so close to my heart and mind for 

music I love is as far away from this as it 
could possibly be. –Mark Twistworthy 
(Shield, shieldrecordings.com)

ROUGH KIDS: The State I’m In: LP
The long awaited debut full-length 
from L.A.’s most misunderstood punks 
over thirty. This is elitism at its most 
actualized. Stick around in punk, play 
enough hardcore shows, spend way too 
much money on records and instruments, 

a lot of bullshit out there. You can burn 
out and move on, or take a couple steps 
back and work at your own pace, work 
towards your own vision rather than 
what’s currently attracting attention. 
Rough Kids are just trying to be the best 
punk band they can be. The kind of punk 
that Stiff would release, or that Feral 
Ward would release. The kind of punk 

want them to look a certain way and the 
printers can’t do it. The kind of punk 
that thinks it’s weird to release an LP 

may only makes sense to you, but that 
doesn’t mean you don’t follow through 
with it. Irascible and misanthropic, with 
a steady stream of guitar leads. Rough 
Kids play a traditional U.K. punk sound 

that’s been burdened by living life in 

bad for a buncha white collar guys. 
–Daryl (Sorry State)

RUNN-A-MUCKS, THE: 
CD

I’ve seen this band’s ads and reviews 
around for years and had always written 
them off as a run-of-the-mill thrash band, 
mostly due to their kind of silly name and 
appropriation of old Marvel characters 
for all of their album sleeves. And while 

a thread of tongue-in-cheek hardcore 
running throughout —
the Runn-A-Mucks are also surprisingly 
nuanced and multi-dimensional. Which 
seems a ridiculous thing to say about an 

an Uzi on the back sleeve, but there you 
go. Elements of punk and even hard rock 
combined with thinly veiled comic book 
references (“Suspended Animation” and 
“Symbiote Saga” being the most blatant) 
are actually pretty rocking. On paper, it 
reads as possibly one of the shittiest ideas 
ever, but these guys pull it off. Couched 
somewhere between the Dwarves, The 
Humpers, and the Sons Of Hercules, 
though they’ve admittedly got a way to 
go before they can manage the swagger 

listen. –Keith Rosson (Ripping)

SAM COFFEY AND THE IRON LUNGS: 
Self-titled: 7”
Siggghhhh… there are really only 
so many ways to say “Marginally 

decent garage rock.” I’m drowning 
in this shit. –Ryan Horky (Hosehead, 
hoseheadrecords.blogspot.com)

SAM RUSSO: Storm: CD
One of the biggest trends in punk these 
days is the leveraging of a position as 
the front person of a seminal band to a 
solo career as a folk musician. We’ve 
seen it from Chuck Ragan. We’ve seen 
it from Brendan Kelly. We’ve seen it 
from Tim Barry. And why not? Once 
you’ve established a dedicated fan base, 
it makes sense to occasionally shed the 
shackles of a full band and tour with just 
your acoustic guitar. Your name on the 
bill sells tickets and without any other 
band members, you’re pocketing the 

with this crowd. A British folksinger, he 
has played in the U.K. alongside Ragan 
as well as The Loved Ones’ Dave Hause 
and Lucero’s Ben Nichols. But unlike 

of a notable punk background. He was 
never in any bands you’ve heard of. 
It’s just him and his acoustic guitar, 
starting from the ground up. And yet, 
Russo does what he does just as well, 
if not better than, most of the known 
heavyweights of this genre. His songs 
are evidence that while many of his 
musical contemporaries were out touring 
with their various bands, Russo was 
home getting his heart broken. Storm
is an album about divorce, heartbreak, 
and letting go of love. You may be 
asking, “Do we really need another one 
of those?” Maybe not. But we need this 
one. Russo’s songs are staggeringly 

beautiful. They are deeply personal yet 
universally relatable, cripplingly sad 
yet toe-tappingly catchy, intricately 
poetic yet instantly enjoyable. There’s 
nothing fancy about the production of 
this album. Russo avoids all the pitfalls 
that typically accompany albums like 
this. There are no overly dramatic piano 
ballads, no sorrowful violins, no folksy 
harmonicas. Storm is just a man, his 
guitar, and some sad stories to tell. –Dan 
Ozzi (Red Scare)

SERIOUS SAM BARRETT: Self-titled: LP
Leeds’s Sam Barrett plays rootsy, 
bluegrassy, country music with an 
authenticity that makes it appeal to 
fans of the genre and people who might 
not ever think to put on a folk record. 

choruses; how can you go wrong? The 
recording is amazingly crisp with an 
undoubtedly live quality to it. You can 
feel it in the room. A perfect addition 
to the Arkam catalog. On a side note, 
a fellow named David Broad is the 
only other musician who plays on 
this record. In a garage in Sylmar, I 
once saw him play in a band, and they 
performed the most ripping version of 
“La Bamba” I’ve ever seen. It’s forever 
burnt into my psyche. –Daryl (Arkam)

SHAME, THE: The World Is Ours: 7”

Profane Existence singles series? Has 
the world gone topsy turvy? Worse yet, 
has the world run out of crust bands? 
What does PE know about oi? A lot, 
apparently. This is legitimate, smash-



a-can-of-Guinness-on-your-forehead, 
football-actually-means-soccer oi—
angry and awesome. It’s a great way 
to kick off the series. –MP Johnson 
(Profane Existence)

SHANNON AND THE CLAMS: 
Ozma: 7” single

for today’s nostalgic-minded youth. 
“Ozma” is the better of the two here. 
It’s a song about a dog who has passed 

Jam had a hit with was about a dog as 
well.) “Apples and oranges here,” I can 

the “Muppet Babies” theme song, is 

SHOES: Black Vinyl Shoes: LP
A solid reissue from a band I’ve heard 
about but never heard more than a 
song or two. Power pop the way it 
should be, emphasis on the power. It 
only makes sense! I mean, some of 
the blahs I’ve had to sit through that 
have been hailed as power pop gems 
(The Flame? Gah!) Listening to Black
Vinyl Shoes gives me the same good 

that Radio City reissue from a few 
years back (another band that got the 
“power” part of the equation right.). 
“It Really Hurts” is really the best 
song on this slab. Bass takes the lead, 
fuzzed but still solid, lyrics heartfelt 
but not mope-y, and a searing, psych-
tinged lead midway through that ties 

it all together. The packaging is aces. 

gram vinyl, a T-shirt iron on (yes) 
and a wax paper-esque thingy glued 
to the cover (with some praise from 
Ira Robbins of Trouser Press fame, 
and a back-handed compliment from 
Robert Christgau. Seriously, that 
guy’s a dick.) I peeled off this wax 
paper-esque thingy and removed the 
glue from the cover but I’m keeping 
it in the sleeve ‘cuz it looks cool. –Sal 
Lucci (Numero Group)

SHRILLS, THE: Meltdown: LP
For those of you who thought punk 
from Orange County resembled No 
Doubt rip-offs, you’re in for a treat. 
From behind the Orange Curtain 
creeps The Shrills, a surf rock, 

some press for “Morgana,” released 
on Pink Hotel 
stage antics resulting in stitches, 

vinyl the hue of moldy key lime 
pie. Past references to The Cramps 
notwithstanding, The Shrills shriek, 
woop, and drunk stagger through 
the eleven tracks as evidenced in the 
epic “Broadzilla,” while “Teen Wolf” 
bears a disorienting narcotic lilt. For 
those of you who missed Pink Hotel,
“Morgana” is included on this release 
that raises the bar on garage. You 
need to pick this up. Even better—
go see ‘em live. Recommended. 
–Kristen K. (Resurrection, 

com, getresurrected.com)

SKIMASK: Cute Mutant: LP
A solid black cover with eye/mouth 
holes hand-cut out of it masks 
what turns out to be a three-eyed 
Spongebob inner sleeve. If you 
actually play the record, it’s loony, 
indecipherable art-garageyness that 
might be this generation’s post-
modernist answer to Hollywood 
Autopsy. I am not high enough to 
appreciate this product at present. 
BEST SONG: “Tempurpedic 
Mattress.” BEST SONG TITLE: 
Blow Up: Bubblegum.” FANTASTIC 
AMAZING TRIVIA FACT: If you 
look at the record label as it spins 
around and then you look at my 
small portable fan shaped like a 

they’re moving. HEY, i didn’t say i 
wasn’t TRYING to get high enough 
to appreciate the product! –Rev. 

SMOOTH BRAIN: Fleas: 7”
Raw punk rock goodness. Five songs 

to the point. A lot of bands come to 

comparison. The vocals are kind of 
like The Shitty Limits and it has a tiny 
bit of pop to its step, like early to mid-
era Queers. I don’t know. I do know 
that I like it and will keep an ear out 
for more from them. –Ty Stranglehold 
(Lost Cat, lostcatrecords@gmail.com, 
lostcatrecords.org)

SNUFF: 5-4-3-2-1 Perhaps?: LP
You probably already know Snuff, so 

hits/rarities thing Six of One, Half Dozen 
of Another. I wasn’t expecting this to 
ever happen, but I’m rejoicing! Snuff 
is back! Scream it from the rooftops! 
The formula is the same as it has been 

with keyboards and horns and riffs as 

are some hardcore thrash outs, some 
pub-style sluralongs and everything 
you would ever come to love and 
expect from Duncan Redmonds and 
company. Now if only they would tour 
in this direction… In the meantime, you 
should have this in your collection. –Ty 
Stranglehold (Fat, mailbag@fatwreck.
com, fatwreck.com) 

SO COW / SQUAREHEAD:
Out of Season: Split: 12”
Two contemporary Irish bands. So 
Cow: Prejudices. I have them. I like 
my pop to be ragged or at least crafted 
by people who don’t sound rich. (It’s 
called a prejudice because it doesn’t 
bear scrutiny. Yup. Fuck you, Richie 
Rich.) Pristine, bourgeois pop is like 

veneer on pulp in a world that never 
needs dusting; a world where “the 
help will take care of the mess.” My 

through the particleboard. So Cow are 
pop as all hell, but they treat their songs 
like nice pieces of real wood. They 
carefully cut like craftsman, showing 



displaying the unique character of the 
sourced material. I have a feeling that 
fans of XTC, Go Metric, and the Clean 

songs. Squarehead: We’re dealing with 
two sides of the same coin with these 
two bands. Tons of natural sunshine and 
shimmer. They bring to mind a section 
of Memphis’s Alicja Trout’s oeuvre to 
mind: Mouserocket and Alicja Pop, in 
particular. Appealing, bubbling-up pop 
that’s got just the right amounts of tang, 
sour, and non-chemical sweetness to 
balance it all out. All-around enjoyable. 

SONIC AVENUES: Self-titled: CD
Poppy punk / power pop type stuff. 
Think of a really polished Buzzcocks 
or Undertones crossed with the Hives, 
but really sugary and so cleaned up 
they have no edge at all. The songs are 
catchy, but, at the same time, they’re 
so light they won’t stick in your mind 
or have you wanting to listen to this 
again. They don’t challenge the 
preconceived notions of the genre. 
Instead, they play it safe and cling 
tightly to the formula. It’s just too 
sterile. –M.Avrg (SP, sp-records.com)

SONNY VINCENT AND THE BAD
REACTIONS: “Replica” b/w 
“Stare Down, Jokers and Clowns”: 7”
Sonny Vincent, formerly of the late 

band The Testors, is back with a 

Carbonas and Beat Beat Beat as his 

backup band. There is no evidence of 
The Testors power pop sound here, 
but instead snarling punk’n’roll, just 
as you would come to expect coming 
from ex-Carbonas members. Part 

part Oblivians primeval garage rock 
blasts, this record surely will not 
disappoint anyone who likes their 
rock’n’roll noisy, raw, and dirty. 
–Mark Twistworthy (Trend Is Dead, 
trendisdeadrecords.blogspot.com)

SPACE WOLVES: II: Cassette

reminiscent of the sadly departed 
Thee Makeout Party while also 

worship and Morrissey vocal 

to need a sense of humor in order to 

Seconds’ “Fight Your Own Fight.” 
If the singer had an English accent, 
I’d swear that these were some 
unreleased Television Personalities 
songs. “Records Alone” is my 
new anthem! Charming, fun, and 
irresistibly catchy. –Juan Espinosa 
(UT, space-wolves.bandcamp.com)

SPEED KILLS: Self-titled: 7” EP
The sound of a crowd of people 

as a pissed-off dude screaming in 
Portuguese pushes a very large rock 
behind them. Translation? Brilliant 
Brazilian hardcore in all its loud, 

and you’ve missed the whole fucking 
party. –Jimmy Alvarado (Nada Nada, 
info@nadanadadiscos.com)

SPIDER FEVER: Self-titled: LP
A full-length this time ‘round 
from this potent punk powerhouse. 
Eschewing stereotypical trappings, 
they instead tread a path that 

bands like the Dictators and earlier 
garage rockers, yet keeping their feet 

–Jimmy Alvarado (Windian)

SPOOKY, THE: Gravest Hits and Lost 
Haunts Vol. 1 & 2: 2 x CD

Dustin turned me on to a bunch of 
amazing bands from Orange County 
coming out on labels like Hostage and 
Disaster. Before I knew it, I was living 
on a steady diet of Smogtown, Smut 
Peddlers, Stitches, and The Crowd. 
When he laid the Hostage Situation
compilation on me, I was blown 
away by The Spooky. I love me some 
horror rock, but it has to be quality. 
The Spooky delivered what I needed 
in two amazing songs. Then I spent 
years trying to track down more from 
them to no avail. It was like they went 
back to the grave that they crawled 
out of. Well, it turns out that Hostage 
Records has come to my rescue again 
with the release of two CDs chock 
full of The Spooky. Although the two 
discs are sold individually, I chose 
to review them as a set because they 

really are two companion pieces. All 
of their earliest demos and compilation 

history is followed right up until 
their amazing Halloween Night
that came out last year. The thing that 
makes The Spooky stand out is their 
melodic sound. They’re not trying to 
be scary; they just write great songs 
with macabre topics. Mike Monster’s 
voice reminds me of O. from Fluf or 
Davey Tiltwheel. Sweet yet strong. 
Everything works with this band, and 

than a couple of songs to jam with. 
The cool cut and paste packaging on 
the discs is pretty great too. Thanks 
Spooky and thanks to Hostage 
for unearthing these bones! –Ty 
Stranglehold (Hostage, hstgerecords@
aol.com, hostagerecords.com)

STAY CLEAN JOLENE: “Green” 
b/w “Old Songs” and “Record”: 7”
The hardest reviews to write are the 
mediocre ones. The bands and records 
that don’t hit, nor do they deserve any 
sort of derision. They elicit no strong 
feelings. But I feel obligated to write 
something, log it in, basically say that 
I received and listened to the record 
that was sent in the mail and had a nice 
handwritten note attached. It’s part 
of the social contract to which we’ve 
tacitly agreed. I wish I liked Stay Clean 
Jolene, a British band, more than I do. 
They’ve got the earmarks of what 
I’d potentially like: All (in the bass) 



but it’s just not sinking in. Reminds 
me of a band like Nothington, who 
I’ve seen several times opening for 
bands I was excited to see, found them 
okay, but don’t remember a single 
song and would never seek out their 
music. Sorry. Excellent, honest labels 
are backing these guys. –Todd (Eager 
Beaver / GSNTGM / Drunken Sailor / 
Rad Girlfriend)

STREET EATERS: Self-titled: 12”EP
Released in time for their European 
tour, this record is six tracks (including 
a Go-Go’s and Mission Of Burma 
cover) of that soul-pumping, mind-
twisting, hard-hitting-pin-point-
precision-drumming, minimalism-by-
way-of-using-two-amps-for-one-bass 
style they’ve become known for. 
Challenging the sonic and lifestyle 
preconceptions of punk, Street Eaters 
are the glimmer of hope when your 
faith is being tested. These are songs 
of beauty and power, taking life’s 
struggles head on, and not apologizing 
for who you are. The only fault on this 
record is that six songs aren’t nearly 
enough. –Daryl (Cut The Cord That…, 
ctct-records.tumblr.com) 

SUMMER OF ‘92: Long Kesh: CD
If there’s anything I don’t typically 
love, it’s “Celtic” or “folk” punk. 
It all reeks of tradition, patriotism, 
machismo, and organized sports: 
things that I think should maintain at 
least some distance from punk rock. 
Sure, there are exceptions—The 
Pogues being a prime example—but 

for the most part, this just isn’t my 
Long Kesh

was a record I dreaded reviewing. 
It opens with a track that conjures 
clinking beer-steins and Maritime-
accented chanting. Delving a little 
more deeply though, I came to fully 
appreciate the darker undertones of the 
record, the melancholia of the lyrics, 
and the more-than-a-few Stubbs-
y nods. So yes, there are certainly 
“folky” elements to this record, but 
it’s not so easily pigeonholed. It’s not 
corny, it’s by no means funny, and it’s 

American Steel way (as opposed to 
that Dropkick Murphys or Flogging 
Molly way). Really quite impressed. 
–Dave Williams (Self-released, 

SUNDOWNERS: Self-titled: 7” EP
A potent dose of indie pop punk with 
jangling guitars and that shout/sung 
vocal style that seems all the rage 
lately. Ain’t my cup of monkey dung, 
but I can totally see how it would be 
popular. –Jimmy Alvarado (Dirt Cult)

SWEET TALK: Pickup Lines: LP

mention that this band has members 
of The Mind Spiders, Wiccans, and 
the Uptown Bums, but even without 
knowing the lineage involved this 
record can truly stand on its own. Take 
the undeniably catchy riffs from your 
favorite Cheap Trick records and layer 
the accompanying vocals with a heavy 

regard to vocal melodies and overall 
delivery). Then, add a light sprinkling 
of modern garage rock and you might 
have something close to Sweet Talk. 
Now, you might be thinking, “Fuck, 
that sounds horrible!” but, trust me—
it works in ways that many bands 
these days aspire to achieve. The 

shines the strongest on songs like 
“No Vacancies,” where the dual 
guitar leads shimmer both together 
and alone at the same time, all while 
avoiding being wanky. While this 

all eleven of these songs. The subtle 
British-sounding lilt of the vocalist 
brings to mind some of the most 

I cannot get enough of these tunes, and 
even though it’s still currently early in 
the year, I fully expect this will be on 

SWITCHBLADE KID, THE: 
Self-titled: CD
In all honesty, with a named 

with leather jacket, striped shirt, and 
sunglasses I kinda expected something 
more along the standard “punk’n’roll” 
treadmill. What instead came outta 
the speakers was some choice noise-
pop with a clear lineage directly to the 
Jesus And Mary Chain, as well as the 

Velvet Underground and the noisier, 
more rambunctious wing of the whole 
“shoegaze” thing. While things sound 

consistently strong and downright 
hummable. It’s been an interesting 
review cycle full of lots of interesting 
stuff, and this one in particular is 
entrenching itself into the noggin more 
and more with each successive listen. 
–Jimmy Alvarado (Miss Molly)

SWITCHBLADE KID, THE: 
Self-titled: LP

Angel Sluts and Turn-It-Offs delivers 
a wholly unbearable, jumbled mess 
of an album only for his preexisting 
fans. Not much rubs me the wrong way 
musically, but this record epitomizes 
the holier-than-thou, egotistical 
mentality that critics of the Memphis 
garage scene typically overstate. 
There’s no overstating how trying this 
LP is, though. Destined to languish in 
the bottom of garage punk collector 
bins for all eternity, someone entered 
the studio either too soon or with an 

when these tracks were laid down. 
Yuck. –Art Ettinger (Miss Molly, 
missmollymusic.storenvy.com)

SYNTHETIC ID: Apertures: 12” EP
Interior designers have well over two 
hundred names for white. Within 
this tiny spectrum of light where all 

band. Navajo. Eggshell. Cream. Off 
white. Synthetic Id sounds like snow 



blindness and fever. They sound 
like white walls—white on white, 
separated by the gloss of the enamel. 
They also sound crazy, but contained 
in this hygienic-by-design container 

conjuring images of the Minutemen’s 
knack of unlatching a barrage of songs 
that are distinct to themselves, but 
continuations on a sealed theme. They 
also share DNA with Giant Haystacks 
and The Fall, where they sound like 
they’re going in twelve directions at 
once, but still never neglect the song’s 
intention of being rocket propellant. 

THEM MARTYRS: Wretched: EP
A technical, tight, metallic hardcore 
album without a lyric sheet. What’s 
that all about? I was super stoked 

they got “melodic.” Not “they,” 
just the vocals, and just for some 
random parts. But still… on every 
song. Seriously, if it wasn’t for that, 
this would be super rad and hold its 

The Bled. Wait, I take that back, I 
have no idea what the fuck this guy is 
even saying. That still matters, right? 
–Rene Navarro (Champion Edition, 
championeditiontapes@gmail.com)

THINGZ, THE: Step Right Up: LP
Long time locals, The Thingz, have 
run the Long Beach/Orange County 
club circuit. Chances are if you saw 
a punk show in that area in the past 

seven years, you probably caught 
one of their comedic, garage punk 
performances. Their latest full length 
boasts gorgeous, cartoony Venture 
Bros.-style sketches by Paul Sharar. 
“Introduction” cements their circus 
sideshow theme by instructing 
listeners to step up and give your entry 
admission to witness the spectacle 
of Kim, Mike, and Jason. Pulling 

echo male and female vocals as in 
“Mammalcentric,” over a thrumming 
bass line, while gang vocals are used 
in “Bacon Slap,” a bouncy homage 
to barbeque. “Secret Chamber” bears 

camp, a band they’ve been liberally 
and rightfully compared to. Clever 
production and a good intro for those 
who aren’t familiar with these cats. 
Recommended. –Kristen K. (Self-
released, thethingz.bandcamp.com)

THIS MOMENT IN BLACK HISTORY: 
LP

Less heavy than Public Square,
is possibly as 

straight forward as TMIBH can get. 
Ohio rock’n’roll on a steady diet of 
hallucinogens and battery acid. How 
does a band expand in every direction 
and maintain? Punk beats meet 
spaced-out head-bang destruction. 
Synth chaos and bass dominance. 
I have the feeling that this band is 
capable of making some of the best 
soulful rock’n’roll and some of the 
most droning, harsh noise one can 
hope to listen to. The compromise is 

a musical catalog full of innovation 
and discovery. Blowing your own 
fucking mind and bringing the 
listeners with you. It’s always worth 
the ride. –Daryl (Smog Veil / Snax)

TODD CONG’S TIME 
TO BE A PUSSY: 7” EP
Following the trajectory of the 
previous People in the Sand
Clown Sounds + Clown Frowns
LP, this is Todd C. (Recess/TTK/
URTC/FYP) herding a small box of 
songs like newborn kittens. They’re 
rambunctious, playful, and fuzzy. 
They won’t hurt anyone. So, if you’re 

Kill (if there are such people) or think 
that FYP is way too feral—a type of 
band where fans show appreciation by 
pooping in urinals at their shows—this 
is ukulele- and banjo-infused (guessing 
this part), tapped-not-bashed drum 
stuff that’s totally enjoyable. It’s also 

guess is that more people would be 
digging it. If your musical tastes aren’t 
guided by principals like fashion, 
website hits, and lifestyle cocaine 
usage, it’s a green light. Recorded at 
Todd’s Clown Sound studios. Finally, 
a record that says “Play loud or quiet.” 
–Todd (Lauren)

TOTAL TRASH: Self-titled: 7” EP
If you like your punk/hardcore 
sloppy and primal, look no further. 
This is that in spades, with grunted, 
unintelligible vocals to boot. –Jimmy 
Alvarado (Deranged)

TREASURE FLEET: 
Future Ways: LP
Conventional wisdom is that drugs 
make people less reliable. The 
response to someone saying “I just 
took a ton of acid” is never, “Man, 
you’re gonna be the next President 
of the United States.” (And mean it.) 
So, explain to me how Isaac Thotz is 
able to traipse through psychedelia, 
early Kinks, the Zombies, The 
Animals, The Monks, and a bunch 
of sunshiney, Anglophile-weird-and-
fluctuant stuff and come out the end 
sounding smarter, expansive-as-shit, 
and on top of his game? I’ve seen and 
heard far more than my fair share 
of all-flash, no-cash, electrocuted-
Tribble-haircutted, ass-sticking-out 
“revival” bands attempting this 
and failing miserably. The Makers, 
for instance. So, here you have a 
humble, soft-spoken, ultra-nice guy 
who happens to be in another one of 
the best current bands on the planet, 
The Arrivals, and he nails psych pop 
perfection like it’s the most natural, 
effortless thing in the world. All the 
time posers spent cramming their 
feet into skinny shoes, getting their 
man-nails done and their pubes 
tweezed, and sniffing lines arrowed 
towards major label support, Isaac 
listened to and played his way onto 

They’ve already gone platinum. At 
least at Razorcake; at least in my 
mind. I love this stuff. A true piper 
at the gates of Blue Island.
 –Todd (Recess)



TUTU & THE PIRATES / 
HOTLIPS MESSIAH: Get Weird: 7” EP
Holy toilet seats! First new music 
from Tutu since the Bronze Age! 
Amazing! Okay, I’ll calm down and 
get to the meat and potatoes here. Two 
songs from each band. Tutu: I dig 
both songs, but “American Taliban” 
wins by a nose. Hotlips: never heard 
of these dudes, but they sure do 
bring it. Short and sweet with plenty 
of hooks. Served up with a creepy 
cover for your viewing pleasure. Get 
your ass to the record store and Get
Weird! Or order online to save gas. Do 
what you have to do to get this into 
your heavy rotation. –Sean Koepenick 
(Sexy Baby)

TYVEK: On Triple Beams: CD
An infectious mix of sloppy garage 
punk (though it could very well be I’m 
being fooled into this assumption by 
guitars that sound distorted by volume 
levels rather than stomp-boxes), alt-
rock, and more arty fare. Like many of 
their In The Red peers, they can kick 
up a mighty thick cloud of loud, but on 
songs like “Wayne County Roads,” the 
cacophony is tempered by some catchy 
choruses that’ll have you singing along 
before you realize what yer doin’. 
–Jimmy Alvarado (In The Red)

ULTAMATEMOST HIGH, THE: 
Self-titled: 7”
These guys are throwing down some 
sleazy, garage punk/rock’n’roll 
sounds reminiscent of the later 
years of New Bomb Turks. Good 

stuff. Thick production, but not too 
glossy. I bet they rip it up live. –Ty 
Stranglehold (High Society)

UNDERGROUND ALLIANCE: 
We Are the Underground Alliance: CD
Underground Alliance are one of the 
bands more active bands to come 
out of the East L.A. backyard punk 

those who’ve been keeping score will 
recall that this is literally my home 

so if you’re expecting some unbiased 
review, you’re sadly mistaken, kiddo. 
Their roots in the backyards are very 
much in evidence, from a largely 
straightforward approach to the 
songs to the preponderance of polka 
beats to “pogo punx” references, 
but lead singer Tony Voltage is not 
afraid to temper songs delivered with 
a singsong gruffness about drinking 
and fucking with others addressing 
more serious topics—scene politics, 
respect for earlier punk generations, 
governmental corruption, and basic 
anarchist tenets—in a way that is 
more pointed than the vague rants 
at a nebulous “system” employed 
by more popular bands trying to 
appear “street” without upsetting 
any potential corporate sponsors. No 
doubt some things that might raise 
some eyebrows, like the lyrics to 
“Addicted to Women” (and seeing 
as I’m responsible for a song entitled 
“I Fuck the Dead” I’m in no position 
whatsoever to pass judgment), and 
their adherence to the backyard punk 

conventions might be off-putting 
to some, but on the whole this is a 

what’s to come. –Jimmy Alvarado 
(Innocence Lost)

UV RACE / NATIVE CATS: Split: 7” 
I admit it: I’m totally late to UV 
Race. I have both their LPs. They 
never grabbed me, although my wife 
thought they were amazing. She 
might have been right because their 
side of this split is fucking killer: 
totally disjointed music in a Swell 
Maps/not-quite-Krautrock vein. Not 
knowing when a song starts or ends is 
typically the mark of a great record. 
(There are four songs on their side 

opening track at the end—an element 
to Kraftwerk’s music that always 
worked so well. Native Cats bring 
a solid track. Sort of Tuxedomoon. 
But it’s the A side that’s winning me 
over. –Ryan Leach (Ride The Snake, 
ridethesnakerecords.com/bark) 

VAMPIRE LEZBOS: Self-titled: CD

Vampire Lezbos not too long ago via 
the documentary Spokanarchy! I found 
them to be one of the better bands on 
the soundtrack and so the chance to 
check out the twenty-three songs on 
the self-titled release was welcomed. 

LP and ten demo versions of songs 

Eight of the ten demo songs are also 

bonus material redundant, although 
it is interesting to note the difference 
the vocalist makes on the songs. As 
far as the sound, though, it’s straight 
up hardcore punk, with perhaps more 
emphasis on the punk than hardcore. 
The songs are aggressive, generally 
fast, and occasionally a bit odd (“Stop 
Killing the Seals,” “Ogon Warrior”) 
in that the content seems out of place 
compared to the rest of the material. 
While it may be due to having heard 
the songs on the Spokanarchy! 
soundtrack, the tracks “It Hurts” and 
“Plasma” were standouts, but nothing 

hardcore punk and think you’ve heard 
most everything, chances are you 
haven’t heard this gem. I’d suggest 
giving the Lezbos a spin. You might 
be pleasantly surprised. –Kurt Morris 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: Dangerhouse 
Vol. Two: Give Me a Little Pain!: LP
The last second and a half of The 
Eyes’ “Eniwetok” sums it up. This 
is punk bursting at the seams. This 
is the development of a sound that 
we’re still exploring. Luckily, 
Dangerhouse was there to put out 
these classic records and Frontier 
has made sure they aren’t lost in 

art; this is punk history, as alive as 
ever. You can’t go wrong with these 
songs. –Daryl (Frontier)



VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
NY/CY Hardcore Connection: CD
Quite possibly the dumbest 
hardcore compilation I’ve ever 
heard. Unbelievable. A collection 
of bottom-of-the-barrel hardcore 
bands that lack any depth or vision. 
A couple are decent, but as you get 
towards the end and hit bands like 
Carnage Krew, Side Swiped (the 
shittiest of the batch, with a real 
gem of a song called “Hor”), and the 
bands that follow, it just sinks down 
to the lowest common denominator. 
One band likes to repeat “fuck you, 
fuck you” over and over. Granted, 
bad reviews generally spark reader’s 
interest in checking out turd music, 
so if you really must hear this, just 
troll the dollar bins at your local 
record shop. –M.Avrg (United Riot, 
unitedriotrecords.com)

WARTORN:
Domestic Terrorist: 7”
The third entry in the impressive 
Profane Existence single series 
comes from the stalwarts of 
Wisconsin crust, Wartorn. For nearly 
a decade, Wartorn has delivered 
record after record of brain-
wrecking brilliance, consistently 

destructive sound. While this record 
doesn’t necessarily break new 
ground, touches like the wild guitar 
solo on “Under Oath” makes it stand 
out from the countless samey-same 
bands that thrive on this genre. –MP 
Johnson (Profane Existence)

WET NURSE: 
Daily Whatever: LP
Wet Nurse is an all-woman trio who 
play clean guitar punk with sugary vocal 
harmonies. I want to compare them to 
All Girl Summer Fun Band, but they 
are more cigarettes ‘n’ beer than tea 
‘n’ blankets, defying all twee reference 
points with rock’n’roll spiked riffs, 
spite in the lyrics and what appears to 
be a wicked sense of humor—just look 
at the photos on the back cover, where 
each band member is staring into space 
while spilling something. –Chris Terry 
(Astro Girl)

WHITE WALLS: Self-titled: CD
Odd duck here. There’s a bit of 
shoegaze bluster here, but, on the 
whole, it sounds up to its eyeballs in 
mid-period Sonic Youth. The guitars 
are often much more overdriven than 
that more celebrated band usually 
employs, but there’s also less of an 
edge to the songs here. A bit derivative, 
I reckon, and the songs kinda blend 
into one another, but not a bad listen 
on the whole if you thought Daydream 
Nation or Goo were nifty. –Jimmy 
Alvarado (Poison City)

WILSON ST. PUB & SLUTHOUSE 
BAND: Pirates of the West Bench: CD
This is country horror in the 

It’s country in the sense that it 
has acoustic guitars and a bit of a 
twang. It’s horror in the sense that 
there are a bunch of songs about 
zombies (“Zombie Girl,” “Red Neck 

Zombie,” etc.). I don’t get the sense 
that these dudes have spent a lot of 
time blasting Waylon and watching 
Fulci movies, and that they just kind 
of threw this together because they 
thought it was a fun idea and it’s 
not where their hearts are. If you’re 

that knows that redneck is one word, 

WYMYNS PRYSYN: “Waste Yr Life” 
b/w “Keep It Simple”: 7”
Churning, dark garage rock with 
slurred ‘n’ snotty Darby Crash vocals, 
creative riffs, and a palpable air of 
danger. Great concept, but they need 
to tune the bass to the guitar and cut 
“Waste Your Life” in half. –Chris 
Terry (pygmyrecords.com)

WYMYNS PRYSYN: “Waste Yr Life” 
b/w “Keep It Simple”: 7”
 “Waste Your Life” is a solid bit of 
rockin’ with a strong riff and vocals 
that drone more than sing. “Keep It 
Simple” is a wee bit more esoteric, 
with a darker, more complex structure, 
but no less compelling. Good stuff, 
great cover art. –Jimmy Alvarado 
(Pygmy, pygmyrecords.com)

XAXAXA: 
Siromašni I Bogati: CD
A little faster and more engaging 
that their debut, Tango Revolucioner,
Siromašni I Bogati is a unique record 
that anybody who hears can’t help 
but inquire about. The vocals are 
completely sung in Macedonian 

and delivered in that yell-whisper 

Dischord references. The music isn’t 

creating an overall mood. It’s dreary 
and solemn without being a bummer. 
It’s punchy and aggressive without 

complicated record. I’ve listened to 
it almost everyday for weeks and it’s 
only getting better. –Daryl (Moonlee / 
Napravi Zaedno, napravizaedno.com) 

YOUTHBITCH: 
Don’t Fuck This Up!: LP
Pop/garage Dirtnap Records 
hopefuls. I can’t complain that there 
seems to be dozens of bands that 
sound like this nowadays. It’s an 
unstoppable combination: sugary 
melodies with the speed cranked to 
eleven and the production values 

simple, it’s rough, and it’s elegant 
in its practicality. Youthbitch is a 
rare band, in that its terrible name 
is surpassed by their solid music. If 
they are able to keep up this level of 
fun, then I see nothing but an exciting 
future for the guys in Youthbitch. 
–Bryan Static (Jonny Cat)

Read 18,913 more record reviews at 
razorcake.org/record-reviews
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ALL THINGS ORDINARY #5, $4 or 
trade, photocopied, 5 ½” x 8½”, 32 pgs.
“I met up with Sheena and Alex after 
that and got a mediocre slice of vegan 
pizza. Then we went back to the hotel 
room early and hung out and were lazy. 
I wanted to go to bed early due to the 
amount of driving we had the next 
day, but I wasn’t tired so I stayed up 
pretty late on the computer.” I expected 
more wit and insight from one of the 
founders of ThirstyDudes.com, but All 
Things Ordinary is not just a clever 

ANIMAL KINGDOM #1, $6, 
10” x 7½”, offset, 52 pgs.
Like compilations, anthologies are 
generally a mix of the good and the 

Animal Kingdom
is a comic anthology that, to be frank, 

Either the stories were so steeped in a 
kind of indiscernible existential crisis 
or the comics themselves were laid out 

going on. The most successful were 

Zane Grant and Jonathan Spies, about a 
warlock and his apprentice staking out 
a questionable BBQ establishment. –

ARMING THE STRIPPER #2,
$3, 8 ½” x 5 ½”, copied, 28 pgs.
This is Danielle’s new one about 

issue, but I think the writing is much 
stronger this time around: vignettes 
about fake boobs, drug use in the 
industry, interactions with various 
customers, and more slice-of-life 
anecdotes. Danielle’s perspective 
provides a pretty fascinating and 
articulate look at a club’s inner 
workings— and I think it’s also worth 
noting that she doesn’t feel damaged 
by the job. In fact, she thinks it rules, 
at least most of the time. The layout 
is pretty standard cut-and-paste, but 
the visuals do consist mostly of naked 

ladies, so there’s that. Nicely done. –

AWAY WITH ALL CARS, $2, 
8½” x 11”, photocopied, 30pgs.
What effect have cars and motor 
vehicles made on this planet? This zine 
tries to answer just that. The author 
takes possibly the most extreme view 
on motor vehicles I have ever seen, 
but that’s not a bad thing. The zine 
takes the stance that cars are burdens 
on society and the entire planet, green 
or not. While I don’t necessarily agree 
with everything it says, this zine makes 
a damn good argument for its cause. 
It pointed out a lot of things that have 
never occurred to me, someone who 
has been driving for years. If you kill 
someone with a car, it’s manslaughter, 
not murder. We drive because we love 
the risk. We are raised to love the risk; 
to want our own cars, to want faster 
cars, and to drive dangerously. How 
many structures have been decimated 
simply for parking lots? Have you 
ever come to the realization that cars 
spend the majority of their life sitting 
still, just taking up space? As more and 
more people get cars because of the 
distance from where they work, public 
transportation is slowly waning and the 
quality of it is getting lower and lower. 
This zine highlights these, and many 
other amazingly obvious problems 
with motor vehicles that most people 
don’t even think of. This zine is very 
well written and opened my eyes to 

worth picking up if you see it. –James 

BLACK PELICAN PHOTO ISSUE #1,
$.50, 5 ½” x 8 ½”, photocopied, 42 pgs.
If I understand the gist of this thing 
I’m holding, it’s a “photo zine.” I put 
it in quotation marks because I really 
don’t consider these things zines. Push 
a button, have a picture, photocopy 
picture, have a zine. Somehow, that’s 
just not enough for me. At the very 
least, this isn’t just one person’s 
collection of photos. There are four 
photographers showing their hard work 

to the world. I really hope someone 
caught at least a hint of sarcasm. The 

one photograph in a zine last night, 
taken by Jimmy Alvarado, and that one 
picture is better than this whole thing. It 
says “photo issue” on the front, so I’m 
hoping if I ever run across this again 
there might be some actual content. I 
took it on the Metro and threw it back 
in my bag after just one station. If you 
measure your zines by how long they 
can satisfy you while enduring public 

–Rene Navarro (blackpelican.info)

CIUDAD MAS FEA 
DEL MUNDO, LA #2, $1, 
5 ½” x 8 ½”, photocopied, 22 pgs.
The title translates to The Ugliest City 
in the World, which, according to the 
writer, is his hometown of Caracas 
in Venezuela. The writer seems to 
have his reasons, and his hate is 
real, almost matching my hate of 
San Diego, California. This is really 
short and sweet. The layout is super 
basic and punk. It’s very well written 
and in Spanish, which is an extra 
treat. Within are some travel stories 
that see our narrator trek through 
Chile and Argentina, a short (true) 
story, cool pictures, and some music 
reviews. All great stuff! I think the 
writer’s straight-forward style and his 
openness about his emotions—as they 
relate to what he feels punk should be 
as compared to the reality he faces 
in his travels—is what really won 
me over. Really hope I come across 
another issue. –Rene Navarro (Rafael 

FIFTH ESTATE Vol. 47 #3, $4, 
offset, 7 ½” x 10 ½”, 48 pgs.
Long-running anti-authoritarian 
magazine gives a radical perspective 
on education in this issue, with articles 
on home schooling, free schools, 
unschooling, student activism, and the 
purpose of a school system. Glad to 
have this dropped in my lap, as I am 
three years into a career in education 

and still questioning my role as an 

FURY, THE #21, $3, 
8 ½” x 7”, 48 pgs.
I like the idea behind a photography 
issue of a zine. I appreciate that the 

to a digital camera, as it takes more 
skill than just “snapping away like a 
movie camera,” as the author puts it. 
Some of the pictures are really great 
and they span approximately a dozen 
years and all over the United States (as 
well as Indonesia). It was great to see 
pics from bands I remembered from 
back in the day, like Seven Days of 
Samsara and John Brown Battery. In 
doing a photography issue of a zine, 
it’s important that the photographs are 
clear, something that suffers at times in 
this issue. And while I liked the idea of 

copies include an original photo, the 
cover of the zine wasn’t printed well 
and it left dusty black ink all over my 
hands and anything else it touched. 
We’re not talking Maximum Rock’n’roll 
type ink stains, but almost a dust. It was 
really annoying and I eventually had to 
rip the cover off just to read the zine. 
While there was commentary of stories 
behind some of the photos, it would 
have been interesting to know more 
about each of the bands or the situations 
in which the pictures were taken. And 
for the commentary that was included, 
make sure you proofread! Overall, a 
good concept, but some improvements 
would be nice to see for the next issue 
like this. Kurt Morris (Mark Novotny, 
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GENEVA13 #18, $3, $2, 
5 ½” x 8 ½”, copied, 60 pgs.
This issue of Geneva13 focuses on 
apples. Geneva, New York is lousy with 
apples, has a long history of apples, and 
has the honor of been the locus of sixty-
six invented apple varieties. Through a 
series of interviews, recipes, DIY hard 
cider instructions, and photos, I learned 
more about apples in sixty pages than 
I ever previously knew about apples. 
I found it fascinating. The cornerstone 
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“Like compilations, 
anthologies are 
generally a mix 
of the good and 
the bad.”

–Keith Rosson 
ANIMAL KINGDOM #1



of G13 is its in-depth interviews, 
which take up the bulk of this issue. 
These interviews cover the entire 
lifecycle of apples: from seedlings, 
through blossoming, from harvest to 
farmers markets, road-side stands, and 
supermarkets. The science of apple 
genetics is covered by Professor of 
Agriculture and Life Sciences, Susan 
Brown. The commerce of how an 
apple gets to market is discussed by 
Joe Nicholson, the owner of Red Jacket 
Orchards, a family-run business since 

fruit trees. The labor of picking fruit is 

addressed in a bilingual interview with 
José Ochoa, a local apple and hops 
harvester, with the translation provided 
by José’s daughter, Maria. Geneva13
is one of my favorite zines. It’s a high 
watermark for what community-based 
zines should strive for. I urge everyone 

MAXIMUMROCKNROLL #357,
$4 U.S.-Canada, 8 ½” x 11”, 
newsprint, 128 pgs.
This issue of MRR gave me the fantastic 
news that my friend is getting her book 
published (Hi, Imogen) and reminded 
me of the tragic news of Sarah Kirsch’s 
passing. I’ve been a fan of Sarah’s 
music since I was in eighth grade, 
when the weird, twisting labyrinths 
of the internet sent me to a download 
of Please Inform The Captain This Is 
A Hijack, and kept discovering more 
of her varied output over the better 
part of a decade following that. A truly 
inspirational and full life. She will be 
missed. Interviews this time around 
consist of Forward, Hounds Of Hate, 
Kicker, Contorture, Nothing, Beatnik 
Termites, Lunatic Fringe, and Detonate 
Records. Coolest looking band in this 

of traditional spiky punk wear and the 
look of N.W.A. ten years later in their 
group shot. The reviews, interviews, 
and columns are plenty. Nothing in 
here is too spectacular, but, as always, 
there’s plenty to pick over and this 
magazine continues to draw me in and 
fascinate me every time I pick it up. 

MEDIA JUNKY #17, 
$1 stamps or a nice letter, photocopied, 
5 ½” x 8 ½”, 8 pgs.
This is a review zine for the analog 
world. Every publication and release 
written about can be mail ordered and 

comes from a fringe perspective. The 
mailing addresses and collage layout 

digging further into the underground. 
Important stuff. –Chris Terry (PO Box 

OVERGROWN TOMB #4, free, 
8 ½” x 11”, photocopied, 12pgs.
Overgrown Tomb is a zine based 
just outside of Philadelphia that 
showcases local Philadelphia bands. 
This particular issue interviews the 
bands On Top, Brutus, and Ashencult. 

On Top is a rock/metal band, and 
they mostly talk about keeping the 
rock tradition going and their second 
upcoming album. Brutus is a rock 
band from the Czech Republic and 
they talk about how their new album 
did that year and their future plans. 
Ashencult is a black metal band from 
Philadelphia, and one of my personal 
favorite local bands. The interview 

album (which is amazing). There is 
also a featured album at the end. It’s a 
very short read, but the interviews are 
interesting and give you insight into 
what makes those band tick. –James 

PILTDOWNLAD #4,
$2 US, $3 North America, $4 World, 
4 ¼” x 7”, photocopied, 40 pgs.
“I’ve become very lazy and cynical 
in my old age,” Kelly writes in the 
intro to this zine. If that’s true of his 
person, this zine doesn’t show it. The 
smaller pieces in here largely focus on 
reviewing and encouraging other zine 

L.A. Zine Fest, where he walks around 

them (and their creators) glowingly. He 
positively reviews a handful of zines 
he’s picked up recently in the back 
of the zine. The centerpiece here is a 
story called “The Nasty Oh-Dear,” a 

of Kelly and his brother’s entrance 
into the foster care system. I’m not a 
huge fan of his writing style—Kelly’s 
on too good of terms with platitudes 
and overused expressions for my 
liking—but it is honest and from the 
hip. His writing style, in tandem with 
candidness and earnestness, is most 
effective in the “What’s in a Name?” 
story, where he explains the unusual 
name of the zine and elaborates on 
his dogged pursuit of hardcore punk 

small-town Alabama—a detective 
story of sorts that takes him right to the 
doorstep of the D.C./Dischord scene. 
–Dave Brainwreck (Kelly Dessaint, 

RADVOCATE, THE #8, $4, 
8 ½” x 5 ½”, copied, 40 pgs.
With its focus on short stories and 
art, The Radvocate reminds me of the 
earnest, sloppy, but very sincere small 
press journals that were so vital to my 
own introduction to zine culture. This 
issue is rough around the edges, and 
there’s plenty of stuff that’s really not 

very good. And yet a few gems shine 

written by the editor’s grandfather about 
his time in Europe during WWII, and a 

who turns into a deer. –Keith Rosson 

RAILROAD SEMANTICS #2, 
$7.95, 5 ½” x 7”, offset, 96 pgs. 
Here we have a properly bound zine/
book from a train-hopping traveler, 
telling stories in a diary-style type 
format, from his travels focusing 
on Oregon and Northern California. 
You’re probably thinking, “Oh great, 
yet another zine of shittily written 
stories from some stupid, crusty, train 
hobo punk,” much like I was when I 
saw this in my pile of things to review. 
Much to my surprise, this description is 
just about as far from accurate as I could 
have possibly guessed. These stories 
are really well written, interesting, 
and insightful. Accompanying the 
stories are many photos (all taken 
personally by the author during these 
travels) as well as other railroad related 
schematics, maps, and news article 
clippings related to the stories within. 
It’s an excellent read, and I would 
totally recommend it to anyone looking 
to peek into the world of a train-hopper 
or those interested in train culture. 
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RUBBERNECK #5, 
8 ½” x 11”, printed, 44 pgs.
You’re likely familiar with Rubberneck
by now. It’s a photo zine that compiles 
shots of the Austin, Texas garage-punk 
scene. The photos are always great 
(black and white) and the paper stock 
is heavy and expensive. As the zine’s 
progressed, it’s included new columns 
(notably the dubious but humorous 
advice from Wes Coleman and record 
reviews). Reviewer Miranda Fisher is a 
feisty one, likely riding the iconoclastic 

high achieved from reading the
Nick Tosches Reader and Psychotic 
Reactions and Carburetor Dung in 
rapid succession. Not sure why she 
spends a few hundred words knocking 
London Calling. Pretty useless and that 
paper stock is expensive. (Space could 
have been better used to describe how 
awesome the new People’s Temple LP 
is.) But props to her for handling just 
about all the writing duties. I really 
dig the new comics included in this 
issue—getting back to the essence of 
early zines. Rubberneck even has ads in 
this issue (almost breaking even now, 

Renate, huh?). Speaking of ads, there’s 

Arthur’s Manhunt LP due for release 

one the best albums released this year.
Rubberneck is well worth the price 
of admission and is hand numbered 
for all you collector types. Bonus: A 
Greg Cartwright photo for your locker! 
–Ryan Leach (rubberneckzine.com) 

SLINGSHOT #111, free, 
17 ½” x 22 ½”, newspaper, 15 pgs.
Slingshot is a radical anarchist newspaper 
that runs out of Berkeley, CA on a 
quarterly basis. Seeing as I live on the 

ever read an issue, and I enjoyed the 
hell out of it. While a lot of the articles 
in the paper were strictly West Coast 
events, there were a good amount that 
had broader topics. This issue’s articles 
mainly cover the aftermath of the Occupy 
movements that were going on earlier 

stories of run-ins with the law. There was 
also an article somewhat criticizing the 
Occupy movement, which is really nice 
and somewhat rare to see. (Personally, 
the Occupy movements were nowhere 
near what they could/should have been.) 
I also really liked the article on “White 
Privilege and Capitalism.” It touched on 
racism issues that most try not to jump 
into, but it remained genuine and I agreed 
with it for the most part. There are also 
articles accounting for shootings by 

research, sitting/laying bans on sidewalks 
in Berkeley, and the PDX Bike Swarm. 
This issue also has a reviews section 
and some absolutely sick centerfold art. 
Given the fact that this is free, there is 
no reason you shouldn’t pick it up if you 

STRONG HEARTS #4, $1, 
8½” x 11”, photocopied, 72pgs.
Facts, facts, facts. This zine is 
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  “Not sure why she spends a few hundred words 
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piece. While the author admits, and 
even warns, that he is extremely 
biased, I think he does a decent job 
about not blurting out opinions as 
opposed to facts. There is an article 

on Canadian seal slaughter from 

government-involved massacres in 
Mexico and Ireland; mass factory 
farming; America and all the 
abuse and neglect that accompany 
it; and strategies and tactics that 
motivate action, as opposed to 
apathy. Everything is extremely 
well written, albeit my copy was, 

copying. As I said before, this zine 
offers tons of info on all of these 
topics, which are so elaborate they 
could be their own zines. This zine 
is somewhat dated because it was 

articles, unfortunately, still have a 
lot of ground today. This is not a 
light read, and if you have the time, 
it’s a great informative zine to soak 

TNS RECORDS #14, $2.50, 
8 ½” x 5 ½”, copied, 36 pgs.
This cool zine dedicated to DIY punk 
in Manchester, England is loosely 
based around TNS Records and its 
bands. It manages to be a focused and 
spirited effort, run by a group of people 
that seem incredibly organized, and is 
much more than a label peddling its 
catalog. The layout’s a little dry but 
cleanly laid out and still better than the 
majority of zines covering this sort of 
stuff. There are interviews with plenty 
of bands, mostly in the U.K., as well 
as folks doing radio shows, festivals, 
and distros. There are interesting 
columns about the state of DIY punk, 

downloading, and the concept of 
nihilism as a cultural focal point in 
British politics. Similar in scope to, 
say, Geneva 13
more focused on punk, this zine is a 
community-based, contributor-heavy 

effort with its heart right on its sleeve. 
Well done. I know I’ll be checking 
out some bands mentioned here. 

ZINE WORLD #31, $3 U.S., 
$4 Canada, 8 ½” x 11”, 
photocopied, 28 pgs.

I am writing a zine review of a zine 
comprised entirely of zine reviews. 
For some reason, I thought this kind of 

but here Zine World is, staring me in 
the face, taunting me with the task 
of enacting a nightmare where I start 

reading the zine reviews in MRR and 
every time I turn the page there’s more 
of them... and more... and more... and 
this is coming from someone who likes 
reading reviews. The problem here 
for me is that I don’t have an ounce 

of stock in this—I don’t want to read 
this many zine reviews, and the zines 
within were nothing to make me perk 
up and take notice. But, for someone 
else, this could be captivating. I 
imagine if this were book of fried 
chicken reviews, I would be sucked in. 
As it is, I could only take it for what 
it was—a shot somebody took that 
completely missed me, which is okay 
because I looked around and saw I 
was not its mark. –Dave Brainwreck 

1,848 more zine reviews
 can be found at razorcake.org

“Facts, facts, facts. This zine is bursting with facts.”
–James Meier | STRONG HEARTS #4
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The Annotated Boris: Deconstructing the Lyrical Majesty of 
Boris the Sprinkler (And Other Tales as the Need Arises)
By Rev. Nørb, 288 pgs.

Nørb’s self-published book is crazy. I don’t say that lightly. It’s batshit, but 
carefully constructed. I believe that it’s designed to be digested bit-by-bit, poop-
by-poop. But I think that reading it in small pinches may rob it of its collective 
power. The premise is ludicrous. The execution is on-the-page mathematical. 
Yet, there is precision in the mayhem. Overarching themes and stories bridge the 
dazzling array of min-oo-tia. 

In the major publishing world, there are trends in what types of books get 
published, what types of books receive awards. One trend is what I call “cute 
deconstruction.” McSweeney’s has made an empire selling yuppies their own 
irony. A fatal hole in cute deconstruction is that it often eliminates two important 

things like constant shifts in narrative, perspective, and time. I’ve read two books 
that have recently won the Pulitzer Prize that do this constant shifting while 
name-dropping and coveting expensive wines, designer clothes, and bourgeois 
neighborhoods. People love these books. People adore slick advertising.

The premise of Annotated Boris is this: Reverend Nørb, the lead singer and 
a major songwriter for the Green Bay, Wisconsin punk band Boris The Sprinkler, 
answers the simple question that he was never asked when the band was active. 
“What’s the meaning of that song?” Nørb jumps in, line by line, through his 
extensive catalog, zinging like a superball of energy from one topic to another, 

memory and astonishing recall. He wrote his memories down. In book terms, 
that’s called a memoir. A bonus is that a large part of the subtext is the meteoric 

of its very involved players. It’s as honest as any account I’ve ever read. 2.) 
As Nardwuar the Human Serviette is to Canada, Nørb is to America: a true 
original—a loner, Dottie, a rebel—who’s secret weaponry isn’t mere shtick but 
knowing more than anyone else in the room about a certain topic and working 
harder in the background than they’d ever suspect. As much as Nørb’s a dude 
in an antlered helmet guzzling two-liters of diet soda and spazzing out, there’s 
a deeply individual person who doesn’t feel—and will probably never will—he 

My own harebrained theory about the book that partially warranted the long, 
deeper, continuous read, I call, “If Stewart Could Talk.” I think that Nørb’s penis 

perspective of Nørb’s dick (thankfully), but many sections about sex and women 
(from conquest to frustration to springtime to droughts) are told with an overlay 
of sadness and inevitability. He’s a tall, thin, heterosexual, geeky guy who likes 
to have sex and thinks about it a lot. He’s honest and straightforward about his 
yearnings; and I found them more aching than jocky. Always consensual. I know 
some knees are already jerking, so I’ll be brief. As humans, we all have some of 
the following: holes, breasts, and penises. They’re not doll lumps. It’s time they 
came out of the dark, if we’re going to honestly examine sexuality, punk or not.

In closing, Boris is an intense, potent book, one that could be dismissed as 
“niche,” but all that means is that people more powerful than you have put you in 
a hole and are telling you to stay in that hole so they can steal your story and call 
it their own. Fuck them. Hail Nørb. –Todd (bulge.biz) 

Last One to Die
By Michael Essington, 204 pgs.

It sometimes amuses me that so many books have been written about punk’s 

scenes—and so few are written about the punters. For a scene that purportedly 

so little attention has been given to chronicling the latter, the gaggles of punkers 
and punkettes who bought the records, attended shows, and were the lifeblood 
of “the scene.” 

Presented here are snippets of the life of one such fan. Essentially a collection 
Flipside fanzine, 

Sparkplug magazine, and his own Strange Reaction website, Essington muses on 
the bits of life that make the man—family, friends, relationships, the high and low 
points of a generally normal life—the allure of the music, memories of key gigs 

There is little direct discussion about punk music for a large chunk of the 

fuck up raping and pillaging the town in the name of “hardcore”—but rather of 

There are a few problems with the book’s structure—there are quite a few 
spelling and syntax errors, and adherence to a more concrete timeline would’ve 
eliminated the occasional redundant bit—that could’ve been smoothed out with 
the help of a good editor. That said, Essington’s a damned good storyteller with 
a strong voice that doesn’t mince words, yet maintains a sensitivity that allows 
for meaningful introspection. An ability to spin a good yarn is surprisingly one 
of the tougher bits about writing that is too often lacking from too many books, 
but he does it with what seems like an inherent ease that yields a good read, that 
makes otherwise pedestrian situations profound, and keeps the reader engaged 
from beginning to end with his tale of one punk fan’s life. –Jimmy Alvarado 
(lastonetodie.strangereaction.com)

Minus Times Collected, The
Edited by Hunter Kennedy, 435 pgs.

This hefty omnibus is a collection of the last twenty years—and thirty 
issues—of The Minus Times, a literary journal (thought markedly scrappier and 
less pretentious than that term usually suggests) started by Hunter Kennedy in 
Slacker-era Austin, Texas. Kennedy and the magazine followed that particular 

address) and currently publishes out of Charleston, South Carolina. The preface 
to the collection offers a traditional anecdote about struggling to make the 
magazine happen while scraping together a life in New York City, but the details 
are telling about the way the magazine has taken shape. Kennedy was working at 
a major publishing house sorting through the “slush pile” (manuscripts sent in by 
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The Minus Times. His day to day 
was spent looking for diamonds in the rough (even though slush piles almost 
never yield actual book deals). His nights were given totally to making his own 
project happen completely on his own terms. More importantly—almost entirely 
because of his own unceasing effort—he published scores of unknown writers. 

That The Minus Times is a labor of love comes through in every facet of the 
magazine, and his solid cast of recurring contributors seem to mostly be from 
the fringe. Occasionally, in later issues, there will be a token appearance from 
a member of the literary illuminati (Dave Eggers offers some bland drawings 
inspired by Barthelme, Barry Hannah submits to a short interview), but, for the 

trajectory of The Minus Times is one that works itself out backwards in this 
book. It started as a double-sided one sheet from Kennedy, mostly paragraph-
long stories and poetry bordered by clip art. After nineteen issues, it expanded 

of a low-rent (I don’t mean this in a bad way at all) McSweeney’s, with a far 
smaller ego. There are short stories, comics, and much “cleverness” (this is 
where McSweeney’s comes to mind), a lot of which I could do without (although 

piece of pretentious garbage). 
Still, even as the issues begin to get shorter and shorter (one aspect 

surprisingly, many of the most solid outings come from the longest-running 
contributor: Hunter Kennedy himself. In one of my favorite pieces, he outlines 
and reminisces about a “very real plot to assassinate Ethan Hawke” dreamed up 
by his friends who felt his role in Reality Bites had turned society against their 
own legitimate slacker aspirations. It’s a funny, simple tale that holds much more 
beneath the surface, as well as being another good lens that the magazine offers 
us for viewing it through. 

The Minus Times is a very serious and authentic attempt coming from the 
type of people who have been repeatedly sold over to external outlets to be 
made into caricatures and Hollywood archetypes, yet stay true to themselves 
throughout. What that is is nothing revolutionary. It’s just a good literary journal 
at the end of the day. Yet, in a small way, The Minus Times is still something 

depends on what is put into it. Everyone at The Minus Times seem like nice 
people who would never shoot anybody, even Ethan Hawke, but, in a way, each 
new issue is a kind of gun that they’ve snuck into the premiere to take pot shots at 
what he really represents—and that’s society, maaaaan. –Dave Brainwreck (Drag 
City, dragcity.com / Featherproof Books, featherproof.com / minustimes.com)

Supernatural Strategies for Making a Rock ‘N’ Roll Group
By Ian F. Svenonius, 200 pgs.

America’s favorite sassy indie rock R&B revolutionary has returned with his 
second piece of writing, this one a manifesto masquerading as a how-to guide. 
In reality, there is very little how-to in Ian Svenonius’s Supernatural Strategies 
for Making a Rock ‘n’ Roll Group and much more “preaching stentorian from 
the mount,” as Henry Rollins would say. In other words, Svenonius has a lot of 
opinions about rock‘n’roll and he wants to share them with you. And it makes 

been rocking in bands including Nation Of Ulysses, The Make-Up, Weird War, 
and his current group, Chain & The Gang.

held a séance in which they called upon the spirit of Brian Jones to ask “him 
about the secret to a group’s longevity and legacy.” After that encounter, 
other dead musicians including Chuck Berry, Buddy Holly, and Jimi Hendrix 
were consulted. These musicians—as well as a few others—give a history of 
rock‘n’roll, where it comes from, and how street gangs were forerunners to 
rock‘n’roll groups. It all comes off as both academic and absurd, as I have 
a hard time picturing Chuck Berry (or his spirit) ever saying such things as, 
“The resounding victory of the USSR over Germany at Kursk, Stalingrad, and 
Berlin seemed to reinforce Soviet claims of inevitable proletarian victory in a 
titanic, prophesied class struggle against imperialistic capitalism.” That being 

interesting academic paper if it was reformatted.
The second—and larger—part of the book is the actual supernatural strategies 

portion. Here, Svenonius breaks down the different aspects that rock‘n’roll acts 
will have to address, starting with the very basic ideas, such as determining goals 
and more typical rock issues like sex and drugs. At the foundation, Svenonius 
(or the collective spirits, as it is evidently them disseminating their collective 
knowledge in one voice through this portion of the book) asks what the desire 
is for a group to form. He lays out four options: to be famous, sexually popular, 

to write some good songs in the style of another particular group, or to advance 
a particular ideological system. Given his past political stances, it shouldn’t be 
a surprise that the last answer is the correct one. Evidently “having fun” isn’t an 

convince the reader of the book’s viewpoint, then this probably will. Svenonius 
is key on having rock‘n’roll mean something, and in his case it seems it is some 
of the same anti-capitalist, Marxist ideas that he has been utilizing throughout his 
career. That’s not to say there is anything wrong with doing so, but it’s only fair 
to know where the author is coming from.

Amongst some of the gems that Svenonius shares are:
—Your band name “has to appear in a dream or revelation.”
—Your group isn’t “really about music—it’s a model or an ideal.”
—Like a revolutionary cause, your life must be lived entirely for the group.
—Rock‘n’roll is “a replacement for erotic conquest” and the audience 

should be the only recipient of the musician’s love.
—“Not communicating is what keeps a band together.” (See Slayer and the 

Ramones.)
Over the years that I have observed music, it’s fair to say that much of 

Svenonius’s insights are spot on. (Although I did disagree with his idea that the 
audience desires for a group to play the same songs again and again because 
they want to be a brainless machine. Not all of us are at that point. I enjoy it 
when a band plays a new song at a show.) His comments on the importance of 
the rock‘n’roll group being the entire commitment of the individuals in order to 
succeed should be well heeded by anyone wishing to keep their band focused on 
its cause. And according to Svenonius, what should be the status of a rock‘n’roll 
group? Not to be respected. In fact, “its status must hover somewhere between 
that of the vagrant, the doomsday prophet, the street urchin, and the prostitute.”

it ran into a few problems that kept me from entirely enjoying Supernatural 
Strategies
this information. It seemed silly and unnecessary—Svenonius’s information 
and analysis is good enough on its own. As mentioned before, it also made the 

information and analysis. It is “preaching stentorian from the mount” to a degree, 
and is overkill. Why does there need to be a mention to the Imperial Century 
of the British Empire or the Industrial Revolution in such a book? It verges on 
intellectual masturbation. That’s not to say that there isn’t some credence to 
Svenonius’s work, but it frequently comes off as a bit much.

In fact, the mix of the silliness of the séance notion with the intellectualism 
of the material makes one wonder, “Is this serious? Does Svenonius actually 
believe this stuff?” When reading Al Burian, for example, while he can be 
long-winded, he’s also very lowbrow, making his references to Black Sabbath 
seem relevant when he is seeking to prove a point about something related to 
rocking. Svenonius, on the other hand, is long-winded and intellectual for 
no discernible reason. One can’t help but ask themselves, “Is this a manifesto 
that is to be believed and followed? Or is it meant for some other purpose? A 
good laugh? A discussion starter?”

It’s hard to endorse this book for what it is. Revisions to the essays could take it 

how-to guide for bands, perhaps as part of a column or as articles in a magazine. As 
it stands, it’s just a manifesto (I think?) and not one I can respect as being entirely 
serious. –

We Got Power: Hardcore Punk Scenes from 1980s Southern California
By David Markey and Jordan Schwartz, 288 pgs.

I know it’s been prattled on about a zillion times before, but in this age where 

near anything you wanna know about are a mere click away, it’s hard to fathom 

different from Olivia Newton-John or the other crap that permeated the airwaves 
had to gain access to a remarkably well connected, yet also fairly well concealed 
network of bands and people who comprised the underground music scene. Sure, 
one could stumble into the Cathay de Grande, the Vex, Al’s Bar, or some other 
beer-caked hellhole and end up smack in the middle of the goings-on, but the real 
key to connectivity, the “web” if you will, was fanzines. 

Most fanzines were little more than folded bits of paper with whatever 
brilliance/inanity the (often teenaged) author and often a cadre of friends could 
squeeze into every available space, but they nonetheless served to keep interested 
parties abreast of local goings on and to document the little oases of like-minded 
kids dotting the planet. We Got Power was one of many fanzines of the time 

many of its peers, it was helmed and staffed by cats barely able to legally drive 
who happened to be neck deep in ground zero of arguably the largest punk scene 
on the planet. 
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The zine existed for what might be a mere blip compared to the colossal 
runs of Flipside or MRR, but they left a lasting impression with both the 
subsequent work of co-creators Dave Markey (director of The Slog Movie,
1991: The Year Punk Broke and the Lovedolls

We Got Power compilation on Mystic Records) and 

Wasted Youth, Big Boys, Overkill and more), gig coverage, record reviews, 
tirades about asshole cops (and I can tell you from personal experience, and 
with no exaggeration, they were seriously fucked up back then to punks and 
anyone else who was “different” from the accepted social norm), address 
lists for other fanzines, gossip, rundowns on mainstream media portrayals of 
punk rock, even tips on the best pick-up lines, all delivered with humor and 
no shortage of creativity. 

In addition to reprinting the existing issues, Markey and Schwartz also 

their personal collections; and essays from various scenesters, musicians, 
friends, and former staffers to help provide context and reminiscences about 
the scene and the zine, folks with names like Rollins, Morris (hell, most of the 
members of Black Flag’s early lineups weigh in here), McDonald, Carducci, 

on. When the histories are all written and the guilty parties are all long gone, 
We Got Power

got done in the days before “face time” replaced “talking.” You had to do 

and you didn’t miss experiencing it because you were trying to “capture” it 

Read 217 more independent video reviews at 
razorcake.org/punk-video-reviews

The Taxpayers go to Florida with 
The Wild!: DVD

I think you’d be hard-pressed 

worthy of documenting than The 
Taxpayers. Tour videos can usually 
go one of two ways for me; either 
I’m appalled by how a band I love is 

assholes or they romanticize life 
on the road and all the beautiful 
people they meet along to the way 

to such an extent that I’m practically running out the front door with my 
guitar. It’s the difference between reading On the Road
or The Air-conditioned Nightmare (I read both, which is probably why I 
never actually leave the house). 

Getting to see The Taxpayers do what they do, with all the tornado 

this band and desire to get in the van. You witness them frolicking on New 
Year’s Eve with pizza and party whistles, weirdly playing with Wu-Tang 
Clan, and busking with a Diamond Dave look-a-like to pay for parking. 
They take you to the storage unit they used to live in and explain the 

Their charm is only matched by their talent. The total runtime for 
the video is under an hour and ends rather abruptly and ominously at a 
gas station when their van experiences some radiator troubles. I suppose 
that’s how all good tours end: too soon and with a sudden reentry to the 
comparatively gloomy world of bills and life-maintenance. 

If you’re already familiar with The Taxpayers, this video will 

of them, it will expose you to a band that is everything a band should be: 
fun, thoughtful, energetic, and prime for the fucktastic jackassery. Highly 
recommended. –Matthew Hart (Clarke Howell, Clark Howell Productions. 
Noah@TheTaxpayers.Net)
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